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MASTER'S THESIS PROJECT
PLAYSCRIPT APPROVAL FORM
(PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU HA VE READ THE PLA Y SELECTION CRITERIA SECTION IN YOUR GRADUATE
HANDBOOK)

SCRIPT TITLE

Parable
- - Doubt:
-- -A--

PLAYWRIGHT(S) [lmusical,lyricisUcomposer]

John Patrick Shanlev

NUMBER OF ACTS

1
- -- -APPROXIMATE TOTAL PLAYING TM E

1

HOURS 30

MIN.

CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers)
MEN

1

WOMEN

3

CHILDREN_...;;o_ _ _ _OVER 40 _ _._2_o_r_3_a_c_to_r_s____ _ _

ROLES REQUIRING PEOPLE OF COLOR _ _
1 _ _ _ _ ROLES COULD DOUBLE _ __
o____
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST

4
-----

OTHER CASTING CONCERNS:
In the small town of Duncan B.C., where the play will be produced, there are no black actors known to
the community theatre of Duncan. To find a black actor in Duncan is a challenge. My intention is to
audition people from Victoria (one hour away) and also to audition a Jewish actor who I worked with In
the past, who looks black but is a little older than the age suggested by the author. She Is not 38 but
50. It is still plausible that she could be a mother of a 12-year old teen. The play takes place in StNicolas School, In the Bronx, United States. All actors will be Canadians and therefore it would be
preferable not to impose an accent on all actors.

\RTISTIC STAFF (check those needed for this play or production idea)
1.JIUSICAL DIRECTOR
DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER_ __
FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER
DIALECT COACH
SPECIALTY HIRE_ __ (specify what kind)
ORCHESTRA/BAND (specify what size)_ _ _ __
Will you be fulfilling any of the above? No
If so, which?
Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above?

SCENERY/PROPS

No

If so, which?

(check those needed for this play or your concept of the play)

UNIT SET? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) NUMBER OF SETTINGS_ _3_ __
HISTORICAL PERIOD---1.._9__
64
...___ _ _ _ _ __
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION New York City, the B ronx
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
There are three areas to design. The community theatre has a small stage and a limited amount of
lights.

-------------

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS
12
PERIOD
1960's
0 1FF ICU LT OR UNUSUAL PROPS? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) DESCRIBE:
WEAPONS OR FIREARMS? HOW MANY

0
DESCRIBE:
------

~QSTUMES (CHECK THOSE NEEDED FOR THIS PLAY OR YOUR CONCEPT OF THE PLAY)

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER
HISTORICAL PERIOD
'60
SEASON

1 plus overcoat or accessories
fall

-----------

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT
LfAVE YOU SEEN THIS SCRIPT PRODUCED? YES

NO

(CIRCLE ONE)

HAVE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE PRODUCTION:

no
WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUC E T HIS SCRIPT?

Doubt: A Parable, by John Patrick Shanley, is a play that can be both entertaining and at the
same time invite the audience to reflect on problems in our society today. There is a large Native
Indian population where I live in Duncan, who for two generations were forced to attend church-run
residential schools. The questions this play raises about the abuse of power and its complexity are
especially relevant to this community.
I am working with a community theatre group since I do not have a teaching position in
drama. Community theatre is the backbone of many small communities, but production analysis often
revolves around high school or university performances or professional productions. Community
theatre offers a unique set of conditions: actors, lighting people, set-builders, etc. are volunteers,
usually working full-time in other careers, who love theatre and perform for their own pleasure and to
build community. The budget Is low, and costumes must be Improvised. It is my experience that
directing a large cast in a community theatre brings a lot of elements that are beyond my control {eg.
commitment of actors, differing levels of skill, comfort and experience). Directing a small cast is ideal
to explore a complex and relevant text in a community theatre environment. My written analysis of this
production will be a welcome addition to studies exploring local community theatre.
The community th~atre group I will be working w ith has the mandate to entertain and to
provide quality theatre to an adult audience. Doubt is written brilliantly. It is a strong play which
offers rich material to study and to base my analysis upon. The characters are complex and the design
of the play brings specific and important challenges. Although recently produced as a motion picture,
this play has never been presented on Vancouver Island, British Columbia. The play deserves
attention as live theatre, and for this reason the community theatre {The Mercury Players) has voted to
support me in directing the production of Doubt.
The text of Doubt is substantial, and attention to the elements emphasized by Francis Hodge
will be crucial: the given circumstances, the dialogue, the dramatic action, the character study, the
ideas of the play. Doubt is a complex drama and shows complex human behaviours on stage.
Shanley's dialogues have a strong structure and are charged with deep emotions, mood and Images,
which all provide a powerful basis for analyzing the motivation of movements. This is what Hodge
would identify as the composition on stage. Doubt is an ideal play to explore the character's polar
attitudes, their progress and transformation from the play's beginning to the' end. The issues raised In
Doubt are painfully relevant to this community where I live, but the play offers some critical distance
from those issues, being set in a different country and in an inner-city context.

WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING T HIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR SCHOOL?

The play has three sets and the venue has a small stage, with a very limited amount of lights available
in the theatre.
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PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE SCRIPT ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER AND ATTACH.
' LEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF THE SCRJPT FOR THE THESIS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW.

SUBMITTED BY: (Printed Name)_;.;.
M;;.;..lc....h....e__lle._T....,re--.-m.-b-.l=ay&...-_
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _
Date Submitted: Aprll 13th 2010
(Signature) _

_ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Thesis Chair Approval: - - --

- - - - - - - - - - --

- - - - Date Approved : _ __ _

Thesis Committee Members Approval: - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - Date Approved : _ _ __

Graduate Coordinator Approval:

Scott Robinson

Date Approved :

:!..id/

I

Please note:
The signatures have been redacted due to security reasons.
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GRADUATE COMMITIEE AND OPTION APPROVAL FORM
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

(Submit the original)
Note: This form is to be completed as soon as the student has formed a committee and selected an
option from the list below. Submit original to the Office of Graduate Studies in Barge 305.
Name:
Michelle Tremblay
Address:= - -..__ _ __ __ _

Birth Date
Student ID
Email: mtre

Check option:
Indicate credits to be received for the thesis or option:
Written
Exam•
6
TH700
---.:.P~ro~j=ec=t'-----------~
D
Project
Course
No.
Title
Credits
D
Creative Project
~
Course No.
Title
Credits
Studio Project
D
MLA Style J1h Edition
D Portfolio Review
Style Manual for Thesis/Project
Thesis (standard)
D
D Thesis Uournal-ready)
0 Provide journal guidelines plus a recent article from that journal in student's field of study.
*Students taking written exam option may omit items 1-5 below.
Direction of the Pro duction Doubt. A Pa rable
Title {and
title of
targeted journal if appropriate):

1. Proposed

2. Purpose of
Study:

3. ·scope of
Study:

4. Procedure
to be used:

The Direction of Doubt. A Mercury Players Production. serves as the culminating.
experience in theatre arts graduate studies.
Documentation based uQon the QreQaration of Qre-Qroduction research, gost-Qroduction
evaluation, the direction of the 12roductioo (including casting and rehearsal of actors,
Qreparation of the Hodge Analysis, and oral examination} shall benefit both the
communitl:'. in Duncan, B.C., and theatre arts deQartment at CWU.
Thre ghases of stud:t shall be included: 1} Pre-Production Research and Thesis
Documentation in MLA Stvle, 2} Rehearsa l and direction of groduction, 3~ PostProduction Evaluation and Documentation

5. Does the procedure involve collection of data obtained from
Human Subjects (including use of surveys)? ............................................ Yes** 0
No 0
Use of Animals? .......................................... ............................. ................ Yes•• D
No 0
** If yes, your procedures must be approved in writing by the Human Subjects Committee or the Animal
Care and Use Committee before you inffiate your research.
Associate Professor George Bellah
Committee Chair (typed or printed)

Committee Chair (signature)

Date

Professor Michael Smith
Member (typed or printed)

Committee Member (signature)

Date

Associate Professor Christina Barrigan
Committee Member ~yped or printed)

Committee Member (signature)

Date

Approved by:

Approved by:

Scott Robinson
Dept Chair/Designee• (signature}
Plea

Dean of Graduate Studies

This signature has been redacted due to security reasons.

Date

•1n the case of Interdisciplinary programs, this form should be signed by the relevant Program Director/Co-Director AND relevant Dept chair. In
cases where they cannot agree to sign for approval, the approval will be made or denied by the relevant interdisciplinary program advisory
committee. GS&R 04/10

November 29th 2010

To Central Washington University
Depart:mentofTheatre
400 E. University Way
Ellenburg, WA 98926-7460
Attention: Professor George W. Bellah, 3 rd
Professor Bellah,
As the co- president of the Mercury Players, I give Michelle Tremblay administrative

approval to continue with her planned production of Doubt, A parable on the following dates:
May 6~ 7th,12th,13th, 14th for evening performances at 8:00pm. and one matinee on Sunday

May 8th 2011. This play will be produced by the Mercury Players Community group. The board
of Directors is aware that this production is part of Michelle's Master Thesis Project for Central
Washington University, and she has our support to complete this endeavour in the community as
part of our regular season. Furthermore, Michelle will have our :financial support for this theatre
production and we will do our best to support her in this project.

RespectfuUy,

Laurel Hibbert
Co-President
Mercury Players

Please note:
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons.
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Project Parameters for Doubt: A Parable
The suggested dates for the production of John Patrick Shanley' s Doubt: A

Parable, will be May 6 to 14, 2011, with five evening performances at 8:00 p.m. and one
Sunday matinee at 2:00 p.m. Doubt will be produced by a local community theatre: the
Mercury Players (MP).
The MP have been experiencing a year of transition since I first approached them
last winter with the idea of producing Doubt. Their board of directors underwent some
structural changes in the falJ of 20 I 0, and the theatre space at 331 Brae Street- their
venue for the past ten years-has been stripped of its theatre lighting and sound
equipment, and put up for sale. They still hope to mount Doubt in May at Brae Street,
though the possibility of this is uncertain until the venue is sold to a buyer and new
building ownership is established.
Though typically well organized and accessible, this year the energy of the
volunteer-based MP has been focused on public meetings and donation drives. They are
trying to raise money fo r theatre equipment in order to keep their customary space
functioning as a theatre venue. The MP's energy is not being put into necessary
production planning and organization at this present time, and the board of directors has
become inaccessible. I have had to organize the production team and crew wilh~:mt the aid
of the producer and lhe lack of support is expected to continue. I have gathered several
additional volunteers: a set head carpenter, a costume designer, a props manager, a stage
manager, and a technician for tech rehearsal. I will design the set and will be assisted by a
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member of the community. If the MP continues to be unavailable as a support for
production I will continue independently.

If I had chosen to work within the constructs of a high school production with a
flock of students under my wing, I would not be experiencing these uncertainties. That
said, the MP have acquired some used lighting and sound equipment donated by the Main
Theatre Community in Duncan. It will be used at Brae Street in the spring if they gain
access to the venue. The condition of this equipment is not known; but apparently it is an
improvement on the previous equipment at Brae Street: old and functioning minimally.
The MP mission statement has been to foster a creative and social community
while producing accessible and entertaining theatre for a wide audience range. They also
put focus on giving each volunteer member the opportunity to work in all aspects of
theatre production from behind the scenes to perfonnance. They feel the more involved
all members are with each production, the better the morale within the MP community.
The Artistic D irector often works with a team of designers for costumes, set and lighting
that usually have some training or background. However, when assembling a creative
team, priority is given to members who contribute positive energy and good will over
those who may contribute greater expertise. Imposing a series of deadlines and
responsibilities on volunteers is a delicate matter and yet necessary to arrive at a final
production.
Rehearsals are expected to begin in February 2011. Auditions will take place
early January 2011. The volunteers are not young students like they would be in a high
school setting; they are adults with their own obligations such as full time jobs and fami ly
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responsibilities. The director will be, in part, working around their schedules, as will the
design team. Patience and flexibility will be required when dealing with an extended and
flu ctuating rehearsal period. It wiU be a challenge to commit to an artistic vision and
maintain a creative momentum. For this production to be successful, the director will
have to integrate actor training in voice and creative impulse in order to help the amateur
actors free up their imaginations and expression. Kristin Linklater exercises will be used
during the rehearsal process.
The MP usually aim for two shows per year which financially and creatively
benefits them. Typically they produce shows with larger casts to involve as many
members as possible but they agreed to produce Doubt, despite the small cast, due to the
brilliant writing. A budget of $3,000.00 for the production has been approved, based on
the total expenses of the production and half of the box office revenue. This modest
amount will have to cover the cost of costumes, sets, props, venues, royalties and
publicity. The rehearsal space is not covered in the budget so it is up the director to find
donated rehearsal space.
The MP venue on Brae Street poses several ch allenges: the greatest being the
question of whether a production can even be mounted there. If so, how will the
equipment work in this space and when will the equipment be installed? On top of this,
the venue is rented to various outside p arties including yoga classes, religious groups and
the like. The MP will have limited access to the building and limited time for rehearsals
and tech rehearsal. The load in, hang, and tech run will all have to happen in one or two
days before opening night. In addition, the risers come in during the same evening of the
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technical rehearsal, likely delaying the start. The risers require a set up team of eight
people for two to four hours. For this reason, it is important to work with a lighting
technician who is familiar with the MP space and its equipment.
The ·stage is 31 feet and 3 inches wide and 20 feet and 6 inches deep. The space
does not offer any back stage for the actors except for one 3 foot corridor the length of
the stage. Set design will be limited by the budget of$1,200. 00. Although the building
was not constructed as a theatre venue originally, the space is well suited for that
intended use. The walls of the hall are all painted a dark color, appropriate for theatre
performances. The lighting booth is placed above the hall facing the stage. The view of
the stage from the lighting booth is good and sound proofed to enable the stage manager
to give cues. The technicians are often new to the job and therefore the director-as in
this case-and occasionally other MP members assist during the productions. Installing
the new lighting and sound equipment and trying to restore the stark Brae Street building
back into a theatre space will be a labor of love.
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Production Schedule for Doubt: A Parable
January 16-30

Auditions

February 03

First read through

February 06

Table Work: Character analysis;
Actor's Workshop: Voice and Imagination

February 08

Scene 8 (42-50)

February 13

Scene 2, 2a (7-10; 10-15)

February 15

Scene 4, Garden Scene (17-24)

February 17

No rehearsal due to parent/teacher interviews

February20

Scene 5 (25-30); Scenes 1, 3, 5, 6a (5, 16, 25, 36)
Work on monologues and costume measurements for actors

February 22

Scene 5 (30-36)

February 24

Scenes 3,6a (16, 36)

February 27

Scene 8 (42-50); Scene 7 (38-42)

March 01

Scene 9 (50-56)

March 03

Production meeting; Scenes 1, 3, 6 (5, 16, 36)

March 06

Scene 9 (50-56); Scene 10 (56-58)

March 08

Run through (5-36)

March 10

Run through (36-58)

March 13

Workshop and working on what is needed

March 15-23

Public school closure, no rehearsal

March24

Scenes 2, 2a (7-15)

March 27

Scene 8 (42-50)
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March 29

Scene 5 (25-35)

March 31

Scene 4 (17-24)

April 03

Scenes 1, 3, 6a(5, 16, 36)

April 05

Scene 7 (38-42)

April 07

Scene 9 (50-56)

April 10

Scene 10 (56-58); Run through (5-58)

April 12

Work on what is needed

April 14

Production meeting: royalties paid, poster and program of
the show done, press release to local newspapers, costume
and set design in process

April 17

Run through

April 19-21

Work in the areas most needed

April 24

Production meeting (costumes & set including props/ready)

April 26

Run through

April 28

Run through with costumes

April 30

Set in

MayOl

Hanging of lights and focus

May02

Technical rehearsal of sound and lights

May05

Set up of risers; dress rehearsal

May06-07

Perfonnances at 8:00 p.m.

May08

Matinee performance at 2:30 p.m.

May 12-14

Performances at 8:00 p.m.

May 15

Striking the set
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Evaluation of Doubt: A Parable as a Production Vehicle
Elizabeth Cullingford touches on the essence of why Doubt is such a powerful
drama; it generates a response to events and personalities, and then questions the
audience's initial reactions. Just when we feel sure about our feelings and loyalties,
Shanley leads us to another possibility. Each conversation takes us deeper into our own
doubts about our convictions, until we understand the dilemma faced by the characters.
The play challenges us to reflect carefully before we act on our preconceptions, we are
kept in our seats until the last line of the show, where we continue to question, to wonder
if Flynn is guilty or not, long after we have left the theatre. The production of Doubt will
have a wide audience range: from early twenties to seniors. In addition to the regular
patrons of the MP, it is hoped the play will attract a portion of the local Cowichan band
members due to its subject matter. Doubt won the 2005 Pulitzer Prize for Drama and was
the most performed contemporary American drama in the United Sates in 2007-2008
(246). A number of themes in this play will strongly resonate with the community in
Duncan, British Columbia.
Shanley poses an open-ended question during the play about sexual abuse in the
Catholic school system. Sister Aloysius and the audience are left at the end of this story
wondering if Flynn is guilty or not. There is no black and white answer, according to
Elizabeth Cullingford: "Doubt manipulates and frustrates our desire to empathize with a
character who represents our own convictions. Most strikingly, it refuses the denouement
proper to its genre: the religious hypocrite is not unmasked, and the possibility that he is
not a hypocrite remains open" (246). Cullingford touches on the essence of why Doub~ is
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such a powerful drama. It generates a response to events and personalities, and questions
the audience's own reactions. Just when viewers feel sure about their feelings and
loyalties, Shanley leads them to another possibility. Each conversation talces them deeper
into their own doubts about their convictions, until they understand the dilemma faced by
the characters. The play challenges audience members to reflect carefully before acting
on preconceptions. Suspense keeps the viewers locked in their seats until the last line of
the show. Doubt lingers in the minds of everyone, long after they have left the theatre.
The main theme of this play is the discomfort of the unknown: the uncertainty of
what to do when doubting one's own convictions and what pre-emptive actions to take, if
any, in the case of suspicion. Sister Aloysius forces Flynn out of the school; she has to lie
to do it. At the end of the play she's left with her sin and her own inner turmoil. She goes
on to explain to Sister James in Scene IX, that she has to live with the consequences of
her own actions. She confesses ... "In the pursuit of wrongdoing, one steps away from
God . Of course there's a price. I have doubts! I have such doubts!" (Shanley 58). The
inner turmoil Sister Aloysius is experiencing is mirrored in Sister James who admits ...
"I can't sleep at night anymore. Everything seems uncertain to me" (58). Donald Muller's
mother mistrusts Sister Aloysius, unsure of whether she cares for Donald's best interests
or not. Father Flynn seems to be Donald's best chance at success socially and
academically, despite his possible nefarious motivations. Muller says: "I don't know,
Sister. You may think you're doing good, but the world's a hard place. I'll be standing
with my son and those who are good with my son. It'd be nice to see you there. Nice
talking with you, Sister." (Shanley 50). Having surety over what we believe and why is a
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human need. A sense of personal morality is established by continuously reevaluating
and challenging one's own actions, priorities, beliefs and doubts: where they have lead
one and to what cost to others. The theme of isolation is explored throughout the play.
Not only the isolation one feels when in inner conflict but the isolation that exists when
religions and educational hierarchies create conflict and division.

In the community of Duncan, the theme of isolation will touch the hearts of many,
speaking directly to those who have been "outsiders" in their own country: the First
Nations. In the town of Duncan, a large percentage of the population are members of the
First Nation Cowichan Tribes. The First Nation children have been taken from their
homes, forced to adopt a new language and culture and sent to foreign schools for over a
century. In 2005, the Canadian government offered the biggest settlement package in
history to the Cowichan Tribes in recognition of and compensation for what had been
done to the individuals and the communities that suffered physical, sexual or
psychological abuse (Cowichan Tribe). Four generations have suffered from cultural
dislocation and confusion.
Shanley reminds us of the isolation that exists in a patriarchal religion and
community where the genders are split into two societies: the convent with the nuns and
the rectory with the priests. When Sister Aloysius convinces Sister James to be present on
the day that she will hold a meeting with Father Flynn she lays out the rules of the
hierarchy to convince Sister James. She outlines " [a)side from the unacceptability of a
priest and nun being alone, I need a witness" (Shanley 24). If Sister Aloysius felt she
could be an integral part of the Diocese's decisions, perhaps she would not have chosen
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to sin by lying in order to force Flynn out of the school. As the play progresses, Sister
James becomes isolated too". Sister Aloysius convinces her to change her approach to
teaching and to adopt a more distant cold rapport with her students: "I've become more
reserved in class. I feel separated from the children" (20). One of James' students,
Donald Muller, is experiencing loneliness, because he is the "new kid." This is
compounded by the fact that he is also the first child of color the school has ever had.
"He's isolated" (21 ). To further complicate his isolation, it is suspected that he is gay and
living within a homophobic community. Sadly, this kind of prejudice is still very much a
part of society. Shanley's challen·g e to the audience about their level of humanity is
poten~ly

relevant as society continues to examine beliefs, invite change or not, and at

what price.
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Director's Concept Statement for Doubt: A Parable

John Patrick Shanley's Doubt is an intimate portrayal of what it was like to attend
a American Roman Catholic school in the Bronx in the 1960s. The characters in the play
are based on people Shanley grew up with; he opens a window into his personal world.
As Northrop Frye has pointed out, "[t]he texture of any great work of art is complex and
ambiguous, and in unraveling the complexities we may take in as much history and
philosophy as we please, if the subject of our study remains at the centre" (9). Doubt is
"the subject of our study," it is "at the centre" of this parable. The story's main conflict is
derived through the opposing world outlooks of Sister Aloysius and Father Flyru1.
Doubt is set originally in the Bronx, New York, 1964. The play has four
characters. The first is the principal of the school, Sister Aloysius. Father Flynn is the
priest who teaches at the school, as does the young and impressionable Sister James. Mrs.
Muller is the mother of Donald Muller: the first black student to attend the school. The
upcoming production with the MP will be set in the same time period and location as the
author intended: the Bronx in the 1960s. The play's themes are universal and the social
and moral issues at the centre of the play's conflict are still very relevant to today's
society.
Shanley begins the play talking about President Kennedy as a way to anchor the
play in a time of turbulence and change in No11h Ame1ica. The civil rights movement
flourished under his presidency, as did women's rights. The Vatican Council II made
radical changes to the theological positions and structure of mass within the Catholic
Church. The concept of "God" was being re-examined. Shanley's four characters embody
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these societal shifts: Aloysius, interestingly enough, embodies women's rights but at the
same time seems to adopt the rigidity of the pre-Vatican Council II church. Father Flynn
represents the post-Vatican II Church's more liberal views. Mrs. Muller embodies the
struggle of the Civil Rights Movement. Sister James flutters between them all,
representing the next generation sifting through the rubble of change for something to
identify with, having her concept of"God" re-examined. Because this play is character
centered, the staging must support this by drawing particular focus to the actors
themselves. A minimalist, realistic set design will evoke the world of the Catholic school
and draw focus to the words of the author.
The one act play is set without intennission in three different locations. The
lighting will cross fade without blackout from one location to the next, from the garden to
the interior office and finally to the church. The costumes should be representational and
accurate to the religious traditions of the Catholic Church: the father in dark robes and the
sisters in the dark nun habits. Mrs. Muller will be dressed as a working class laywoman:
an entity from outside the world of the church. Lighting choices should also be simple
and focused on the characters. For example, the garden is a sacred place where meetings
of the mind and exchanges happen, and yet it is a cold place, the season is fall. Hues of
charcoal and blue should be in the foliage and shiny wet stones in colors of grey and
brown: a visual metaphor of water running over stones weari11g away over time. Father
Flyrm, bit-by-bit, wears away at stony Sister Aloysius. Sister Aloysius is rigid, cold and
so is her office. The office is colorless, artless, isolated and functional: a shelter against
the wild outside world. An image of a grid over the window in her office would suggest a
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jail-like appearance. The lighting is abrasively bright, the walls of grayish-pale beigy
color tones. This scheme should give the office a severe and formal feel. ln the church:
warm, yellow toned lighting, perhaps a stained glass gobo, effectively suggesting a pulpit
as Father Flynn delivers his sermons. The soundscape will be subtle and envirorunental.
Cold fresh breeze and trickling water is heard in the garden. In the church, a subtle
undertone of organ music will give the ambiance of "holy place." Pre-show music will be
a pre-recorded choir singing a cappella, giving the audience a sense of inclusion in this
place of worship. Father Flynn preaches directly to them, breaking the fourth wall; the
audience members become the parishioners.
Actors will focus on honoring Shanley' s text. The success of the production will
rely heavily on the work of the actor: the character voice and bodywork, the imagination
and exploration put into text analysis. The actor playing Father Flynn will need the skills
of a good storyteller, supported with a strong voice. In the church, Fath er Flynn talks
directly to the audience, seated in the pews. In other scenes, audience members become
observers from the outside world. Doubt is a parable that allows the audience to reflect on
the emotional impact of having their own doubts creep to the surface.
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Initial Action and Conflict Analysi~
The main conflict occurs between the protagonist, Sister Aloysius and the
antagonist, Father Flynn in Shanley's Doubt. The conflict begins in Scene V, when Sister
Aloysius is able to bring Donald Muller into the conversation by saying "in the pageant,
that we neither hide Donald Muller nor put him forward." (Shanley 30). It does not take
too long for Father Flynn to realize that he is being confronted with the issue of Donald
Muller's unusual behavior after Donald came back from the rectory. Father Flynn replies,
"Did you want to discuss the pageant, is that why I'm here, or is this [Donald Muller]
what you wanted to discuss?" (31). The conflict is clear when Father Flynn expresses that
he feels a little uncomfortable with Aloysius: " ... something about your tone" (32). The
conflict between the protagonist and the antagonist is emphasized in Scene VIII, after
Mrs. Muller leaves the office. Father Flynn enters and facing Sister Aloysius' accusations
he tries to have her "stop this campaign against [him]!" (SO). This con flict comes to a
head in Scene VIII when Sister Aloysius tells Father Flynn" ... I will not stop" (55),
meaning that she will do everything in her power to have him confess his relationship
with Donald Muller. The tone changes to one of surrender as the play reaches its climax.
After this moment, Sister Aloysius gives her orders to Father Flynn knowing she has
defeated her opponent: "You will request a transfer from this parish ... "(55).
There is also the conflict that the characters experience interna1ly. Sister James
experiences great inner turmoil as she faces contradictions between her nature and what it
is expected of her. Sister James reveals to Father Flynn that Sister Aloysius "has taken
away [her] love of teaching ... I feel as if everything is upside down" (41).
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Sister Aloysius exposes her internal feelings of contradiction if she were to disobey the
rules cf the Church: "I will step outside the Church if that's what needs to be done ... if
it means l.'m damned

to Hell ... ,, (54). These are strong words coming from a nun who

has taken vows of obedience and has been observant in every other seemingly way: "I
can't be closeted alone with a priest ... ,, (23). Sister Aloysius feels she has no choice but
to work around the hierarchy of the Church because she cannot confide to her male
superiors.
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Given Circumstances
Geographical Location
The entirety of Doubt takes place in the Bronx, at a CathoHc church and at St.
Nicholas School. The Bronx is one of the five boroughs of New York City, located in the
north, mainly on the New York State mainland. The Bronx was known for its quick
growth: "Once [it was one of] the fastest growing urban areas in the world (Gonzalez 5).
According to Gonzalez, the Bronx certainly changed during the sixties. The expansion of
expressways, a flood of new commercial buildings and an influx of Irish and Italian
immigrants resulted in an overcrowded population. This is the community Shanley has
created the world of his play around.
There are several St. Nicholas Schools in the Bronx and the specific geographical
location of the particular school used in the play is St. Nicholas of Tolentine, located in
University Heights, 2345 University Avenue at Fordham Road , the Bronx. Shanley did
not attend this school but did attend St. Anthony's Catholic School, located on Mansion
Street in the Bronx. Because Shanley came from this world, it's understandable how it
became the framework for his imaginative story: Doubt, A Parable (Brennan). The basis
of this research is unchanged, as both schools are located in the Bronx. In this thesis, I
will be using the name of the school described by the author-St. Nicholas-however,
the population studied and the geographical environment will be more specifically
centered on the St. Anthony School.
St. Nicholas is a Roman Catholic complex consisting of a church parish, a school,
a rectory that houses the priest, a convent where the sisters live, a courtyard garden that
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divides the male and female clergy housing, and a schoolyard where the children play
sports. The action of Doubt takes place in four locations: the church, the principal's
office, the courtyard, and for one short scene, the field playground of the school.
The play opens in St. Nicholas' Parish Church with Father Flynn giving a sermon
to his parishioners (Shanley 5). In Scene 11, the play moves into the principal's office,
located in the school building of St. Nicholas' complex where the audience meets Sister
Aloysius and Sister James (7). In Scene III, Father Flynn is coaching basketball to the
boys on the playing field of the school (16). Scene IV takes place in the courtyard garden
with Sister Aloysius and Sister James (17). The principal's office is the location for
Scene V, with Sister Aloysius, Sister James, and Father Flynn (25). Scene VI takes place
during another sermon given by Father Flynn in the church (36). Scene Vil is during an
intimate scene in the courtyard garden between Sister James and Father Flynn (38). Scene
VIII introduces Mrs. Muller in the office with Sister Aloysius, and then after Mrs.
Muller's departure, Father Flynn enters (42). Scene IX takes place in the garden where
both Sister Aloysius and Sister James are conversing with one another (57).

Date: Year, Season, Time of Day
The play occurs in the fall of 1964. Typical of fall weather, there are heavy winds:
''That was quite a wind storm we had last night" (25). The wind fluctuated between 16
km to 17 km per hour in that area at that time of year from early October to late
November 1964. In October, the average daily temperature was 13 degrees Celsius and in
November the average temperature was 10 degrees Celsius. The average precipitations
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were 0.1 cm in both month October and November (National Climat~ Data Center). New
York has a humid continental climate resulting from prevailing wind pattems that bring
cool air from the interior of the North American continent. Rain is more common than
snow in winter, because the Atlantic Ocean helps keep temperatures warmer than in the
interior Northeastern United States.
Scene I takes place during Sunday morning mass, early October, likely the first
week. Father Flynn is giving his sermon (Shanley 5). In Scene II, the action takes place
later on during the same week, at 1 o'clock, as the children are involved in their art class.
"Who is watching your class?" asks Sister Aloysius of Sister James (7). In this lengthily
scene, we are introduced to Aloysius's worries about convention and discipline. In Scene
III, it is mid-October, and it is easy to assume that the scene takes place in the late
afternoon as there is no class after the coaching session and students are invited to eat
cookies and drink Kool-Aid in the rectory with Father Flynn (16). Scene IV takes place
two weeks later, early November, iu the garden with Aloysius wrapping the bushes prior
to the advent of the frost. "Mr. McGinn . .. neglected to protect [the bush] from the frost"
(17). Scene V takes place in the morning, in mid-November in Sister Aloysius' office as
she describes the windstorm of the night before over the phone. Father Flynn comes in
after her conversation and greets her: "Good morning Sister Aloysius" (25). Scene V1 is
still mid-November, a few days·later, in the church for the last sermon given by Father
Flynn, Sunday moming during mass. Scene Vil takes place during that same Sunday, in
the afternoon, in the garden. Although Scene VIII takes place in the principal's office
during a week day, it is still in mid-November-there are two sections to the act: the first
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being the interview Sister Aloysius has with Mrs. Muller; the second the conversation she
has with Father Flynn. In Scene IX, both Sister Aloysius and Sister James are in the
garden sitting on a bench. It is a sunny day, last week of November, in the afternoon after
school hours. Their conversation talces place after Sister James has returned from visiting
her family.

Economic Environment
After the Second World War, the United States experienced an economic boom.
Housing development flourished; and the increase of gross domestic product was largely
due to the strong productivity of the automobile industry, surpassing even agriculture's
contribution. Technological advances such as television and radio became popular. Even
children became consumers of these new technological inventions. Sister Aloysius shows
Donald Muller's mother the transistor radio belonging to one of the students in the
school: "I was listening to a transistor radio with an earpiece. Look at how tiny they' re
making them now. I confiscated it from one of the students and now I can't stop using it"
(Shanley 43). In the early 1960s, it was economically feasible for the average middle
class family to own a television set, exposing them to a wide range of worldly
experiences and enticing them to own such products as those shown in the
advertisements. By the time John F. Kennedy was elected, a slight economic recession
had started. In the time of Shanley's Doubt, 1964, the country's economy managed to
stabilize; however, there wouldn't be any significant growth until later, during Johnson's
Presidency. That said, the inner city neighborhoods like the Bronx were hit hard by the
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recession and did not recover. Jobs were lost, industries were closing, and the Bronx
experienced continuous sag into economic decay.

In St. Nicholas School, Sister Aloysius "is working with constraint ... " (8). The
audience can sense that money is counted. Sister Aloysius is appalled when she sees
Father Flynn take an extravagant three sugars in his tea (28). At this time, "roughly a
quarter of the families in the South Bronx were receiving welfare" (Gonzalez 119). After
World War II, the lack of growth had already pushed the majority of middle class
families out of the area (118). More immigrants were moving in. Middle class families
who had a regular income and could carry a mortgage moved out of the Bronx and
bought a home elsewhere, in hopes of improving their standard of Ii ving. The area
became a borough of tenement housing. Scholar and writer, Marshall Berman, in his
analysis on modernity in New York, All That is Solid Melts Into Air described the centre
of the Bronx as a mirror of what was happening economically and socially at the time:
The center of the Bronx was pounded and blasted and smashed ... . the
immense steam shovels and bulldozers and timber and steel beams, the
hundreds of workers in their variously colored hard hats, the giant cranes
reaching far above the Bronx's tallest roofs, the dynamite blasts and
tremors, the wild, jagged crags of rock newly tom, the vistas of
devastation stretching for miles to the east and west as far as the eye could
see and marvel to see our ordinary nice neighborhood transformed into
sublime, spectacular ruins. (293)
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According to Gonzalez, African Americans and Puerto Ricans moved into the Bronx but
"between 1947 and 1976, the city lost 500,000 factory jobs as big and small industries
left the city" (118). Machines started to replace men, which added to the problem of
unemployment for the immigrant worker in the Bronx.
The invitation to apply for the city jobs in public government or schools was kept
for the more educated citizens. A government program, the "Great Society" was created
to try and alleviate poverty. The Great Society Program under Johnson's presidency was
aimed at helping such areas as the Bronx, and rested on abundance and liberty for all in
order to 'eliminate poverty, expand access to education and health care, rebuild the cities
and modernize the nation's infrastructure (Flanagan) . It "led the nation along three road"economic growth," ')ustice" for all races, and "liberation" (Milkis 8). This program
came just after Kennedy's new tax cuts (Gonzalez 118). Another indication from
Shanley's text of this need to help the poor is his use of the Sisters of Charity as main
characters. Their mission is to work with, educate, and assist the poor in areas like the
Brome "Our mission, as Sisters of Charity is to share in the ongoing mission of Jesus by
responding to the signs of the times in the spirit of St. Vincent de Paul and St. Elizabeth
Ann Seton, by revealing the Father's love in our lives and in our varied ministries with
and for all in need, especially the poor" (Sisters of Charity).
Poverty brings other issues into the community that certainly cannot all be
resolved by charity organizations or Church efforts. It must be somewhat aggravating for
Sister Aloysius to find that some children have the money to buy frivolities, such as a
transistor radio, when she herself has devoted her life to the mission of the Sisters of
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Charity: ''When one takes on the habit, one must close the door on secular things ... "
(Shanley 18). Nevertheless, the Catholic schools under the economic and political
umbrella of the diocese are somewhat more fortunate in this time of recession. St.
Nicholas School Parish offers its majority working class family population the possibility
of a better education. As Mrs. Muller says, "My boy came to this schoo l 'cause they were
gonna kill him at the public school. So we were lucky enough to get him in here ... "
(49). This structure allows for a sati sfactory education under the jurisdiction of the
Roman Catholic Church in an impoverished area.

Political Environment
The play takes place in a patriarchal school in 1964, one year after the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy. This tragic event emphasized the insecurity
felt in society at the time. Using this time period as motivation, Shanley wrote this play
for the stage in 2005. Another significant time period, a post 9/ 11 America was a period
of fear, a time of war, a national state of crisis that North Americans hadn't felt since the
1960s: "Last year when President Kennedy was assassinated, who among us did not
experience the most profound disorientation. Despair ... was a time of people sitting
together bound together by a common feeling of hopelessness ... " (Shanley 5).
When the United States invaded first Afghanistan then Iraq, there was never a
formal declaration of war. Similarly, at the time of the play in 1964, the US had a
"functional" declaration of war in Vietnam. In both cases, this gave each president much
latitude on how to conduct the war:
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Though the Vietnam War lasted more than a decade and resulted in the
death of almost 59,000 Americans in uniform, Congress never formally
declared war. The supposed "functional equivalent" of a war declaration
was the Gulf of Tonkin resolution, which Congress hastily adopted on
Aug. 7, 1964. (Rosenbloom)
The resolutions on Iraq and the Tonkin Gulf are substantially the same, in each case the
president was able to use all steps necessary, including the use of armed forces to carry
out their military operations (Rosenbloom).
In 2005, the US once again was involved in far off war in Asia. Politically, a

president who followed what seemed at tne time to be the truth was once again leading
the United States: " ... had he imagined it because of his desperate circumstance? Or had
he seen the Truth once, and now had to hold on to it without further reassurance?"
(Shanley 6). John Patrick Shanley shared his thoughts with a journalist: ''When I wrote
this play, we were living in a time of great 'certainty' in our country, leading up to Iraq
War, and I didn 't feel certain. And the culture around me seemed to be sending me the
message that I didn't feel certain because I was weak. I didn't agree with that" (Fine).
Shanley's wondering is clear in Doubt: "Am I a person of flesh and blood like you? ...
even if you feel certainty, it is an emotion and not a fact" (Shanley 55). The reasons
President Bush invaded Iraq vary, and according to Frank Warner's article, Bush's
reasons were that "Saddam Hussein was a threat to our security. He had pursued and used
weapons of mass destruction. He sponsored terrorists." At the time Doubt was staged, the
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majority of Americans believed what their President had told them, though Shanley was
not so certain.
According to Clive Hamilton, in his article on Bush's invasion of Iraq, "There can
be little doubt now that President Bush's reason for launching the war in Iraq was
fundamentally religious. He was driven by his understanding of the realization of Biblical
revelation in which he had been chosen to serve as the instrument of the Lord." It seems
that Bush's religious beliefs gave him fa ith and certainty in his actions, just as Sister
Aloysius fabricated her proof based on her assumptions that she was the instrument of
God in protecting the children, and what she sensed was enough to convict Father Flynn:
"But I have my certainty, and anned with that, I will go to your last parish, and the one
before that if necessary .... And once I do, you wilJ be exposed. You may even be
attacked, metaphorically or otherwise" (Shanley 54). Shanley's motivation for writing
Doubt is to make a reflection of America under the Bush administration, where having

any doubt or questioning the actions of the US government policy was equated with
being a terrorist or a traitor. There is the culture of doubt and there is the culture of
dogma. Shanley is asking the audience to question whether the whole notion of certitude
is the mark of strength and if doubt is a mark of weakness.
Doubt: A Parable is a political piece of literature. It has the power to question the

interlocutor, the audience members. Shanley does not point a finger at what is wrong. In
his plot he allows the audience to become the jury and give the final verdict. By writing
this play as a parable, Shanley wishes to elevate our consciousness and our awareness, as
the audience, in regards to our beliefs. What is it, Shanley asks, to have "assumptions and
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prejudices exploded and having to Jive in the present tense? When your assumptions are
overturned, what are you left with to look at?" (Fine). Especially when, as Sister Aloysius
states," ... one steps away from God" (Shanley 58).
The politics of the Roman Catholic Church also have a great influence on the
characters of the play. The hierarchy of the Church affects the world of Sister Aloysius. It
is only after the completion of the Vatican Council II session, in 1965 when changes
began to show:
... wider varieties of jobs with higher authority opened to women in the
Catholic Church: such as the role of a diocesan, chancellors, auditors,
assessors, defenders of the marriage bond, judge of diocesan courts,
synods and financial administrative council, professors and board
members of seminaries ... Previous to that year, Sisters were nonordained members of the Church; laity. (Wall ace 25)
According to Dictionary 3.0, to be ordained is "to set in order; to arrange according to
rule; to regulate; to set; to establish." Women were not part of decision making in the
Catholic Church and Sister Aloysius is certainly uncomfortable with that real ity: "Here,
there>s no man I can go to, and men run everything . . . "(Shanley 22). Father Flynn
reminds Sister Aloysius of her position in the Church: "I'm not answerable to you ... "
(32). This day-to-day fact influences Aloysius' temperament, character and behavior. In
Scene II, Sister Aloysius teaches Sister James of the strong "chain of discipline" that
exists in the politics of the Roman Catholic Church: "You are answerable to me, I to the.
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monsignor, he to the bishop, and so on up "to the Holy Father. There's a chain of
discipline. Make use of it" (Shanley 8).
At the same time, Sister Aloysius herself does not make good use of it. She does
not go to the Monsignor to discuss her suspicions about Father Flynn; she does not obey
the hierarchy. She believes her faith gives her permission to pursue what she deems is
wrong in the eyes of her faith: "I wouldn't mind being wrong, but I doubt I am" (21).
Yet, she teaches Sister James to respect the order of things in the system. As Sister James
is trying to convince her to see the Monsignor or the Bishop to discuss the possibility of
Father Flynn being an abuser of children, Sister Aloysius replies to her, ''The hierarchy of
the Church does not permit my going to the bishop. No. Once I tell the Monsignor, it's
out o f my hands, I'm helpless. I'm going to have to come with a pretext, gel Father Flynn
into my office, try to forc·e it. You'll have to be there" (23 ). Sister Aloysius disobeys the
order of things, does not agree with certain politics and will find her own path to exclude
Father Flynn from her school. Certainly, here, is not so clear: "It is a curious tendency in
human nature to believe in disillusionment: that is, to think we are nearest the truth when
we have established as much falsehood as possible" (Frye 244).

Social Environment
Shanley touches upon the ideas of race, class, homophobia, and scandals
occurring in the Catholic Church. But as we read and discover Shanley's world in the
play, nothing is clear, "Sometimes things aren 't black and white" (Shanley 49). For this
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reason, he frames and interweaves these ideas in the parables, "short moral stories" in the
play Doubt: " ... You make up little stories to illustrate ... ,, (38).
There is a p atriarchaJ culture in the parish school. Father Flynn is a well-educated
man of the Church: "He is a grown man, educated . . . " (47). As men of the church in
that time naturally would, be dominates female roles not only in his position but by his
behavior and in his own fom1ality, which affects his relationships: " ... most of the men
aspiring to the Catholic Church priesthood studied for degrees in seminaries or school of
theology that excluded women as students or instructors. Thus, many priests were
inexperienced in working with women as intellectual equals ... " (Wallace 28). The
gender inequality in the play is due to the culture and the hierarchy of the Church. This is
well demonstrated in Scene V when Father Flynn takes Sister Aloysius's chair when
coming into her office (Shanley 27). It seems that the world of the complex Catholic
Church has created its own ghetto as priests and nuns have limited contact among
themselves," ... the convent here, the rectory there... "(18). The priests and sisters
cannot ever be alone together: "I can't be closeted alone with a priest, another sister must
be in attendance . .. "(23).
Father Fly1U1 is from a Northeastern State, working class famil y background. He
is certainly a well-educated man. The two Sisters are from the congregation of the Sisters
of Charity of New York. Sister James and Sister Aloysius are qualified teachers with
degrees. Sister Aloysius, being the school principal, would also have a graduate degree
(Brennan). Mrs. Muller represents a minority: the African Americans who moved to 1he
area of the Bronx in the late 1940s. Her ancestors were likely part of the "Great
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Migration," an exodus of Blacks from the South into Northern cities, drawn by economic
opportunity (Brinkley 619). The Parish of St. Anthony, which is used as a background for
Shanley's story, is made up of a large population of Irish and Italian immigrants. St.
Anthony School Parish was established in 1908 for Italians, but now includes the faithful
of many heritages (Poust). For years, the Sisters of Charity staffed the parish school.
There are also an I1ish presence in the Bronx: "Italians near the Church of Our
Lady of Pity in southern Melrose, and some Irish nearby St. Jerome's on Mott Haven's
Alexander Avenue" (Gonzalez 117). Shanley used the issues of race and discrimination
in his description of St. Nicholas Parish as they were a microcosm of what was happening
in the greater community of the Bronx. Sister Aloysius anticipated racial trouble in St.
Nicholas upon the arrival of Donald Muller, a black student: "Has anyone hit him?"
(Shan1eyl9). Gonzalez explained how much lobbying community groups tried to fight for
equality: "There were attempts to promote tolerance and eliminate racial barriers. During
the forties and fifties, community and police groups, city agencies, human rights activists,
and faith-based organizations sponsored neighborhood activities and school programs to
improve race relations" (Gonzalez 114). Mrs. Muller, a middle class African American,
sums up the situation well: "my boy came to this school cause they were gonna ldll him
at the public school. So we were lucky enough to get him in here for his last year. Good.
His father don't like him. He comes here, the kids don't like him ... "(Shanley 49).
There were other problems as well:
Poverty also coincided with crime and social disorder. In the 1950s,
juvenjle delinquency and street gangs continued to increase in the city's
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poorest neighborhoods ... gangs flourished because minority youth felt
they needed to defend their turf, their manhood, and their race. Hence in
the Bronx, juvenile delinquency rates were greatest in the South Bronx
areas where black Americans and Puerto Ricans lived. (Gonzalez 119)
Sister Aloysius foresees Donald as a problem child: "Our first Negro student. I thought
there'd be fighting, a parent or two to deal with.... I should've foreseen this possibility"
(Shanley 21).
There is a sense of racism in the parish church as Father Flynn describes the
situation to Sister Aloysius: " . . . he is the only Negro in the school. That did affect my
thinking on the matter. It will be commented on that he's no longer serving at Mass. It's a
public thing. A certain ignorant element in the parish will be confirmed in their beliefs"
(34). Shanley consciously sets the play the same year President Johnson approves the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which intended to "end discrimination of all kinds based on
race, color, religion, or national origin. The law also provides the federal government
with the powers to enforce desegregation" ("Civil Rights Act"). This racial issue
contributes to the social background underlying Donald Muller's arrival at St. Nicholas
School.
Mrs. Muller, in her conversation with Sister Aloysius, confirms the discrimination
she must have experienced in her life: "You accept what you gotta accept and you work
with it. That's the truth I know. Sorry to be so sharp, but you're in here in this room ... "
(Shanley 48). It appears that in the 1960s, a Bronx Catholic Church School is a place
stamped with poverty and desegregation issues. Discrimination for the immigrant black
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community is just beginning to swell. Aloysius refers to this feeling of discrimination
when she describes Donald Muller: "He's isolated. The little sheep lagging behind is the
one the wolf goes for" (21). Donald's situation is not unique, ''black(s) and Hispanic[s)
[in the] South Bronx [were] doomed to be poor" (Gonzalez 118). It seems that the
Mullers were one of the more fortunate families of the black immigrant community as the
son attends a good school, St. Nicholas, and the father has a job. Unfortunately, Donald
Muller experiences the violence that comes with being poor and black. Donald's mother
shares with Sister Aloysius what kind of punishment he got from his dad as a result of the
wine stolen. " His father beat the hell out of him over that wine" (43). Shanley includes
this portrait of a black family to illustrate the segregation, cruelty and everyday life of a
poor family in the Bronx.

Religious Environment
It is obvious to the audience that tbis play will take place in a religious

environment as Scene I places them as parishioners in a Catholic church congregation
listening to Father Flynn's sermon. As described in the geographicaJ environment, the
setting of this play, although fictitious, is modeled on a Catholic complex that the author
experienced as a student in his youth in the Bronx. As touched upon in the political
environment, the Catholic Church has its own hierarchy. The "Catholic Structure is
unquestionably one institution in today's world with an authentic tradition that reaches
back through well over fifteen hundred years of political activity" (Murphy 542). For
centuries, the Catholic Church entertained a very close and intimate relationship with the
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great rulers of Europe (Johnson 380). Hierarchy, as seen within the Catholic Church
structure would follow the immigration of the Irish and of the Italian that arrived in New
York early 1900s (Gonzales 93). These Irish and Italian immigrants populate Shanley' s
world and the confines of a Catholic Parish act as a backdrop to Shanley's play. This is
aH set in a year when the Catholic Church was undergoing its own political turmoil.
In the year that the play takes place, 1964, the population of is already in doubt,
living in post-Kennedy despair. Father Flynn's first sennon opens the play with questions
about the values of society and admits to his own feelings of fear, insecurity and doubt:
"What do you do when you are not sure? That's the topic of my sermon today ... Doubt
can be a bond as powerful and sustaining as certainty. When you are lost, you are not
alone .. . "(Shanley 5-6). ln 1964, the Roman Catholic Church is being re-examined,
looked at with a more modern eye: "I think a message of the Second Ecumenical Council
was that the Church needs to take on a more familiar face. Reflect the local community ...
. " (30). His Holiness, Pope John XXIII, had just closed the Vatican I Council and
convened the Second Vatican Council from 1962 until 1965. The purpose of this Council
was to reunite all Christians, to redefine the role of bishops and to examine closely the
role of the Church trying " ... to bridge the chasm between clergy and laity . .. "
(Wallace 26).

In making profound changes to the church, many hoped to awaken a new
spirituality in the Roman Catholic Church:
The Second Vatican changed the nature of the Catholic Church so it
recognized the faith of the people in ' God' as if it was no longer coming
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from above, but rather the faith of the people was in the culture, in our
community and therefore 'God' was among us. (Brady)
Father Flynn explains to Sister Aloysius what he believes his role to be in the community
as a priest who embraces the vision of the new Vatican Council II: "I think a message of
the Second Ecumenical Council was that the Church needs to take one a more familiar
face. Reflect th.e local community. We should sing a song from the radio now and then.
Take the kids out for ice cream" (Shanley 30). The 1960s also brought new theological
positions to the Roman Catholic Church in North America: " ... the Mass changed _in
fonn and in language; earlier Forms of censorship were dropped ; new rites of confession
were authorized; religious freedom of conscience was endorsed; quasi-democratic
councils were encouraged ... " (Moberg and Hoge 104).
Father Flynn reminds Sister Aloysius of how he enjoys talking to the students and
how he is more open and willing to make changes to the suggested "family community"
when he says," ... Well I am not going to let her keep this parish in the Dark Ages! And
I'm not going to let her destroy my spirit of compassion" (Shanley 41). Sister Aloysius
resists the changes: "We are not members of their family. We're different" (30). She also
rejects the idea of including a secular song in the Christmas pageant (29). When she
convinces young Sister James to be strict and vigilant she uses her authority to impress
upon her that "frightening" the children and being the "moral guardian" and the
"gatekeeper" is more important than being open and friendly (13).
Moberg and Hoge's study is interesting as it was done with university and college
students between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five. The students' statements fall
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clearly into three distinct topics regarding their view of the changes: " ... concerns about
personal sin, [the] individual freedom versus obedience, and religious doubt ... " ( 115).
In the Catholic Church, the structure of hierarchy is significant and it impacts the
relationship of the sisters with the priests and their relationship towards one another.
Sister Aloysius has her doubts about the efficiency of the hierarchy, as it is male
dominated: " ... There are parameters which protect him and hinder me" (Shanley 21 ).
Sister Aloysius reprimands Sister James and Father FlyM when they step outside of her
schools' rules. It is the only place where she has authority: " ... The boy is in my school
and his well-being is my responsibility" (32). When Sister James suggests Sister Aloysius
should report her suspicions to the Monsignor, Sister Aloysius scoffs: "To Monsignor
Benedict? The man's guileless! He would just ask Father Flynn!" (22). Sister James
carefully withdraws from conjecturing about the sermon with Sister Aloysius, suggesting
she ask Father Flynn his meaning directly. Sister Aloysius replies: "No. That would not
be appropriate. He is my superior. And if he were troubled, he should confess it to a
fellow priest, or the monsignor. We do not share intimate information with priests ... "
(14).

From Shanley's dialogue, it seems the communication and the roles between
women and men of position in the Church were evidently major issues at the time. When
Father Flynn comes in the office to talk to Sister Aloysius about Donald 's mother's visit,
she reminds him of the protocol: "We would require a third party" (50). The need to have
two Sisters in the presence of one man show how they are looked upon as subordinate
persons. This reality of the church also reflects what is happening in North American
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society regarding the place of women in the work force and in the world at the time. By
the1960s, Women's liberation group had made a serious effort to promote equality both
at home and in the work place (Zinn 495). Accordingly, the Sisters increasingly played a
major role in the Catholic School's education.
The congregation referred to in Shanley's text is that of the Sisters of Charity in
New York, who was an unusual woman by many standards: "The founder of our order,
The Blessed Mother Seton was married and had five children before embarking on her
vows" (Shanley 18). Sisters of Charity have, for over two hundred years, the mission to
serve the poor and to educate. They began their mission modeled on the St. Vincent de
Paul Institution founded by Louise de Marillac and Vincent de Paul in the seventeen
century in France. The St. Vincent de Paul institution devotes itself to the poor and sick
in their villages or parishes. In the early 1960s, the Sisters of Charity were teachers,
social workers and nurses (Sisters of Charity).
In the Bronx, the Sisters of Charity worked under the direction of the diocese of

the Roman Catholic Church in a school similar to St. Nicholas. This private school under
the supervision of the diocese maintained a good reputation: "If Donald can graduate
from here, he has a better chance of getting into a good high school. And that would ·
mean an opportunity at college ... " (Shanley 45).
Aside from being a time of great change, the period of Doubt was also a time
when allegations of abuse were starting to surface and there was a growing mistmst of
priests: "Eight year ago at St. Boniface, we had a priest who had to be stopped [from
sexual misconducts] ... "(22). Sister Aloysius bases her accusations of Father Flynn's
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inappropriate behavior on her perceptions: " On the first day of the school year, I saw you
touch William London's wrist and I saw him pull away'' (52). She then insinuates that
Father Flynn is taking advantage of Donald Muller: "You've held private a meeting with
him at the rectory'' (31). Father Flynn points out that Sister Aloysius' accusations are not
based in fact- no wrongdoings with Donald Muller occurred. She holds to her suspicions
regarding the priest's behavior; she believes she has little chance of making mistakes, as
if she is God herself, counting on her own judgment: "I wouldn't mind being wrong. But
I doubt I am" (21). Aloysius' inability to act on her doubts is hindered by the hierarchy of
the institution.
The world of Shanley at St. Nicholas Parish School is presented to us as a parable.
Within the play itself, he included several short parables:
On their surfaces the parables are secular stories about common life in first
century Palestine. They do not moralize, nor does the narrative voice of
the parables condemn or commend the behavior of characters in the stories
... Fabling without moralizing, as Frye puts it, is precisely what the
narrative voice of the parables does. (Hedrick, preface ix)
Shanley succeeds in presenting a plot without forcing a moral lesson but at the same time,
asking us to read between the lines as to whether or not Father Flynn is guilty. Shanley is
showing us what can happen once there is an accusation based only on perceptions, on
feelings. What is next? What are the possible consequences of the actions taken? " . ..
Even if you feel certainty, it is an emotion and not a fact ... " (Shanley 55). Shanley is
asking the audience if we have the wisdom and strength to suspend judgment.
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Doubt is an allegory in which Shanley makes use of short parables to ensure that
the major themes of doubt, certainty and the isolation of the characters are repeated and
clear in the audience's mind. In How Plays Are Made, Stuart Griffiths explains the device
of repetition as part of a well constructed play: "Repetition, elaborate treatment, the
placing given to an event or plot point, will underline it, so that it stays in the memory''
(43). In the first short parable, Father Flynn introduces "doubt," the theme Shanley wants
the audience to reflect throughout the play and still question at the end of his play. The
plot may center on the priest's accusation, however at the end, we are left questioning
who is right, Sister Aloysius or Father Flynn. The audience is left questioning not only
the characters of the play, but also themselves and their own doubts. "Doubt can be as
powerful and sustaining as certainty'' (Shanley 6).
At the end, there are no black and white answers. Shanley's conclusion is
ambiguous. Sister Aloysius admits to twisting the truth" ... if he bad no such history,
the lie would not have worked ... ,, (58). Religion is presented to us with its many faults
but in this play as a parable, Shanley's accusations are not aimed at the Roman Catholic
Church but rather at our own judgments: "It's about your unfounded suspicions" (51).
Sister Aloysius bases her certainty on her own impressions, her own judgments. Charles
W. Hedrick exposes the" ... interpretation of a parable today is identical to what would
have been the case in the first century [in the time of the parables of Jesus] ... given the
nature of narrative, no one explanation of a parable can rule out all others .... With no
conclusions or value judgments built into them they are always subject to a variety of
readings" (102).
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Father Flynn's short parable regarding gossip reveals the danger of making
accusations based on perceptions and emotions. He compares gossip to the "feathers of a
pillow" (Shanley 37). Once gossip is shared, just like feathers in the wind, one has no
control over what will become of the original words.
Overall, Shanley makes good use of literary devices, particularly parable and
imagery. Stuart Griffiths, under th~ device of "Words and Silence" in How to Write a

Play, describes the effect of imagery and word-association on the audience as " ... a
subliminal impact on the collective emotion . . . "(89). In Shanley's play, the parables
repeat the themes of doubt and certainty through the images in the stories. Using the
parable of the sailor whose ship sank, Shanley brings about the theme of doubts once
again " ... as the days rolled on, and he wasted away w ith fevers, thirst and starvation, he
began to have doubts . .. "(6). The imagery in the short parable in Scene IV is used to
clarify and elucidate the accusations made by.Sister Aloysius of Father Flynn: "It is my
job to outshine the fox in cleverness! That's my job! (22). Another image of uncertainty
and fear is in Scene Vfl when Sister James explains her bad dreams to Father Flynn using
the mirror image of "darkness where [her] face should be" (38).
Under the tools of good playwriting " Subject, Theme and Message," Stuart
Griffiths suggests a powerful theme is "best inferred from the action, not stated .... The
play is his [the author's] statement." Griffiths further explains that the dramatic impact is
"explosive [when] the social and political content is married to dramatic artistry (50-54)."
Shanley's inspLration for Doubt, as he said in Elizabeth Cullingford 's article "Evil, Sin, or
Doubt," was "the enthusiasm for the invasion of Iraq ... Sister Aloysius thus become
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becomes a metaphorical spokeswoman for the Bush doctrine of preemptive war . . . Bush
famously gambled on his gut instinct, anct he lost. Will Sister Aloysius?" (258). Although
many theatergoers do not have the political background to comprehend the extent of
Griffiths' principles, the play Doubt, A Parable has all of the necessary elements of a
solidly constructed play.
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Previous Action
(Page 18)

Sister Aloysius was married during World War ll and lost her husband in
the battle against Adolf Hitler.

(Page 22)

Eight years ago, a priest was stopped in St. Boniface from abusing
chi ldren.

(Page 5)

President Kennedy was assassinated on Friday November 22 of 1963 .

(Page 18)

Sister James took her vows at the beginning of her young adulthood.

(Page 53)

Father Flynn worked during five years at 3 other parishes.

(Page 25)

Mr. McGinn was in Ireland previously and experienced a big storm.

(Page 52)

On the first day of school Sister Aloysius saw Father Flynn touch William
London's wrist and saw William pull away.

(Page 33)

Donald Muller served mass before Scene V, on Tuesday morning, and he
was caught drinking wine by Mr. McGinn after the mass, in the sacristy.

(Page 21)

Previous action to Scene IV: approximately one week earlier, Father Flynn
took Donald Muller to the Recto1y.

(Page 21)

During Scene IV, Sister James mentions that her students have gone to the
Rectory and they are coming back.

(Page 25)

There was a windstorm the night before and a tree limb fell into the
courtyard of the church; Sister Veronica tripped over it and fell.

(Page 26)

In Scene V, Mr. McGinn has closed the courtyard, which causes Sister
James to be late for her meeting. Sister James has met Sister Veronica
previous to the meeting.
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(Page 39)

Previous to Scene VI, Sister James received a letter from her ill brother.

(Page 38)

Father Flynn has seen Donald Muller in the school, but does not talk to
him.

(Page 39)

Sister James has confessed previous to Scene VII to Monsignor Benedict.

(Page 40)

Previous to Scene VII, Donald Muller was removed as one of the altar
boys.

(Page 48)

Previous to Scene VIII, Sister Aloysius confiscated a small radio from a
student.

(Page 48)

Previous to Scene VIII, Mrs. Muller has discussed at her home that her
son, Donald, lost his position as an altar boy; the father hit the boy because
he is gay.

(Page 54)

Sister Aloysius did mortal sins in the past.

(Page 57)

Sister James has visited her brother previous to Scene IX.

(Page 58)

Previous Scene IX, Father Flynn has moved away to St. Jerome's Parish.
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Analysis of Dialogue
Although the school is situated in the Bronx, an area generally associated with
strongly marked dialect, the vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar used within the
Catholic school envirorunent would be in keeping with the Standard English considered
acceptable by the educational system of American society and by the Roman Catholic
Church authorities (Hudson 32-33). It is from the associated language conventions that
the distinctive voices of individual characters are developed. The main characters' speech
is further influenced by the contexts in which they carry out the responsibilities
associated with their roles and activities at St. Nicholas Catholic School. Hudson, in
Sociolinguistics,. discusses how "social class, sex and age ... " form what he calls "social
dialects" of this standard language (43). Mrs. Muller's speech is b.ased on the social
environment of the black working class area of the Bronx in which she Ii ves: "The notion
of context ... includes ... co-ordinates like the immediate spatio-temporal setting of
speech, tbe roles and status of the participants .... The wider context and norms for
behaviors required by a ... particular subculture exert their influence on linguistic
behavior in particular settings or with specific social others" (Hennan 14).
In the dialogue of Doubt: A Parable, we encounter social dialects used in the
context of three settings. The dramatic action contained and advanced throughout the
play is influenced by the interactive style of the characters personalities and its effect on
speech in three settings (Hodge 28). In the Church and in the Gymnasium, Father Flynn 's
sermons provide spiritual guidance for his parishioners and .they also provide a forum for
Father Flynn to reveal his personal concerns. This becomes more evident as the
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monologues of Scenes III and VI develop throughout the play. The second setting is the
school principal 's office, under the influence of Sister Aloysius who sees herself as the
moral and ethical overseer of subordinates and students. The third setting is the garden,
used by the main characters for meditation, prayer and for sharing personal confidences.
The garden serves as a middle ground between the church and the school. Although
Sister James has no special authority, she does play a pivotal role in the garden. It is
where the protagonists individually confide their private thoughts and feelings, and it is
Sister James who holds their confidences. "Language use is moreover, functional in
contexts," (Herman 14) and, to paraphrase Raymond Hull in How to Write a Play, should
create atmosphere, advance the dramatic action, and expose the personal ities and
histories of the characters ( 131).

Dialogue in the Context of the Church
The play opens with Father Flynn delivering a sermon to his parishioners. He
presents the issues and concerns that are at the heart of the play as both priest and man.
His initial action is to engage the spectators as parishioners and involve them directly
with the words, "What do you do when you're not sure" (Shanley 13). His spiritual and
inner personal concerns emerge in Scene I by his use of the pronouns, "!," "we," "you,"
"they," moving the dramatic action between the two roles, that of priest and that of his
inner self (Shanley 6). His personality is increasingly evident in Scenes III and VI, as the
language of his monologues is used to advance his case in the conflict:" ... I'm talking
about cleanliness ... (17); "Father, tell me, have I done something wrong?" (37).
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Although Father Flynn speaks in these scenes, we later learn that Sister James, at least,
listens. His monologue subtly accomplishes further dramatic actions: it engages the
spectators as parishioners; it prepares us for the fact that while they never overtly appear
in the church, Sister Aloysius and Sister James have both seen and/or heard the sermon.
We learn this in the Scene II interrogation of Sister James by Sister Aloysius: "Yes. His
sermon this past Sunday was poetic" (14). His sermon establishes a solemn tone and
allows the audience to see his high status. Father Flynn's language shows that he has
authority and a good education. For example, in the first sermon he uses eloquent
language in his sho1t parable of the sailor: " ... clouds rolled in and blanketed the sky ...
" (6). His speech is intense and passionate, rich and soothing. Father Flynn uses
descriptive and more subjective words and phrases further into the plot in Scene V:
"imagine," "alone,'' and "the immense darkness" (26). This reveals him to be an eloquent
priest.
Speech Patterns for Father Flynn: Father Flynn's speech patterns have distinctive
uses of stress and intonation. According to Klaus, Scherer and Giles" ... Speech [will
vary] with participants ... There is as least suggestive evidence that distinguishable
speech registers are part of the role performance of the clergyman ... "(50-51).
Furthermore, "It is not hard to see how such linguistic features achieve desired effects by
creating for listeners impressions of fluency, variety of interest, spontaneity, specificity
and detail" (53). Father Flynn leads his parishioners through the use vocabulary, parable
or story, and personal, individual direct communication in his sermons. His speech in the
sermons has short sentences and obvious questions easily accessed and understood. In the
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first sermon, Father Flynn includes himself, "What do I say to my kids? What do I tell
myself ... I've done something wrong" (Shanley 5-6). Then, he switches and uses the
second person, "Imagine the isolation. You see the world as through a window. On the
other side: you. Something has happened, you have to carry it, and it's incommunicable .
. . "(6). This is the section of the sermon that reveals Father Flynn's inner thoughts.
Father Flynn is comfortable speaking in a variety of idioms. All are derived from
the basic Standard English, with an extensive vocabulary and use of grammatical
constructions appropriate for the listeners and conducive to the solemnity of the pulpit.
He easily transforms into the business-type language of the administrator and again into
the friendly, colloquial instruction of a basketball coach chumming with the team. When
he addresses the students, his tone is lighter and the subject less serious. The social
dialect fits with basketball court speech while the sermon of the church has a more formal
tone. In his talk to the students, he has short repetitive sentences, obvious questions,
easily accessed and understood: "All right, settle down, boys. Now the thing about
shooting from the foul line: It's psychological .. . You start to think. When you think,
you stop breathing. Your body locks up. So you have to remember to relax" (16). He
likes to use humor with his student to get a response.

Dialogue in the Context of the Office
Father Flynn's dialogue use in the sermon changes greatly in the dialogue used
during the office scenes. Sister Aloysius, being in the position of the principal of the
school, takes control over Sister James regarding ethic and conduct. The subjects of the
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dialogue are those of school policy and procedure. The office is the only setting in which
the dialogue includes all four characters. Their speech reveals their status and power
relative to each other. As Hodge mentions " .. . dialogue is not just the thing people say
but also, far more importantly, what they do" (24). For example, Father Flynn and Sister
James agree-in the dialogue but without speaking-when Sister Aloysius reacts
strongly about secular songs in the Christmas Pageant and they form an unspoken bond in
their feelings about Sister Aloysius (Shanley 29). The greatest shift in dialogue patterns
occurs when Sister Aloysius threatens father Flynn. To her sharp questions, he then takes
on the subordinate role.
Speech Patterns for Sister Aloysius: Although she is rigid and narrow-minded,
Sister Aloysius' dialogue reveals her capacity to wield power. Sister Aloysius uses many
negative adjectives and pejorative words in Scene II: "fidgety boy" "rowdy boy," "like
monkeys," "the little jade" ... "strange women" (8-13). In all the office scenes, Sister
Aloysius is constantly questioning the characters involved which is described by Klaus R.
Scherer and Howard Giles in Social Markers in Speech as the "teacher-talk, the discourse
of question-answer sequences, in particular when it emerges that the questioner always
knows the answers in advance" (52). Sister Aloysius' use of stereotypical words
contributes to the audience judging her as a one-dimensional character. She uses cliches
and aphorisms that are often dated: "Satisfaction is a vice . . . ," or "Innocence is a form
oflaziness ... ,"and "Good teachers are never content" (Shanley 12). Her tone is cold.
Her speech is staccato which gives it a sense of urgency: "Waste of time," "Intact," "We
can't wait for that" (7-20). Her speech patterns advance the action, as Sister Aloysius is
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the protagonist. Her sentences are short and to the point. Her speech fluency is absent of
hesitation. Her speech pattems are authoritative, demanding and aggressive. According to
Klaus R. Scherer and Howard Giles, the resuJt of their studies on the evaluation of the
speakers reveals that "female speakers are evaluated very differently from male speakers
and on the basis of different speech cues ... [m]ale speech was characterized as more
attention seeking, dominating, authoritarian, aggressive and frank. On the other side,
"[f]emale speech can be summarized as friendly, gentle and enthusiastic" (131-135).
Sister Aloysius' forceful speech patterns place her ahead of her time in terms of the
stereotypical male and female speech patterns of the 1960s.
Speech Patterns for Sister James: Sister James begins Scene II in the office with
formal conversation: ''Have you a moment, Sister Aloysius?" (Shanley 7). It quickly
becomes evident that Sister Aloysius' questions are a direct challenge and personal attack
on her teaching abilities. Because of her insecurities, Sister James hesitates in her replies,
does not always complete her sentences and asks questions in order to be reassured.
According to Anne Ubersfeld this characteristic carries a deeper meaning: ''The fact that
a given instance of theatrical dialogue represents and conveys not only personal and
affective conflicts, opposing positions, but also represents a debate about ideas) is
something that greatly engages the spectator" (109-J 10). One of the essential elements of

Doubt is the absolute subjugation of Sister James to Sister Aloysius. This is accomplished
with both spoken and non-spoken dialogue and occurs when Sister Aloysius withholds

the cues that would normally signal the end of the conversation and forces Sister James to
ask permission to leave. Sister James is left confused and feeling inadequate trying to
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find her position and status through the silence of Sister Aloysius: "So. Should I go? (No
answer)" ... ls something the matter?" (Shanley 9). Sister James is met with critical
statements at every turn: " . .. I question your enthusiasm for History" (10)1 or" ...
[d]on't be charmed with cleverness. Not theirs. And not yours. I think you are a
competent teacher, Sister James, but maybe not our best teacher .. . " (11 ).
Sister James' words are conditional, with the use of "would," "should," and
"could." Her words are passive and her questions show her lack of confidence, her
nervousness: " ... I wondered if I might know what you did about ... " {7); " . ... So.
Should I go?" (9); " ... Oh, no, Sister! I couldn't!" (23); " ... Wouldn't that be a little
fiightening?" ( 12). Her submissive speech patterns are a strong contrast to Sister
Aloysius' imperative speech patterns until Scene V. There she challenges and confronts
Sister Aloysius about the allegations of abuse towards Father Flynn. In this short
segment, Sister James' fiery outbreak affirms her beliefs using unrestrained, shrill
statements that are met with the command "Sit down" (36). That sentence brings total
resignation on the part of Sister James who remains the same throughout the play with
her superior. Sister James' becomes confident and at ease in Scene VII when she
converses with Father Flynn. She is able to freely express her feelings, her speech
patterns being more conversational. In the last Scene, her short sentences fit the pattern of
her life: submissive, a loss of enthusiasm and fl at.
Sentence Structures: In the office, the use of sentences that direct entrances and
exits are part of the elements of the dialogue. These are used by Sister Aloysius to gain
control over others. For example, in the office, Sister Aloysius u sing a short, dominant
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tone, welcomes the visitors by telling them "Come in" at the beginning of Scene II (7)
and Scene V (25) and at the end of the scenes, she uses words of order: "Go" ( 15) and
"Sit There'' (36). Her sentences are very short; often onl y one word is used to instruct the
other character: "Mrs. Muller? ... Yes ... Come in ... Please have a seat" (43). All
through the play Sister Aloysius' sentences and questions are strictly single subject/verb
compositions. This keeps her sentences direct and often necessitates a direct answer:
"You must be canny Sister James" (12), and "[y]ou're here because I'm concerned about
Donald 's welfare" (46).
Sister James uses exclamatory sentences that describe her expressive and
enthusiastic character in the office Scenes II and V. She describes how much she loves
"all Christmas pageants ... the Nativity. The birth of the Savior ... ,, (28). She can be
quite bubbly and also emotional, especially towards the end of the play. Her sentences
show her shyness, empathy and sometimes her naivete.
Father Flyim's sentences structures vary depending on what topic is discussed in
the two office scenes. In Scene V, he speaks with images using subordinate clauses:
" ... when a man alone sat in the woods ... " (26). His short sentences bring some comic
relief to the play, " It [sugar] mustn't have been much to give up then" (27). His longer
sentences are very informative, "1 think the message of the second Ecwnenical Council
was that the Church needs to take on a more familiar face ... " (30). In Scene VIII, he
questions Sister Aloysius defensively, and as he cannot divulge the relationship he has
with Donald Muller, his questions later take on a begging tone until he is completely
resigned by the end of the scene.
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Dialogue in Context of the Garden Scenes
The dialogue in the garden subtlety reveals inner thoughts and feelings. In this
setting, the characters expose their human side: a more personal, gentle and tolerant
aspect of themselves. For example, Sister Aloysius reveals that she was once married and
this allows Sister James to smile:" ... I was married ....You were! ... You could at
least hide your astonishment" (18). In the garden, Sister James reveals her profound
despair to Father Flynn when she can't sleep at night: "Oh. I can't sleep .... Bad dreams.
Actually one bad dream and then I haven't slept right since" (38). Father Flynn reassures
Sister James when she cries and expresses her sense ofloss in her career with the
students: "It's all right. You're going to be all right" (42). Father Flynn reveals his ilmer
feelings 'to Sister James: "There are times in life when we feel lost. You're not alone with
it. It happens to many of us" (42).
The play ends in the garden and we witness the compassion of Sister James
towards Sister Aloysius. The language of the last scene in the garden is personal,
genuine, simple and honest. It is a place where characters reflect on themselves and speak
their inner voice: Sister James admits to Sister Aloysius that her life has changed: " ... I
can't sleep at night anymore. Everything seems uncertain to me" (58). Sister Aloysius
reveals her sin to Sister James admitting, ''I was lying. I made no such phone call" (58).

Peculiarities of Dialogue: Taboos Words and Choice of Euphemisms
Sex was a subject generally avoided, particularly among the middle class at that
time, especially people of the Church. Within the school, the character that has the most
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difficulty with this subject is Sister James. Her youth and the likelihood that she was a
virgin when she entered the convent would contribute to her lack of confidence in
discussing the subject openly. She confides to Sister Aloysius with considerable
discomfort that she took her vows at the beginning of her womanhood and her sentences
are hesitant and with two pauses to demonstrate her shyness (Shanley 18). Further
exchanges with Sister Aloysius show that she knows about homosexuality but can only
refer to the topic indirectly: " ... I couldn't possibly be present if the topic were spoken
of ... "(23). Sister Aloysius has more experience and is more matter-of-fact when
relating her experiences with sexual abuse towards children:" ... We are going to stop
him ourselves [from abusing the student] ... "(22). Sister Aloysius had, in the past,
encountered a priest who had either sexually abused or made sexual advances towards a
child and she was successful in having the priest removed from the Parish.
In the culture of 1960, homosexuality was still considered deviant and
unacceptable behavior. Mrs. Muller reveals to Sister Aloysius that her husband would be
violent with Donald Muller if he finds out that his son is a homosexual: "Please leave my
son out of this. My husband would kill tl~at child over a thing like this" (49). Pedophilia
seems to have been almost inconceivable to the general society of this time. The
possibility that any religious organization could be aware of and complicit in the illicit
behavior of its priests was unthinkable and had to be successfully covered up or stopped.
Shanley relates his experience with the Sisters of his schools to Robert Coe: "I
went to a Catholic Church ... I realized later on when the Church scandals were breaking
. .. the chain of command in the Catholic Church was such that they [the Sisters] had to
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report it not to the police but to their superior within the Church, who then covered up for
the guy" (28). Sister Aloysius' and Sister James' proprietary use of such phrases
demonstrates that they both know about homosexuality and pedophilia: "Eight years ago
at St. Boniface we had a priest who had to be stopped [from abusing children] ... If I had
done something awful [like pedophilia] and I was confronted with it, I'd be so repentant"
(22). However, they both talk about it indirectly. Sister James tells Sister Aloysius that
she is unsure there js anything between Father Flynn and Donald Muller: "And about this
other matter, I don 't have any evidence. I'm not at all certain that anything's happened ..
. " (20). When Sister Aloysius confronts Father Flynn with a possibility of a wrongdoing
with Donald Muller, she names the issue subtly: crYou know what I'm talking about.
Don't you ... " (32).
Father Flynn comes closest to referring to these things when he says that Sister
Aloysius is trying to tum his care for children into "something dirty" (41 ). Ironically, the
use of such phrases to avoid social taboos serves to draw attention to them particularly
for modem audiences. They carry subtext, from the disgust of Sister Aloysius to the
confusion of Sister James. They convey aspects of personality, and fo rce reactions from
other characters. For example, Father FlyM uses the sermon in Scene III to get the idea
across: "A woman was gossiping with a friend about a man she hardly knew ... "(36).
Another word, Negro, "Our first Negro student ... "(21), is used in the speech
pattern of the time. There is a street language dialect used by Mrs. Muller: "You not
going against no man in a robe and wi11, Sister" (47). Mrs. Muller slips in and out of'
"ghetto speak" as she can use standard grammatical language very well but when she is
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scared, she seems to slip into street slang when she speaks to Sister Aloysius in order to
advance her case, to protect her boy.
The use of capital letters in Scene I, especially throughout the first sennon, and in

all other areas of the play, instructs the actors that these words are an important element;
a special emphasis given by the author: "Truth" (Shanley,6).

Choice of Peculiar Characteristics
The use of Irish Brogue reminds us of Father Flynn's origin and connects him to
his Irish working class parishioners. In Scene VI Father Flynn shows his frustrations by
delivering a sermon on the subject of gossip. Perhaps it would be too obvious without the
accent that it was directed against Sister Aloysius. The sermon itself shows the intensity
of his anger. The parable he uses is violent. He has used his position as a priest with his
parishioners to make a personal attack and used the pulpit as a forum for his emotional
and personal issues: "Is gossiping a sin? ... "(37). The fictional Father O'Rourke
answers, "Yes, you ignorant, badly brought up female! ... You have played fast and
loose and you should be heartily ashamed!" (37).

Choice of Images
There are several different images that are created in Doubt. There are two that
are most prevalent in the play: the first having to do with aspects of the 'natural' world,
the second involving the contexts of church or school. One image is of wild and untamed
nature and the other: a cultivated, safe and controlled world. The contrast'is analogous to
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the conflict between Father Flynn and Sister Aloysius. " .. . Contrasts among scenes, the
distribution of smaller and larger climactic moments ... are all dependent on the
juxtaposition of scene with scene or episode with episode across the wider action of the
play'' (Herman 29).
The wild forces of nature are most associated with Father Flynn as he uses a lot of
natural imagery. Beginning in Scene I, Father Flynn illustrates his sermon with an
atmospheric parable about a sailor Jost at sea. This creates an opportunity to visualize the
story: "As clouds rolled in and blanketed the sky.... as he fl oated on the vast ocean ... "
(Shanley 6). These phrases enhance the story and the sermon's message about isolation
and silence. The language and imagery of the story evoke fear and hopelessness in the
face of wild nature.
However, the garden presents a metaphor of nature tamed and restricted by
pruning and shaping. This juxtaposition reveals the opposing natures of Sister Aloysius
and Father Flynn. Sister Aloysius is bound by rules and procedures, which attempt
control of, and safety from, the unknown. The image of elemental forces shows Father
Flynn as someone who is expansive in his thinking. His nature is not to be bound by
rules, but open to new ideas. At the end of the scene the images of elemental and tamed
nature are connected as the sound of wind is heard and "Sister Aloysius pulls her shawl
tightly about her ... "(24). The mood created with the idea of ravaging winds
foreshadows the damage that will occur later in the play.

In Scene V, the storm images anticipate the struggle in the scenes that follow. The
image of" ... a tree limb that has fallen in the courtyard of the Church ... " (25)
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forecasts the possibility of a ' branch' being broken just as Father Flynn will be. This
becomes an event in the play. What fo llows in Scene V, is the confli ct: the storm in the
office between Sister Aloysius and Father Flynn. The reference to the windstonn is again
incorporated in Father Flynn 's sermon of Scene VI when Father Flynn describes the
allegory of the feather " ... that flew out on the wind ... "(37), thinly masking his anger
towards Sister Aloysius: someone who " flew" out of control in his opinion.
ln Scene VII, in the garden, the scene begins and ends with the crow. In the
tradition of a great number of North American Native Tribes, the crow symbolizes " ...
personal integrity ... so that you can stand in your truth" (Sams and Carson 134). It is
ironic that Father Flynn notices the bird, sees it as "complaining" (Shanley 38) at the
beginning of the scene and just as he proceeds to pray he yells out to the crow at the end
"Oh, be quiet" (42). The cawing has brought him great discomfort. "Like the crow ... the
blackbird is considered a bad omen'' (Tucker), a sign of what is to come in Scene VIII.
In Scene V, Father Flynn's dramatic recounting of the storm image-this time in
the woods-uses the language found in his sermon: " ... Imagine what it must've been
like in the frontier days when a man alone in the woods sat by a fire in his buckskin and
listened to a sound like that ... " (Shanley 26). The office is not the appropriate context
for descriptive or poetic inlagery. His evocation is only contained in one relatively short
speech, but the use of words "imagine the loneliness .... and a man alone in the woods .
. . " (26) are not atmospheric in the office, and seem inappropriate, however it reminds
the audience of the contrast of characters between the protagonist and the antagonist.
Sister Aloysius uses images involving nature to associate the boys with animals:
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" They write like monkeys" (10), or for Donald Muller," ... [t]he little sheep lagging
behind is the one the wolf goes for" (21 ). Sister Aloysius sees all matters dealing with
nature as threatening, just as she sees Father Flynn as a wild animal, the force of nature,
who represents a threat to the rules of society, especially those she believes in. Sister
Aloysius wants nature tamed and controlled by society, such as the bush "neglected" (17)
that she must protect. She sees anything new and uncontrolled as a threat.
In Scene II, and in all scenes in the office, the austerity of the set and the rigidness
of the office and the principal paint an image of the scarcity and lack of natural elements.
In Scene Ill, Father Flynn tells and describes to the kids a catastrophic story about
dirty nails. He explains how something so seemingly insignificant can lead to death. This
dialogue sets the stage for what will eventually bring about the events in Scene VIII:
" .. . Sometimes it's the little things that get you . .. "(1 6).
There is a strong image representing the separation of the two worlds and the
differences in gender within the Catholic Hierarchy: "What is it, forty feet across? The
convent here, th.e rectory there. We might as well be separated by the Atlan6c Ocean"
(18).
There are also the colors used in the Catholic Church that play an important role
in Shanley's play. Green, which Father Flynn wears for his sennon in the pulpit in the
opening scene, stands for hope. The color gold stands for hope, " ... gold for the richness
of the gifts of the Holy Spirit" (Linsinbigle). After the despair brought about by the
assassination of President Kennedy, society is starting anew with a glimmer of hope.
Gold also sustains and reinforces the allegory of the sailor who believed in the heavens:
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"He made a raft of some spars ... turned his eyes to the heavens and read the stars. He
set a course for his home ... When you are lost, you are not alone ... " (Shanley 6). In
the second sermon in Scene VI, Father Flynn wears blue and white vestments. Blue
represents the four weeks of Advent, a time when the Church prepares for the arrival of
the Light, the Christ child. Advent is a time used for inner reflection and a time to make
ready for the birth of Christ. The color white used in the Church underlines purity and
innocence. These colors are used during the sermon about gossip, colors which are bound
to pique the interest of the audience or reader (Trigilio and Brighenti 369).

Overall Structure of the Play
The title of the play begins with a monologue. The dramatic action begins as
Father Flynn preaches to the audience as if they were his parishioners. When he chooses
the word "sennon" he has committed the audience to a "theatrical contract" (Ubersfeld
99) that is distributed over several voices as he instructs the audience. The dialogue
presents contrasts in tone. For example, the first and third scenes ask for a mutual
communication and a sharing of experience and understanding. In contrast, the second
scene discourages shared communication with its formal cold ambiance that separates the
characters and makes one defensive.
The effect of the contrast builds the dramatic tension and then releases il In Scene
I, we see Flynn as an approachable and communicative man, a friendly priest who wants
to know and understand his parishioners. Contrastingly, in Scene II, we see the cold and
manipulative Sister Aloysius. In Scene II, we are also introduced to the disparity in status
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between Sister James and Aloysius. We also note Sister James' uncertainty and confusion
regarding the accusations towards Father Flynn compared to Sister Aloysius' certainty of
his guilt. In Scene II, the dismissive word "go" spoken by Aloysius to Sister James
follows a harsh, almost cruel assessment of Sister James. The speech in Scene

m, given

by Father Flynn at the end of the basketball talk, is a friendly casual instruction. He then
kindly releases the boys and then invites them over to have Kool-aid and a "bull session. "
Contrary to Sister Aloysius, he uses the word "Go" in a friendl y manner (Shanley 17).
Scene IV takes place in the setting of the garden and at the beginning, sets a tone
for confidences shared between Sister James and Sister Aloysius. The latter takes
advantage of the recently mollified Sister James' need for approval. Aloysiu s brings up
her doubts about the relationship Father Flynn has with the boys in the school, looking
for an ally in Sister James.
Scene Vis once again in the office. Although it begins with chatter about the
Christmas pageant, it is Sister Aloysius' plan to confront Father Flynn in the presence or
Sister James. Father Flynn retaliates in the sermon that he gives in Scene VI and he gets
the support of Sister James in Scene VII when he meets her in the garden.
Scene VIII takes place in the office and is the climax of the play. After
unsuccessfully trying to get Mrs. Muller's support, Sister Aloysius decides to confront
father Flynn on her own and manages to shame him into leaving the parish.
Scene IX, in the garden, also exposes the feeling of doubt.
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Analysis of the Dramatic Action
Scene I
Unit 1: The concealment
Unit 2: The guilt
Unit 3: The storyteller

Unit 4: Doubl
Unit 5: The Crisis
Detailed breakdown of the action given on script.
Summary of the Action
Unit 1: Father Flynn reaches out to parishioners; parishioners listen to Father
Flynn.

Unit 2:Father Flynn unveils pain, the parishioners react.
Unit 3:Father Flytm lulls with parables, parishioners recognize.
Unit 4: Father Flynn questions faith, parishioners examine.
Unit S:Father Flynn soothes, parishioners reflect.

Scene 11
Unit 1: The assessment.
Unit 2: The challenge
Unit 3: The rules
Unit 4: The values
Unit 5: The investigation
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Unit 6: The suspicions
Detailed breakdown of the action given on script.
Summary of the Action
Unit l : Sister Aloysius judges, Sister James advocates.

Unit 2: Sister Aloysius challenges, Sister James defends.
Unit3: Sister Aloysius dominates, Sister James submits.
Uni t 4: Sister Aloysius instructs, Sister James justifies.
Unit S: Sister Aloysius controls, Sister James obeys.
Unit 6: Sister Aloysius manipulates, Sister James pleases.

Scene III
Unit 1: The rapport
Unit 2: The secret
Unit 3: The solidarity
Detailed breakdown of the action (Given on script).
Summary of the Action
Unit 1: Father Flynn coaches, boys react.
Unit 2: Father Flynn teaches, boys register.
Unit 3: Father Flynn offers, boys delight.

Scene IV
Unit 1: The certainties
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Unit 2: The suspicions
Detailed breakdown of the action given on script.
Summary of the action
Unit 1: Sister Aloysius reveals, Sister James acknowledges.
Unit 2: Sister Aloysius inquires, Sister James exposes.

Scene V
Unit l : The positions
Unit 2: The calm before the storm
Unit 3: The issues
Unit 4: The crisis
Unit 5: The plan of action
Detailed breakdown of the action given on script.
Summary of the action
Unit 1: Father Flynn proposes, Sister James approves, Sister Aloysius rejects.
Unit 2: Sister Aloysius investigates, Sister James serves, Father Flynn questions.
Unit 3: Sister Aloysius confronts, Father Flynn defends, Sister James supports.
Unit 4: Sister James rebels, Sister Aloysius reprimands.
Unit 5: Sister Aloysius prepares, Sister James listens.

Scene VI
Unit 1 : The alliance
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Unit 2: The parable of gossip
Detailed breakdown of the action given on script.

Summary of the action
Unit l : Father Flynn sets the stage, the parishioners relate.
Unit 2: Father Flynn illustrates, the parishioners interpret.

Scene VII
Unit I: The meeting in the garden
Unit 2: The question of allegiance
Unit 3: The values of love
Detailed breakdown of the action given on script.
Summary of the Action
Unit 1: Sister James seeks, Father Flynn clarifies.
Unit 2: Father Flynn questions, Sister James confides.
Unit 3: Father Flynn encourages, Sister James supports

Scene VIll
Unit 1: The greeting
Unit 2: Donald's progress
Unit 3: The challenge
Unit 4: The demand
Unit 5: The attack
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Unit 6: The pleadings
Unit 7: The surrender
Detailed breakdown of the action given on script.
Summary of the action
Unitl: Sister Aloysius establishes a rapport, Mrs. Muller reciprocates.
Unit 2: Mrs. Muller confides, Sister Aloysius comforts.
Unit 3: Mrs. Muller challenges, Sister Aloysius confronts.
Unit 4: Father Flynn intimidates, Sister Aloysius gasps.
Unit 5: Sister Aloysius accuses. Father Flynn ~efends.
Unit 6: Father Flynn pleads, Sister Aloysius ignores.
Unit 7 : Father Flynn surrenders.

Scene IX
Unit 1: The defeat
Unit 2: The doubts
Detailed breakdown of the action given on script.
Summary of the action
Unit 1: Sister Aloysius unmasks, Sister James interrogates.
Unit 2: Sister Aloysius crumples, Sister James aids.
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Character Analysis
Sister Aloysius
Sister Aloysius ' name originates from a Gennanic word meaning "famous
warrior," a variant of Louis, a French name. Saint Aloysius is the patron of Catholic
youth, born in Italy the son of a gambler who was sent to the anny at the age of five. He
spent his youth in the courts seeing the soldiers fight and live a bawdy life. He tried to
live a good Christian life and when he became sick, entered the order of the Jesuits
("Aloysius"). He spent the rest of his life doing penance teaching poor street boys. Sister
Aloysius took his name as her religious name. The parallels are there. She led the life of a
married woman. After being widowed, having lost her husband in the Second World
War, she took the veil to teach the poor children in the Bronx. She is immoderate in her
personality and very straightforward in her speech. Sister Aloysius must be a very
frustrated character, as Shanley puts it in Robert Coe's article, " ... the chain of
command in the Catholic Church .... had to create very powerful frustrations and moral
dilemmas for these women" (28). John Patrick Shanley mentioned in an interview with

Newsweek that "the Catholic Church has its flaws, but these dioceses, these church
schools, these centers, provided a gravity which kept people from flying into outer space"
("The Nun vs. The Priest").
Desire: Sister Aloysius desires to maintain and control a safe ground in her
school, making sure she has a firm grip over her staff and students. Because her world is
limited to the walls of the parish she feels the need to regulate and manage all the
activities in her school except those that are handled by the parish priest. The latter
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frustrates her because she has little power in the Catholic Church: " ... men run
everything ... "(Shanley 22). Changes of openness and community that are being
brought about by Vatican 11 frighten her.
Will: Sister Aloysius is a strong-willed, controlling woman, a fierce guardian of
all matters at St. Nicholas parish school. This means that she will protect, educate and
correct wrong doings if need be at the price of taking a step away from God: "I will step
outside the Church if that's what needs to be done ... "(54). She has her previous
experience, her faith, which is her own sense of truth and certainty in which she strongly
believes. Part ofher frustration and need to be controlling is the fact that she has little
power in the world of the Catholic Church.
Moral Stance: Sister Aloysius considers herself as a highly moral person, " ... a
fierce moral guardian ... the gatekeeper [of the children]" (13). By becoming a Sister of
Charity, Sister Aloysius must follow the rules of the Catholic Church, which are based on
the Christian Bible. Sister Aloysius did not heed the Eighth Commandment, "You shall
not bear false witness against your neighbors" (Douay-Rheims, Exodus 20: 17). Lying is
the most direct offense against the truth. It is gravely sinful when it significantl y degrades
the truth. Sister Aloysius lies in order to convict Father Flynn and have him removed
from her school. From the moment she lies, she knows that she has come closer to evil.
Lying is a sin that originates from the devil, Satan, who is "the father of all lies" (John
8:44). Sister Aloysius has gone against the Holy Bible's rules, she has gone against the
dictates of the Church, the mission of the Sisters of Charity, a mission she had agreed to
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take on the moment she took her vows and became a nun. By the end of the play, with
her doubts, Sister Aloysius questions her own morality.
Decorum: Sister Aloysius wears the Sister's of Charity's black and white habit of
the 1950s. She is in her sixties, is reserved in her gestures and her posture is ramrod
straight. Her movements are direct and purposeful. Her tone is business like, her voice
often harsh. Her speech is authoritarian as Mrs. Muller tells her "You are forcing people
to say these things out loud" (Shanley 48). Sister Aloysius often speaks in short
sentences, using one or two words, whlcb give her speech an interrogative lilt when she
enters a dialogue. Her brusque tone frightens the children in her school and keeps her
teaching staff in check.
Summary Adjectives: authoritative, disciplined, intelligent, knowledgeable,
attentive, caring, stem, respected, direct, harsh, organized, conservative, rigid, frustrated
and taut.

Sister James
Sister James' name is derived from Hebrew name, Jacob, and in the New
Testament is strongly associated with a feeling or state of double-mindedness. The
experiences of James, one of the Twelve Apostles, paints a good picture of the qualities
experienced by Sister James and described throughout the play Doubt:
Count it all joy, my brothers, when you meet trials of various kinds, for
you know that the testing of your faith produces steadfastness. And let
steadfastness have its' full effect, that you may be perfect and complete,
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lacking in nothing. If any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask God, who
gives generously to all without reproach, and it will be given him . But let
him ask in faith, with no doubling, for the one who doubts is like a wave
of the sea that is driven and tossed by the wind . For that person must not
suppose that he will receive anything from the Lord; he is a doubledminded m an, unstable in all his ways. (J ames 1:2- 13)
Desire: Sister James' greatest desire is to instill a love of learning in her students,
to inspire them and the community in which she lives. Her name in James 1:2-13 is
literally co1U1ected to a feeling of "double-mindedness." She wishes to give, to care for
her students and for her family, but as we progress through the play, we see her in
distress over Sister Aloysius' lectures about her becoming sterner, more aloof. This will
cause James to doubt her teaching skills and her ability to have faith in others. She took
her vows at an early age, probably her late teens. It is in her nature to devote herself and
to be generous. Her main desire is to inspire her students and to give to her community
and her family.
Will: She is weak willed, led mostly by an insatiable need to please and gain
approval. When questioned about the love, kindness and compassion that she shows in
her teaching an d to her students, she quickly changes her approach in order to appease
her superior. Sister James says that Sister Aloysius has "taken away her love of teaching"
( 41 ). She would rather live with nighbnares than stand up for her beliefs, risking
disapproval.
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Moral Stance: She is honest and trusting but her vulnerability gets in her way. She
has a strong moral sense, which will make her admit the truth about Donald Muller. She
nonetheless naively decides to trust Father Flynn. Because of her youth, she has a greater
understanding of the changes in the world outside the walls of the parish. She believes the
changes in the Church are right and hopes to instill these ideals in her students.
Decorum: Sister James is one of the youngest members of the Sisters of Charity in
the St. Nicholas community. She has finished her novitiate training and wears the same
habit as all the other Sisters. She is probably in her early twenties. She is usually softspoken and presents a gracious elegance in her physical appearance. Her skin tone is pale
with blue or green eyes, :which gives her an air of fragility. Because of her sensitive
nature, Sister James has difficulty hiding her emotions. Although reserved, she exudes
energy and an enthusiasm for teaching. When upset, her voice is of a higher pitch due to
her nervousness and her being unsure.
Summary Adjectives: sensitive, trustworthy, enthusiastic, nai:ve, friendly, loving,
caring, maUeable, sincere, gullible, anxious, high-strung, slightly neurotic, frail.

Father Flyru1
Flynn is an Irish name, confirming his heritage. He is from a working class
family, in the Northeast United States. It is interesting to note that the name is also found
in modem usage, as reported by the Urban Dictionary, in the expression "in like Flynn,"
which means "to be quickly or especiaJly successful, often when referring to seduction or
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other sexual adventures. Traditionally said to refer to classic film star and notorious
womanizer Errol Flynn, though that isn't definitive" ("Flynn").
Desire: Father Flynn's greatest desire is to fulfill his role as a priest, to love and to
be loved by his parishioners. His concept of love is questioned throughout the play
because of his relationship with one boy. As Elizabeth Cullingford describes in her
article, the play "Doubt ... dares to suggest that love between a boy and a priest may be a
positive force for good" (249). Since he has the power of the Church to do so, Father
Flynn will, at all cost, follow his

idea~

of love. Though it does mean he must move onto

another parish.
Will: Father Flynn believes in the Savior's values oflove and compassion. He
tells Sister James," ... there is nothing wrong with love ... » (Shanley 41). He believes
that " ... children need warmth and kindness, understanding .. . "(40). The changes
brought in by the Second Ecumenical Council encourages priests and the members of the
Church to be more familiar with the people they serve. Father Flynn likes the changes
brought by the second Vatican as this brings him closer to his community.
Moral Stance: Father Fly1m's morals and definition of right and wrong embrace
and are influenced by the changes brought about by Vatican Council II. He is
progressive, liberal, yet still very concerned with preserving his reputation, his integrity.
Without a good reputation, Father Flynn cannot work as a priest in this or any
community. Although he loves and feels compassion for this community, his actions lead
him out of St. Nicolas parish. Father Flynn made the choice to leave St. Nicholas in order
to keep his work as a priest alive.
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Decorum: Father Flynn is a priest in his late thirties or early forties. He has
worked in three previous parishes. He wears the usual priestly attire in Church, the black
robe for everyday wear and casual sportswear when he coaches basketball with the boys.
He is always well groomed, clean, and somewhat vain about his appearance, especially
his nails. He is an eloquent and captivating speaker. He is charismatic and a good writer.
He is handsome, athletic and healthy: He is a warm and friendly priest.
Summary Adjectives: wann, loving, eloquent, funny, charismatic, sly,
manipulative, attractive, athletic, sensual, compassionate, idealist, vain, pretentious,
liberal.
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Polar Attitudes of the Principal Characters
Sister Aloysius:

I need to maintain control within my world, no matter what the
price. (Beginning)
I have such doubts. (End)

Father Flynn:

I have the power to instill change in this parish. I am listened,
loved ; I am able to understand and approach these people.
(Beginning)
I appeal in order to continue my work in this parish, but accept the
verdict and will leave. (End)

Sister James:

I love teaching, enjoy the open relationship to learning that I have
with my students and have faith in them and myself. (Beginning)

I have lost my "joie de vivre." I am so uncertain. (End)
Mrs. Muller:

I am afraid of the reason why I am called. (Beginning)
I will confidently stand by my son, no matter what. (End)
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Themes and Ideas of the Play
As f.4e title suggests, the play is about doubt and uncertainty. Shanley says
himself in the Hollywood and Fine Interview that "Doubt is not about the Catholic
Church and abuse. Rather it's about living with "doubt." Beyond that, there is a clear
political message behind the play:
One of the stimuli for Doubt was the enthusiasm for the invasion of Iraq
demonstrated by those who believed that Saddam Hussein possessed
weapons of mass destruction. Sister Aloysius thus becomes a metaphorical
spokeswomen for the Bush doctrine of preemptive war, and although there
is nothing in the play itself to compel this allegorical reading, the
di sastrous consequences of Bush's determination to see in Saddam what
he wanted to see haunt the margins of interpretation. Bush famously
gambled on his gut instinct, and he lost. (Cullingford 258)
Shanley's story will bounce back each of our own doubts as we relate the story to our
own Lives. Sister Aloysius is an aJlegorical figure that represents the Bush administration.
She acts on her own feelings. Sister Aloysius accuses Father Flynn of abusing children
based on the perceptions she had when she saw Flyrui touching a child's wrist. From this
moment, she does everything in her power to exclude Father Flynn from her school and
without any concerns over the consequences of such an act. This brings the idea in
Shanley's play of homosexuality and as an audience of the twentieth century, we, as his
public, are very aware of the Catholic Church scandals over the past years.
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Elizabeth Cullingford raises a good point in her article about Doubt, that
''Because the Catholic priesthood is an all-male institution and 81 percent of the victims
were boys, media representations of the scandals frequently reinforced the idea that gay
men are more likely than heterosexuals to abuse children. This stereotype is inaccurate"
(247). Shanley emphasizes the importance of reflecting on our misconceptions of gay
priests and their alleged connection to child abuse. Sister Aloysius assumes that Father
Flynn's smile and his sympathy for Donald Muller is proof of some past and possible
present actions of abuse on his part: "Because you smile at him and sympathize with him,
and talk to hfo1 as if you were the same?" (Shanley 56).
Aloysius begins to think this way when she sees Flynn touching William
London's wrist and she sees the child" ... pull away" (52). The intention of the author to
touch on the subject of homosexuality is in the play as he, himself, felt pretty isolated as a
teenaged Catholic student. Shanley goes so far as to present a more complicated view of
homosexuality through what he experienced with his Catholic teachers:
I was championed by homosexual teachers who were the only people watching
out for me. And why were they doing it? They were reaJJy into boys. They were
really into my problems. Did they do anything to me? No. Did they want to? I
don' t know. Did they make a pass? No. Was that in the air? Somewhere yes, it
was in the air ... (Cullingford 261)
For Shanley, " ... things are not black and white ... "on the question of homosexuality
and the priest (Cullingford 261).
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The theme of isolation is in the opening sermon. After the assassination of John
F. Kennedy, American society went into a mode of despair and loneliness. Father Flynn
describes the pain, the "lone man, the lone woman, stricken by a private calamity? ...
Imagine the isolation ... " (Shanley 6). The theme returns in Scene V when, after a
conversation with Sister Aloysius about the wind, Father Flynn remarks how" ... it
must've been like in the frontier days when a man alone in the woods sat by a fire in hi s
buckskins and listened to a sound like that ... " (26). Donald Muller is an outsider,
experiencing exclusion and isolation at school: "Is he being accepted ... . He has no
friends" (10). Sister J arnes also experiences loneliness. She can't sleep at night. She

"

. has become more reserved in class and [she] feels separated from her children" (20).
Sister Aloysius falls into the depths of isolation when she has her own doubts, when she
commits a sin and lies to expose Father Flynn: "In the pursuit of wrong doing, one steps
away from God. Of course there's a price" (58).
Isolation is in the setting of the play. The two worlds of the Catholic Church, that
of the men and that of the women, arc represented by the separation of the convent from
the rectory. As Shanley wrote," ... We might as well be separated by the Atlantic Ocean
... " (18). These two buildings represent how the world of men and women function in
the Catholic Church. According to Coe, one of Shanley's most important concems when
writi.ng a play are communication and connection: " ... We have to find a way to
communicate so that we can talk about anything ... " (30). The Sisters of Charity
certainly did not have all the tools to properly communicate the abuse they could see in
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the 1960s in their Parish School. If the Sisters saw an abused child, they had no way of
reporting to their superior.
In Doubt, Sister Aloysius suffers the effects of the power of men and the
consequences of her actions in the Church. This inequality of gender within the Church
guides the characters' behaviors and actions. It is for this reason Sister James is included

in Sister Aloysius ' plan to confront Father Flynn with her suspicions about Donald
Muller. Hierarchy is still present in the Catholic Church today and, as reported by
Elizabeth Cullingford, it is a real concern for Shanley" ... (t] he hierarchy of the church,
being completely male, was shocking and weird and wrong" (255). Today the
Ecumenical Council, although it has brought many changes to the rules of the Church,
still needs to be more progressive in regards to the role of women in the Church.
Another theme presented by the author is the question of racism. The idea of
integration of the blacks in the general population was prominent at the time of the play.
This idea is interlineated in the play. It asks us to think about our society today, about
what we do to transform the racial issues we still experience in our society.
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Mood and Metaphors of Doubt: A Parable
Scene I
Unit 1: The concealment
Tenebrous, somber, sacred, the discomfort experienced when one wears
tight shoes.
Unit 2: The guilt
Shrouded, oppressive, prisoner condemned to solitary confinement.
Unit 3: The storyteller
Lyrical, lulled, being rocked in the ship's hold.
Unit 4 : Doubt
Perilous, shivering, parched, a hamster running on a wheel with no
direction.
Unit 5: The Crisis
Strong, tense, the boxer in the ring.

Scene II
Unit 1 : The assessment
Rough, cool, glaring, staccato rhythm like grilling sausages
Unit 2: The challenge
Militant, discordant, sour, probing, a police interrogation.
Unit 3: The rules
Inquiring, erratic, light, keeping the status quo
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Unit 4: The values
Boastful, cutting, flaring, a diamond drill boring into concrete.
Unit 5: The investigation
Acerbic, hard, abrasive, overwhelmed like being stuck in a front of a
moving truck.
Unit 6: The suspicions
Ensnaring, bittersweet, like instructions from a prison warden.

Scene III
Unit I : The rapport
Bouncy, sweaty, locker room chatter.
Unit 2: The secret
Black, doubled-edge, subliminal message.
Unit 3: The solidarity
Quenching, strident, chatting, orchestrating.

Scene IV
Unit 1: The certainties
Cool, windy, sensible, private, the nuts and bolts oflife.
Unit 2: The suspicions
Shadowy, grey, watching, stew left to simmer on the stove.
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Scene V
Unit 1: The positions
Sweet, chatty, noisy, tense, pointed, a child desperately trying to get its
way.
Unit 2: The calm before the storm;
Questioning, scalding, scratching a wound to make it bleed.
Unit 3: The issues
Shocked, cross-examining, slamming, sanguine, winding the clock.
Unit 4: The crisis
Shrill, fierce, contracted, blue-violet, the tantrum.
Unit 5: The plan of action
Sly, crisp, rough, charcoal, sharpening the knife.

Scene VI
Unit 1: The alliance
Slippery, steely, elusive, a double-edged sword.
Unit 2: The parable of gossip
Bloody, scattered, foul, the bird stabbed, cut open and gutted.

Scene VII
Unit 1: The meeting in the garden
Jumpy, probing, grey, flustered, a river flowing without direction.
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Unit 2: Father Flynn questions Sister James
Velvety, soothing, wooing, debating, a tipping scale.
Unit 3: The values of love
Clutching, pacifying, tightening, brushing, the crow circling its prey.

Scene VIII
Unit l: The greeting
Bandage, quiet, cafe au lait, putting out feelers.
Unit 2: Donald 's progress
Neutral, appraising, b lunt, walking on eggshells.
Unit 3 : The challenge
Crafty, grey, sharp, rebuking, giving tit for tat.
Unit 4: The demand
Red, stiff, rough, a crusader going after Saracens.
Unit S: The attack
Fiery, emphatic, tempestuous, scratchy, a cat and a mouse game.
Unit 6: The pleadings
Pleading, humiliating, frantic, shadowy, sweating it out.
Unit 7: The surrender

Wasted, clammy, chilled, raising the white flag.
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Scene IX

Unit I: The defeat
Somber, distraught, masked, raw, like a fog.
Unit 2: The doubts

Remorseful, black, shrunken, holding onto the boat of faith in order not to
drown.
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Meaning of the Title: Doubt, A Parable
The Oxford Di ctionary defines parable as a "Fictitious narrative used to typify
moral or spiritual relations" (879). Included in the title of Shanley's play is the word
doubt, defined as: "to hesitate to believe or trust, call in question" (366). As Hedrick
points out regarding the use of parables, "Readers (or audience members) entering their
fictional worlds and engaging the narratives are rewarded not with answers to their
questions but with the challenges to their answers by having their cherished ideas, ideals,
values, and faith undermined" (104). Similarly, "A parable says one thing but means
something entirely different" (Hedrick 2). Doubt, A Parable is a play that is asking us to
reflect upon the expectations of our modern society, a society that can be easily lured into
believing unfounded and unproved statements, such as those that led the United States
into war with Iraq. The opposite of doubt is certainty and this latest theme is based on the
[Aloysius] main character' s views, a parallel that Richard Homby describes as "selfrigbteousness [which] tends to corrupt" (469). Shanley was clear about h1s intention
when he wrote about the ideas included in his play. His intentions and the title reflect the
major theme of his play. The parable brings us, as spectators, to question the world of
Shanley's Doubt:" . .. Doubt can be a bond as powerful and sustaining as certainty ... "
(Shanley 6). Doubt can be a positive feeling, a feeling Shanley wants his audiences to
reflect upon.
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Tempos
Scene I
Unit 1: Introduction of the themes of the sennon: medium-slow
Unit 2: Dilemma raising personal faith: medium-slow
Unit 3: The storyteller: medium-slow
Unit 4: Wavering offaith: medium-slow
Unit 5: Doubt versus certainty: medium-slow
Tempos

Units

1

2

3

4

Scene II
Unit 1:The assessment of Sister James: medium
Unit 2: The challenge: medium
Unit 3: Better to obey the rules (the second battle): medium
Unit 4: Establishing Aloysius's values: medium
Unit 5: To investigate Sister James: medium
Unit 6: To implicate Sister James in her suspicious: medium

5
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Tempos

Units

2

4

3

5

6

Scene III
Unit 1: To establish a report: medium
Unit 2: The secret: medium
Unit 3: To embrace: medium-rapid
Tempos

2

Units

3

Scene IV
Unit l : Sister Aloysius presents her reality: medium
Unit 2: The suspicious and the plan of actions: medium- rapid
Tempos

Units

1

2
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Scene V
Unit l: Establishing of positions: medium
Unit 2: The calm before the stonn: medium-slow
Unit 3: Issues concerning Donald Muller: medium-rapid
Unit 4: Sister James's frustrations: medium-rapid
Unit 5: Call to Mrs. Muller: medium-slow
Tempos

Units

2

3

4

Scene VI
Unit 1: Introduction of the topic gossip: slow
Unit 2: The parable of gossip: slow
Tempos

2

Units

Scene VII
Unit 1: Father Flynn joins Sister James in the garden: slow
Unit 2: Father Flynn questions Sister James: slow

5
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Unit 3: The values of love: slow
Tempos

2

Units

3

Scene VIII
Unit 1: Greeting Mrs. Muller: medium-slow
Unit 2: Donald's progress: medium-slow
Unit 3: Sister Aloysius brings up Father Flynn: medium-rapid
Unit 4: Sister Aloysius's plans: medium-rapid
Unit 5: Sister Aloysius's attacks: rapid
Unit 6: Father Flynn pleads: medium
Unit 7: Father Flynn surrenders: slow
Tempos

2

Units

3

4

5

Scene IX
Metaphor: holding on to floating objects in order not to drown.
Unit 1: Sister Aloysius seeks validation: slow

6

7
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Unit 2: The doubts: slow
Tempos

Units

I

2
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Tone

Truth lies in the middJe.
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Summary of Reviews from Past Productions
Shanley's original title was Doubt and when sent to publication, was later
changed to Doubt, A Parable. Doubt was first performed Off-Broadway at the Manhattan
Theatre Club, opening November 23 , 2004. It then moved to the Walter Kerr Theatre on
Broadway March 2005 and closed July 2006 after 525 performances (Reuben and
Strothmann t 17). In 2005, Doubt won eight major awards: the Pulitzer for Drama, the
Obie and four Tonys, the Lucille Lortel Award for outstanding Play and the New York
Drama Critics' Circle Best Play. It also received five Drama Desk Awards and the
Theatre World Award. It was performed in Australia, Singapore, Philippines, New
Zealand, Britain, France, Poland, and Canada. lt was the most performed play in 2007
(Cullingford 246). It was named the show of the year by Time, Entertainment Weekly,

Daily News, The Wall Street Journal, Time Out New York and the Star Ledger (New
York Writers Institute). In 2008, Miramax adapted the play for film with Shanley
directing and Ruden producing.
From the onset, the play Doubt, A Parable received rave reviews. Its first review
in April 2005, by Ben Brantley of The New York Times, calls the play" ... an uncarmy
blend of compassion and detachment. ... (A] testament to the pressures of remaining
sure in a world where, to borrow from Oscar Wilde, the truth is never pure and rarely
simple." Most of the reviews dealt with the power of the text. For example, Ben Marks
from KQED cited in his reviews Shanley's "clever device" of using the opposite views
developed in the play from both characters Flynn and Sister Aloysius . Brantley's review
also mentions the strength of Shanley's text when reviewing the original Broadway
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production, pointing out that the play "hold(s] your conscious attention as [it is] an
intelligently measured debate play.,, Kevin Prokosh alludes to Shanley's effective writing
in the Winnipeg Free Press: "Shanley closely monitors the flow of infonnation to drive
the suspicion and second-guessing that runs throughout." Jolm Smythe meanwhile points
out that "as you step back from the parable to consider its relevance to the war in Iraq ...
[you, as audience member] give yourself time ... "making it "well worth it and very
much to the point."
Most directors staging the play have opted for a minimalistic set allowing the text
and the characterization to be more powerful than the scenery. Sophia Ladovrechis
mentioned in her review of the Centaur's production of Doubt that the "simple sets and
minimalist costumes allow the audience to full y concentrate on the lines." John Smythe

in New Zealand Theatre Review, describes ''Nicole Cosgrove's sharp triangle thrust stage
set with a pulpit in the blackness beyond, [as working] well ... "while Curt Holman,
from the Creative Loafing Atlanta, speaks of Suzan Booth's directing as "mak[ing] the
most of the details in Doubt's battle of wills." Notably, Ms. Booth is the Artistic director
of Alliance Theatre. Other reviews, such as John Coulboum of JAM Th eatre Review is
not as positive to describe the quality of Doubt as he finds that Maraden's direction of the
Toronto Premiere for the Canadian Stage Company in 2009 missed the mark as Father
Flynn " ... seems to be obsessed .... with the vocal element of [the] performance to the
exclusion of everything else." Coulburn adds that "where the playwright allows for a
subtext ... the director [Maraden] allows her characters to wallow in it usurping for
herself and her cast, the roles of judge and jury that the playwright so clearly intended for
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the audience ... " Ben Marks, reviewing the production by Tom Lang describes the
production of Doubt with an "effective staging [and] a very strong performances by the
play's for actors." Cormac Rae also praises John P. Kelley's direction of Doubt produced
by Thirty Theatre as a "well paced, invoking the deeply complex relationships at play... "
The most interesting review to date is by Max Jamison who titled his article
"Dubious: a review of the play Doubt." He finds the narrative "illogic(al] ... or the
mysteries that no one can solve ... ."Ironically, this critic exemplifies the theme of the
play. It seems that Jamison cannot accept doubt, only certainty: "Leaving the question
unanswered does not make it profound . ... and of course there is no adequate reason to
leave it unanswered in the first place." Kevin Prokosh perhaps adds the final touch,
summarizing the intensity of this production: "Doubt will shake your faith, it will also
make you believe in the power of theatre."
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Research on the Playwright

John Patrick Shanley was born in 1950, the youngest of five children, to an Irish
immigrant family. He is the son of an Irish meat packer and a working class mother. He
grew up in the part of New York City known as the Bronx and attended Catholic Schools
in this working class neighborhood. Shanley does not hide the fact that from an early age

he was often involved in several fistfights. When he attended Cardinal Spellman AllBoys High School he was, for a period of two years, regularly held in detention after
school. He was eventually expelled from Cardinal Spellman Catholic High School. He
then entered St. Thomas Moore in New Hampshire. This school gave him a fresh start.
He was encouraged by his teachers and began to write. He entered New York University
without much success and soon dropped out. He then joined the Marine Corps for a
period of five years and served in the Vietnam War. When he returned from his service in
the war, he re-entered New York University to complete a degree in Educational Theatre.
He was 27 years old.
His first produced play was Saturday Night at the War in 1978 followed by

George and the Dragon one year later and in 1984, Danny and the Deep Blue Sea. This
latest play was staged in Connecticut, New York and later, on the London Theatre Stage.
Shanley's most successful stage plays and screenplays were from 1978 up to the present.
Stage Plays: Savage in Limbo in 1985, New York, and also produced in London

in 1987. Italian American Reconciliation and Beggars in the House ofPlenty both plays
produced in New York in 1988 and 1991. Kissing Christine and Missing Marisa were
part of the Louisville Festival in 1990. Jn 2001, Shanley worked with New York's
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Labyrinth Theatre Company and he staged Where's My Money?. From 2003-2005, John
Patrick Shanley wrote Dirty Story, The Sailor's Song, Doubt, A Parable and finally
Defiance.

Screenplays: John-Patrick Shanley became actively involved in writing
screenplays as he was interested in the possibility oflucrative projects offered in the
Hollywood film industry. In 1987, Shanley's ftrst screenplay, Bride and the Beast was
produced under the title_Moonstruck. Several followed but not all as successful as thfa
first screenplay that even won him an Oscar. In 1989, his screenplay The January Man
was not as well known. Others titles include Joe Versus the Volcano in 1990, Alive in
1993 and Congo in 1995 ("John Patrick Shanley").
Being a writer for both film and stage, John Patrick Shanley shows his versatility
writing drama, comedy, satire, and political allegory. Shanley is known for drawing on
autobiography in many of his plays. However, in Doubt, A Parable, Shanley confirmed
to Robert Coe that he was able to finally be outside of the work: "I always said that if
things went well I would spend the first half of my life writing about my problems, and
the second half I would write about other people's problems .... I am able now to start
turning out ... " (27).
Shanley was influenced by the culture of the Bronx as a playwright, and was
reputed to portray elements of his own life in his characters. The style in his dialogues is
more "naturalistic, however being a versatile writer, he has a flair for surrealism"
(Bacalzo 197). One characteristic used 'in Shanley' s plays is Italian ethnicity. In 1988, the
play Italian American Reconciliation, subtitled A Folktale ofLittle Italy, featured an all-
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Italian American cast as the characters. At the Manhattan Theatre Club, Shanley himself
commented on the "prolific use of Italian Americans in his writing" (191 ). The characters
featured in the screenplay Moonstruck are working class Italian Americans.
Another characteristic found in Shanley's plays is violence. Shanley demonstrated
in the Dreamer Exqmines His Pillow, staged in 1986 at the Double Theatre in New York
that the violence was portrayed by the "abusive' father." ln 1991, Beggars in the.House

o.fPlenty, "expose[d] the brutishness and violence of Johnny's father" (28). After the
opening of Italian American Reconciliation, Shanley describes his perceptions to Dan
Bacalzo: "They had more of a range savagely violent ... " ( 197). More violence is found
in the play Danny in the Deep Blue Sea with the portrayal of the working class bruiser, a
violent character who may have killed someone the night before.
The following themes occur in his writings: relationships, lack of love, loneliness
and despair, communication or connection in society, power between relationships and
identity of self His recent production of Doubt, A Parable that has been performed 525
times on Broadway has pleased both audiences and critics. It continues to be performed
in North America, Australia, Europe and Asia (Reuben and Strothmann 117). Shanley's
works, both as playwright and screenwriter will continue to be appreciated.
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Examples of the Playwright's Philosophy
John Patrick Shanley makes a st1ong philosophical statement in Doubt, A Parable
through the words of Father Flynn, "Doubt can be a bond as powerful and sustaining as
certainty ... " (6). Shanley himself, quoted in the Encyclopedia of World Biography,
says in many of the interviews he held after the success of the play that "Ifl'm
proselytizing at all, it's to say, Live with it, brother. Doubt is part oflife." Shanley grew
up in the Bronx where racial tension, the working class culture, both Italian and Irish, the
recovering economy of Johnson's Great Society Reform Project and the education he
received in the Catholic Schools of the Bronx had an effect on his writing. He went to St.
Anthony School, and had Sisters and Priests as his teachers. Although he was expelled
from high school, he benefited from the disciplir:ie of the Catholic Schools. He entered the
Marine Corps and served in the Vietnam War, which must have affected him as it did
many American veterans. It was after he came back from the war that he re-entered
university to complete his studies to become a writer. It was during his years at university
that he became interested in writing for theatre.("John Patrick Shanley")
Shanley's use oflanguage has been referred to as "taut/' ''muscular," and
"incendiary." Dan Bacalzo has said" ... There is a conciseness to his style that cuts to
the core of the character's emotions" (194). His childhood and his neighborhood where
he grew up have both been sources of inspiration in his writing. Doubt is a play inspired
by his youth, his life as a student in the Catholic School, in the Bronx. Shanley wrote
another play about his friends in the Bronx, Welcome to the Moon, a dark comedy that
shows the "loneliness and despair that results from keeping feelings bottled up inside ... "
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(195). In another play, Danny And The Deep Blue Sea, Shanley uses direct and forceful
phrases to describe the feelings of his characters. He has often been compared to David
Mamet," . .. although there are many differences between the two playwrights' work:
Mamet's characters are often inarticulate because they are unwilling to communicate,
Shanley attempts to utilize his character's direct forceful language to express huge
feelings ... " (196).
The importance of communicati11g is a vital part of his philosophy as
demonstrated in Doubt. Of the three main locations in Doubt, there is a sacred space set
aside to communicate and to talk openly with one another in an intimate way-the
garden. Jn contrast, Father Flynn portrays negative communication in the monologue, the
gossip:" ... You have borne false witness against your neighbor, you have played fast
and loose with his reputation, and you should be heartily ashamed ... "(Shanley 37).
The use of monologues in Doubt is also found in his play Savage in Limbo, written in

1985. In Bacalzo's analysis of Savage in Limbo, he states how Shanley uses" ... the
characters [who] reveal through their long monologues their feelings, their desires and
their life philosophies" ( 196). Father Flynn also has three monologues in Doubt where he
expresses his interior feelings, his secret life, all of which express Shanley's philosophy
of the power of doubt.
Shanley takes his characters from the working class communities of the Italian
and Irish immigrants in the following plays: Italian American Reconciliation, Beggars in

the House ofPlenty, The Dreamer Examines His Pillow, Danny and the Deep Blue Sea,
and in Doubt, A Parable (196). These are communities with whom he is well acquainted
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with as he himself was bom, raised and educated in the Irish/Italian community of the
Bronx. Two of his characters in Doubt, Father Flynn and Mrs. Muller, are both from the
working classes. Through the character of Mrs. Muller, he expresses the trnth of what it is
to be a black minority in the Bronx working class: "You accept what you gotta accept and
you work with it. That's the truth I know ... "(48). This leads to one of Shanley's
important philosophical statements when Mrs. Muller states " ... Sometimes things
aren't black and white" (Shanley 49), the truth is somewhere in between. Father Flynn, in
the first sermon describes the voyage of the sailor ending with this question: " ... had he
seen Trnth once, and now had to hold on to it without further reassurance? ... "(6).
Shanley makes uses of the capital letter, making Truth an important word in the story, a
word that leads to certainty and leaves no doubts.
Shanley's writing " ... seems intensely personal ... however, since Danny and

the Deep Blue Sea, his writing has changed ... " (Bacalzo 198). In Marshall Fine's
interview, Shanley said "I'm going to work out my personal problems in my plays until
I'm 40, then I'll look outward at the worl d at large.... It's an imperfect equation....
(b]ut I don't write about my girlfriend. I try to be a useful member of society." The idea
that the world is an imperfect equation is replicated when Father Flynn says to Sister
James:" ... What actually happens in life is beyond interpretation. The truth makes for a
bad sermon. It tends to be confusing and have no clear conclusion" (Shanley 39). Doubt,

A Parable is a play" ... about the philosophical power of embracing doubt in life"

("John Patrick Shanley"). Shanley believes that doubt could not only be as powerful as
certainty, but he also recognizes the idea of taking action when one needs to do so in our
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society. He expresses this statement through Sister Aloysius when she is explaining to
Sister James the realities of life as she sees them: "Situations arise and we are confronted
with wrongdoing and the need to act" (Shanley 24). Shanley recognized and saw a dark
side to the Vatican Council II message of the dissolution of boundaries: "When I was a
kid, prie~ts were not going to take boys out of church ... this explosive combination of
celibacy and 'go out and make believe you 're just one of the other folk' had a lot to do
with the problems that followed ... " (CUUingford 258). The problems that followed
from the Vatican I1 Ecumenical Council stemmed from the Churches' rigid hierarchy,
which allowed priests more freedom, yet curtailed the fre.e dom of the women in the
Church.
Shanley's purpose for writing plays is to address "larger social concerns" (Coe).

Doubt is his most powerful play because it encompasses all the major philosophical
themes that have motivated his writings: communication; doubt versus certainty; power
and hierarchy as connected to gender, race and/or religion.
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Learning Goals for Participants of the Production
1) The director will use a variety of Hodge's methods of picturization and
composition in the blocking.

2) The director will use the completed analysis as a foundation in the direction of the
play.
3) The director will incorporate vocal work from the guide Freeing Shakespeare's

Voice by Kristin Linklater.
4) The director will use other sources of materials to stimulate the imagination of the
actors and to strengthen the development of the characters using outside
stimulations such as collecting imagery, using improvisation technique and finally
doing exercises which will enhance team work and the willingness to listen to
others.
5) The director will ensure that the team of designers, crew and actors are working
together for the success of this production and will give guidance when and where

it is necessary. This is not always evident when working in the setting of a
community theatre. There are variables that are difficult to control while working
with volunteers. The director has to insure the communication between crew,
designers and actor is positive. Also, the goal of a community theatre production is
more than just working together on an effective creative project. It's about creating
a sense of community. A sociable environment can be brought to the meetings
when discussing business pertaining to the production.
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6) The students/adults/actors, all with varying levels of experience, will learn to
develop their characters using the analysis done by the director in the thesis.
7) The cast will work in a collegial manner. Many actors working in the community
theatre have already spent six or more hours of their day at work. It is important to
make the rehearsal a fun and relaxed place of work.
8) Encourage the actors to achieve a personal level of success in telling Shanley's
story, and supporting one another to do the same on stage.
9) The level of the director's success will be detennined by her ability to support the
production of Doubt from the beginning of the rehearsal right through to the last
perfonnance.
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Production Jownal
Saturday February 12, 2011
Rehearsal: Today was the first day of rehearsals. Rehearsals were originally
planned to begin the first week of February but the schedule had to be reorganized to
work around actor Michael Terides (Father Flynn). Michael is in another production and
will join the cast tomorrow. Today I worked with only two actors, Maggie and Corrina,
playing Sister Aloysius and Sister James, respectively.
The directorial focus for this first week is play analysis and a dramaturgy tool, the
documentary Deliver Us from Evil, which came up during the course of my readings in
the fall. This documentary by Amy Berg details a true story about priest Oliver O'Grady,
one of the most prominent figures in the recent Catholic Church sexual abuse scandals.
O'Grady was convicted and served fourteen years in prison. He was released and was
free again to interact with the people of Limerick and Dublin, Ireland. In the
documentary, Oliver O 'Grady specifically discussed some of his misconduct with
children and he exposed the comiption inside the Catholic Church. He felt the church had
enabled him to continue on as a priest by covering things up: knowing full well he was
sexually abusing children.
Amy Berg interviewed the priest Oliver O'Grady on camera. The story of

O' Grady is similar to the accusations made towards Father Flynn in Doubt. Watching the
documentary gave the actors a sense of Catholic Church culture and what it may have
been like for the nuns to likely witness the sexual abuse and the cover ups.
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Father O'Grady's victims describe the sexual abuse as the primary trauma of their
childhood, one that continues to affect them today. The film is uncomfortable to watch.
For instance: the father of one of O'Grady's victims tearfully explained that when he
realized his daughter had been sexually abused by the local priest, he abandoned the
church and embraced atheism (Berg). The documentary was approximately two hours
long. The testimony of one of the Bishops interviewed in the film, Cardinal Roger
Mahony, Bishop of Los Angeles, was interesting. He denied, in front of the camera, the
accusation that he helped protect Father O'Grady. It was excellent fodder for the actors,
and the film seemed to help them understand Sister Aloysius's motivation for acting
alone when confronting Father Flynn.
The priest O'Grady was moved from one parish to the next. He was eventually
charged. It came out after complaints were made for over twenty years. When O'Grady
was released from prison he was sent back to Ireland without any further consequences
for his actions. O'Grady is very relaxed in front of the camera in the film and seems a
very confident priest. Emotionally he seemed disconnected from any sort of angst or
conviction over the past. Again, this shows some similarities with Father Flynn in
Shanley's play. They both appear to be very confident and eloquent speakers.
Mostly, however, this film laid out the hierarchy of the Church and how the
bishops were able to protect O 'Grady all those years. The actor's imaginations were
stimulated, creating a good starting point for the rehearsal process.
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SW1day February 13, 2011
Reading: Today was the first reading of the whole play and the true begirming of
the rehearsal process. The four actors were present with me. The producer came for the
first twenty minutes to deal with some business: discussing dates and schedules. The day
began with a reading of the script. I recorded the reading with the intention of using it
again in rehearsals later on. Perhaps it also allowed the director to have a first reading of
the play without interruption. Actors were expecting to be able to leave their cell phones
on (Michael was hoping to take a call from his wife who was in Mexico), but I refused
and asked for a focused reading to establish a professional environment from the start.
Regardless of the fact the cast are community theatre perfonners a first reading cannot be
interrupted and held up while an actor takes a call.
The reading was good. The actors were encouraged to focus on listening to each
other without feeling obligated to generate any particular level of emotion. After a tenminute break, table work was done on the text. I began the discussion by opening with
questions about their character analysis. The actors continued the discussion on a number
of topics: the desire of the character, the will, the moral stance and finally the decornm of
the character. Finally, we discussed Shanley's writing and his choice oflanguage for
different characters. I talked at some length about the author's intentions and his views of
the play, asking each actor about their sense of what the play was ultimately about. Some
of them focused on the ideas within the play rather than the major themes, for example,
Maggie and Corrina thought that the theme was the idea of the abuse within the Catholic
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Church and they disct1ssed the major themes of doubt and certainty. This led them to
discuss all of the ideas in the play: homosexuality, gender and racial issues.
I asked the actors to think about the polarities of their characters. The discussion
was interesting. Maggie was not convinced Sister Aloysius was increasingly distant from
God towards the end of the play as written in the script. Corrina, however, agreed with
me about the emotional arch of her character, Sister James: her journey, what she was
losing and gaining as the play V{as progressing. The script was then broken down into
scenes and units. The actors took notes.
Near the end of the rehearsal day, I con finned any scheduling conflicts with the
actors. There were some problems with the dates planned for the next 12 weeks but only
with Michael. I continued to work with the actors in the space since any conflict of
scheduling only pertained to him, hoping to maximize the time with Rosemary (an
African American actress from Victoria, playing Mrs. Muller) who has a one-hour
commute and comes to rehearsals sporadically because of the distance. For this reason, I
decided to focus on character development for the remaining forty minutes, giving her
something to work on at home while away from rehearsals.

Tuesday February 15, 2011
Rehearsal and Character Development: Today, the actors practiced cormecting
with each other while playing various games using a ball, some improvisations, and also
by working with the text in hand. The first exercise asked them to think of five adjectives
and walk in the space embodying their character and on my signal (using a drum) each
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actor had to go to one partner on stage and deliver one line from their character's
dialogue having in mind that one adjective. This should affect their voice, their emotions
and their postures. For instance, the adjective "eloquent" would suggest a very different
way of saying a line than if it were the adjective "taut" (Linklater 40-44).
Next, the actors used the five adjectives again. I introduced the exercise called
"hot seat." Each actor had to enter as their character, introduce themselves, improvise a
monologue, and then exit in character. The last two exercises revealed the need to work
specifically on character development with Corrina (Sister James) and Maggie (Sister
Aloysius). Both actors are at a different skill level than Rosemary (Mrs. Muller) and
Michael (Father Flynn). It was difficult for Maggie to remain focused during the hot seat.
This is a simple improvisation exercise and should have been easily accomplished by a
teenager. When she felt uncomfortable, she laughed. There was a lot of laughter during
her 3-5 minute improvised monologue. That said, hopefully the playfulness of the
exercises connected the group.

Thursday February 17, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene JI: This was the first rehearsal (working with the script in
hand) after the reading last Sunday. I prepared a vocal exercise from Freeing
Shakespeare's voice by Kristin Linklater (20-25). The cast did a relaxation activity

focusing on breathing. Once the exercise was completed, they discussed the importance
of opening the diaphragm. They also worked on vowels, consonants and speech while
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massaging the spine and letting goes of tension in the body. This vocal exercise was done
with partners and will be repeated many times during rehearsals to come.
The second exercise was 20 minutes long. Corrina, a young actor who hadn't
done theatre for ten years, was unsure of herself. I focused on helping her with the
projection of her voice and developing her body awareness: her posture and her
diaphragm. Her effo1t was not sustained during the warm up. She often dropped the voice
and pulled out of the exercise when her fears got the best of her. She admitted that
working with the body in this way was bringing up personal issues for her. I continued to
guide her the best way that I could, considering Corrina became emotional.
After forty-five minutes of wann up, they began reading the text. They went unit
by unit. I shared my ideas behind the titles given to each unit and then they read the
section they had just discussed. I also shared some metaphors with them and they took
notes.
Maggie was showing great enthusiasm for her role, already memorizing the lines,
reciting rather than reading them. This was not necessarily to her advantage. She insisted
that it was almost easier for her. But I kept the point: the importance is the meaning of the
words anci punctuation of the line more so than "getting the words right" at this point in
the process. She finaJly agreed to read the script, focusing on punctuation, beats and the
transitions.
I then shared with Maggie some of her thoughts for the character of Sister
Aloysius. She, in tum, shared her interpretation. It was not supported in the text. Maggie
and I had a forty-five minute discussion about the character and what could be plausible.
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For example: what were her reasons for entering the Sisters of Charity? The actor had a
strong opinion and analysis of her character's past. For example, she shared that perhaps
Sister Aloysius had an abortion. After discussing for a length of time who Sister Aloysius
is, as indicated in the text: her principles, her religion, her beliefs, her traits, Maggie was
willing to open up the discussion around her character decisions and rethink her profile.
She needs to continue to search out stronger character choices.
Corrina worked really well tonight. She is a good student: very open minded and
willing to improve her skills. Corrina works full time and has a very long day. Taking
yoga classes would improve her skills in relaxation, in voice, and in freeing her breathing
patterns. She agreed on this point and expressed a willingness to do so. She worked better
on interpretation with Maggie today. Hopefully her lack of confidence does not impede
her work on the stage.

Sunday February 20, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene V (30-36): The rehearsal began with a warm up as usual. I
used an exercise from Freeing Shakespeare's voice by Kristin Linklater (17- I 9). The
work focused on inhalation from the lower belly, allowing the actors to explore various
sounds and emotions. Then they repeated an exercise done previously from Linklater's
book, exploring "the scale of sounds" (25). This gave them a solid warm up before
heading into Scene V.
The actors explored p ossible character motivations for blocking choices in the
space and the actors had some props to work with. This was a successful exercise.
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Corrina, the younger actor playing Sister James; found working with props challenging.
There was a lot of business to do with the tea-cups and saucers and it was important to
introduce these props to the actors early on in the process so they would feel comfortable
with them.
Michael, the actor playing Father Flynn, tried to help Corrina by giving her
direction, sharing his opinions about how she should work in the space. This made it
difficult to guide Corrin a who was soon becoming overwhelmed. I had to ask Michael to
stop giving his fellow actor direction and encouraged the entire cast to resist giving each
other notes in the rehearsal space or outside of rehearsals.
I did not expect the rehearsal day to tum out that way. Tension and frustration was
felt from Corrina as she struggled with props and working in the space. She also had
difficulty with the punctuation in the script. However, everyone did manage to end on a
nice positive note while still exploring several possibilities for Scene V.
Monday February 21, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene IV and Scene VIII: Rehearsals began with the same warm up
as the previous day: " the scale of sounds" from Freeing Shakespeare's Voice by
Linklater (25). The actors warmed up with regular stretching and yoga. After a period of
forty minutes they began rehearsing by simply reading the scenes. The actors worked
both scenes in a much focused way. They put Scene IV (in the garden) up on its feet.
Scene VITI was a harder scene to explore in the space. Character motivations
were discussed as actors explored the arc of the Scene. I debated with Michael how
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Father Flynn should enter the room. I suggested he play low at the beginning and build

up to the end.

Tuesday February 22, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene IV and Scene IX: Today the warm up consisted of
improvisations. I wanted the actors, specifically Corrina and Maggie, to explore rhythms
and physical attitudes and as well as develop listening skills. The improvisation exercises
chosen were inspired by Viola Spolin and they lasted twenty minutes. The actors played
games where parts of the body tell attitude. For example: the shoulders are sad, the chest
is joyous. Then the two actors were given two different characters that had two different
kinds of rhythm. For instance, one actor took on the character of a depressed bride while
the other took on the character of her enthusiastic hairdresser friend. The hairdresser
worked on the bride's hair, trying to cheer her up in time for the wedding. I asked the
actors to maintain their rhythm and not change until the scene had ended. They played
with some other characters for another ten minutes. Then they worked on some listening
exercises. The two actors explored Scene IV in the space with their scripts in hand. They
were allowed to stop and yell the word "what?" if they did not believe the other character
was speaking with truthful emotion. The actor had to re-adjust and try another choice
until a place of truthfu lness in the line was unearthed. They continued doi ng this exercise
for some time.
The actors took a break and then continued exploring the text in the space without
actually blocking the scene. I took note of actor discoveries in the space and what natural
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blocking seemed to be evolving. They also worked on the last scene of the play, Scene
IX. The two actors worked the lines in the space. It was open to exploration. I asked
Maggie to focus on what her character actually says in the script and to explore in ·
particular what Sister Aloysius means when she says she has doubts. We had a long
discussion on this subject. It was important to think through the arch of the character's
emotions and to arrive at the end of the scene with a strong clear interpretation. My view
of why Sister Aloysius was falling apart and the actor' s view were slightly different.
Maggie was encouraged to find parallels in her personal life to help her explore Sister
Aloysius's journey towards an emotional breakdown and a place of doubt. We discussed
alienation from God and the author' s lines, but an agreement was not achieved yet as to
why Sister Aloysius breaks down at the end.
The actor seems to be resisting and avoiding workjng on this scene because it is
difficult. She asked if we could explore the blocking without her having to emotionally
invest in the text. I encouraged her to explore the emotional reality as authentically as she
could but she did not have to play the scene at performance level. It's interesting that she
doesn't like to work the scene. It's beautiful. But of course it requires her to invest as an
actor and she admits the role is more demanding than she expected.

Thursday February 24, 2011
Production Meeting: The builder, James O'Leary and I discussed the walls of the
theatre, the three locations of the set on stage and the possibilities of creating a minimalist
set. We went to the theatre and measured the stage and then discussed color palate and
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flats. Jan;ies proposed a set that used the theatre walls as boundaries for the office and the
two other locations. He suggested tiles for the garden . I suggested the set could be even
more minimalist than his suggestions, preferring the idea of imaginary walls and an
added door, using only the floors to differentiate and define each area.

Sunday February 27, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene II: Plans to work on Scene VII for this rehearsal day had to be
changed to accommodate Michael's ever-changing scheduling demands for the other
show he is performing in. This was frustrating. The focus was shifted to studying and
rehearsing scenes with the two nuns, like Scene II. Maggie and Corrina read the scene
over, exploring blocking and character motivation for movement. Again, Maggie seemed
to find the work difficult. She struggled with the lines and working in the space with the
script in hand. They also worked on line memorization. Today was a short rehearsal day
because they were at the school and the two actors wished to leave early. The school is
located far out of town.

Tuesday March 1, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene VIII: The plan today was to work on the full Scene VIII but
instead the focus stayed on the first part of the scene with Mrs. Muller since Michael was
absent once again. This made it difficult for the others as well. They began with a warm
up. I led them through a relaxation exercise: they had their eyes closed and were either on
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the floor or standing up. Rosemary and Maggie were encouraged to tum their focus
inward and to relax their internal emotional state, to let go of tension through breathing.
The actors then worked with vocals sounds. After ten minutes of sound work, I
encouraged them to move when they felt the impulse. They were invited to begin with the
impulse of stretching and then bending over and then further exploring levels in the space
through the contraction and expansion of their bodies. Rosemary (Mrs. Muller) held onto
the tension she brought into the room from her day and was not able to fully relax. The
work with impulse included an exploration of physical impulse expansion along the lines
of Ruth Zaporah's work (57-58): hoping to intensify and awaken the body and the
sensations within it. For example, if the actor was moving with softness, I encouraged her
to accentuate that quality. If she was moving with fun light gestures, I encouraged her to
expand these movements even further.
Rosemary was not fully committed to the physical movement. For instance, she
was not yet bending her body in the space with the intention of finding levels or
exploring sensations through movement. Therefore, I began to guide her and Maggie into
working with tableaux instead. Then the actors were guided into adopting a walk and a
rhythm best suited to their character. They were asked to discover a new posture every
time I beat the drum.
Maggie went along with the exercises but she wasn't tenibly committed either. I
continued working with them despite this and they ended the warm up with various
tableaux of their characters experiencing different emotions. They composed various
pictures of what their characters may be doing throughout the course of their day. I also
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asked them to portray shame, sadness, anger and other emotional states without saying a
word but by creating a picture with their body.
Community theatre actors do not seem to be exposed to this kind of character
exploration and when they are involved in a production they are not used to wanning up
their bodies or voices. In Maggie's experience, the actors come onto the stage cold and
dive right into the text. Rosemary, being a singer, had only warmed up vocally in the past
using traditional singer warm up techniques.
Everyone began to work with the script in hand. The actors read the scene and
then explored the space following their impulses. I took notes on what was working for
them.
I am used to blocking differently in the past. I primarily had it all pre-conceived
before coming into rehearsals. I would position actors on a mini-set at home, using little
pawns or pills as the characters. This time, because this production of Doubt is primarily
a vehicle for my education, I decided to try and be more open to seeing what the actors
would bring to the table through their exploration before any blocking was set. I
remember reading Anne Bogart, An actor prepares where she mentioned that "directing
is intuitive, it involves walking with trembling and terror into the unknown. Right, there,
in that moment, in that rehearsal, I have to say, "I know'' and start walking towards the
stage. During the crisis of the walk, something must happen; some insight, some idea"
(86). This inspired me to not pre-plan all of my blocking. For instance, Rosemary was
moving a lot during Scene VIII. It was a11 about exploring the space and working with the
text. However, l felt the need to discuss the sub-text as they were reading the script on
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stage. We discussed decorum, particularly with Rosemary. She was asked to think about
her character: the way she would dress, the way she talks, the way she is at home with her
husband. Rosemary, the actor, is always well put together. She wears a lot of jewelry and
high heels to rehearsals. This gets in the way of her ~xploring her character's posture. I
encouraged her to dress a little more in keeping with the character of Mrs. Muller to help
her get into the character's body, and to bring in comfortable shoes.

Thursday March 03, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene V and Scene VIII: Wann up lasted for thirty minutes, focusing
voice and speech. I asked the actors to work in partners and to warm up their voice,
focusing on vowels, while massaging their backs. Corrina is very soft spoken and it's
important for her to learn to open up her diaphragm. We discussed posture.
The actors were asked to place their hands on their diaphragms while positioning
themselves against a wall. They said their lines with intention while trying to project their
voices to the other side of the room. They did some tongue twisters and then focused on
.movement, working with a ball to elevate the energy in the room. Then they discussed
the characters: their journey in the p lay and their emotional arc. Rosemary had to imagine
an off-stage character arc for Mrs. Muller, as she is only on stage for one scene. I asked
Michael to think of his involvement in the play scene to scene and why Father Flynn was
driven to the point of confrontation in Scene VIII.
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We explored Scene V and dove right into working with props without the
pressure of staying true to the text, in order for the actors to gain a sense of ease working
with cups and saucers, sugar cubes, pouring the tea and using the tray and so forth.
While they explored blocking we discussed the position of the desk. I worked
with the desk angled parallel to the door and yet I was puzzled, having remembered a
discussion with George that suggested the angle may be the other way.
Maggie is not physically at ease on stage at this point. I tried to help her out as
much as possible. She's uncomfortable getting in and out of the chair. The office space is
rather limited. Michael is also having trouble envisioning the use of the door. We
explored the props that may be in the drawers of the desk and it all became a very busy
scene. I hope the more the actors practice with props; the more they will become
comfortable with using them and timing the action with the lines. Overall, it was a good
rehearsal and an enjoyab.le scene to work since it has a touch of humor in it- a nice
change from the rest of the play.

Sunday March 06, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene IV: I gave the actors a physical theatre warm-up of relaxation
and stretching then they walked in the space. I asked the actors to show five pictures of
their characters in various positions. As they walked, they were asked to find physicality
for their character. Their exploration was uniformly lack-luster.
We explored character analysis at the table. I invited Corrina to find more
specificity regarding to her character's back-story: her family, her parents and her
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childhood, the loves in her life, the things she does not like about herself, why she is so
sensitive in the play.
The cast began rehearsal in the space using props such as a rope and the bush.
They explored the scene without a Stage Manager. I did not block the scene but kept it
exploratory, which allowed the actors to discover what did and what did not work. The
scene is not easy due to the limited amount of space in that area. The design will need to
be reconsidered. Perhaps more space can be borrowed from center stage.

Tuesday March 08, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene V and Scene VII: The warm up consisted of vocalizations
with ball exercises to elevate the energy in the room. The actors did some tongue twisters
then read out four Lines written on the wall for them.
They began rehearsing Scene V in the office with Maggie, Corrina and Michael,
continuing the work they had previously done. They examined intentions and explored
blocking. There was a positive energy in the room today and the actors were good
listeners. They explored well, particularly the moments they had already rehearsed. They
focused on the action at the door and on creating compositions that worked around it. It
was a challenge for Maggie to integrate her dialogue while Michael was taking her seat.
This makes me think there is more work to be done around the subtext of this scene,
specifically, why Father Flynn takes her chair and how she feels abou t it.
They continued this work for an hour then stopped and focused on the garden
scene with Father Flyim and Sister James. They read the scene and then worked in the
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space. Michael was over playing the scene. He focused on the environment-looking at
nature-instead of connecting with Sister James. This made Father Flynn seem distant. I
interrupted the scene and asked the two actors to face each other, touching knees, and
then deliver their lines. The vocal tone for both of them changed: they lowered their
voices and became more intimate. Fi nally Father Flynn was having a real conversation
with Sister James; they were listening to each other.
Michael has a tendency to be influenced by the events of his day. Tonight, he was
not reacting to his partner on stage. I reminded him of the purpose of the scene and his
objectives. The playing area is crammed. They need more space. But the scene
progressed well tonight. We found some truth. There was a huge leap forward for the
actors.

Thursday March I 0, 2011
Rehearsal and Run Through: I asked Michael to lead the others in a vocal warm
up tonight. Rosemary is late, coming in from Victoria, so my time was best spent
discussing the plan for the evening with the stage manager. I went into the other building
to make some phone calls as well .
The three actors warmed up for a period of fifteen minutes. They did well without
my guidance. The first run began without Rosemary. She eventually arrived: she had
never rehearsed in this hall and she could not find the place. She arrived flustered and
unfocused and the others were feeling bad for starting without her.
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Saskia, who is designing the poster for the production, sat in on the run. The fact
that Saskia was watching seems to have affected the performances. It was the first run
and the actors were off-book for several scenes. Michael and Corrina were much focused
and they managed to keep the rhythm of each scene going and played their intentions
clearly. Maggie seemed to lose her focus often during the run; she was not quite off-book
but she was trying to be. The Stage Manager was present only for the first hour of the
rehearsal tonight, but should be more available from Sunday next week onwards.
The actors called for lines and I bad to do the work of the stage manager. It was a
challenge for everyone. Maggie was not clear with her intentions during some scenes. I
had expressed previously that they needed to discuss her character more thoroughly and
review her intentions. All the actors forgot the blocking done together during the
exploration of the previous rehearsal. A stage manager's book would have been useful. It
was painful to see all that work lost. However, it was the first run and this is just another
part of the process.

Sunday March 13, 201 1
Voice Workshop with Cari Burdett: Cari is an experienced voice teacher I invited
in to work with the actors for a day. She focused on the Alexander Technique, the
importance of the posture of the head, neck, hips and back. She started with the actors
lying on the floor. She led them through a relaxation visualization exercise and then
focused on adjusting everybody's postures for the first hour, freeing the neck and head
from tension and working down the rest of the body from there. Cari then focused on the
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breathing, vocalizations and sound. She worked with individual actors and their vocal
challenges and also co1Tected their postures individually. They began to discuss the
placement of the tongue in the mouth in order to make different sounds and did some
exercises.
The group took a break and then continued to work on stage using the script,
focusing on voice. Cari corrected them and worked on several listening exercises. The
exercises focused on imitating speech and sound. After working on stage as a group
doing these exercises, the actors went back to work individually on finding good posture,
which they learned at the beginning of the session. They worked standing against the
wall, focusing on the placement of the hips, neck, and head, doing breathing exercises. I
was hoping this work with Cari might help Corrina in particular; she is so quiet.
Everybody seems to have enjoyed the experience with Cari. It was a real treat to
have this professional working with the cast. Cari is a trained voice teacher and has her
Masters degree in Voice from the Royal Academy of Music in London, as well as having
been a singer for several years. The Mercury Players agreed to cover the cost of bringing
her in for the production.

Tuesday March 22, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene VIII: The cast reviewed the basic principles of good posture
learned from Cari during the voice workshop. They corrected themselves by observing
each actor's postures and helping one another. They worked on voice: doing
vocalizations and massaging the spine for approximately twenty minutes. I repeated the
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listening games Cari proposed last Sunday. Then, the actors worked in the space with the
script in hand, discovering movement within the scenes. I discussed the importance of
listening to the other actor and finding the transitions. Maggie did not seem to understand
the value of having eye contact with her partner on stage. 1 also had a discussion with
Michael about the importance of reacting to the other actors in the scene. He had a
tendency tonight to find the emotion without b ei ng connected to his scene partner's
dialogue. Consequently, his work felt pushed or disconnected from what Maggie was
doing. I discussed how acting must be an exchange between both actors: a reaction to
what the other is giving-it's almost "accidental," not preplanned. It's a colHsion of
thought and wills, the outcome unknown. Listening to one another is the first and
foremost. The actors need to feed each other. I also discussed the difference between
listening and reacting, fed by the scene partner as opposed to anticipating emotions while
working on the dialogue.

Thursday March 24, 201 1
RehearsaJ of Scene I and Scene III: The rehearsal began with a discussion about
the character of Father Flynn

and the content of the first sermon. I shared my take on the

character with Michael. We then looked at Shanley's punctuation: Michael has a
tendency to ignore all question marks given in the script. We did an exercise where each
question was isolated and directed towards me while I sat in different locations in the
theatre for different lines. This exercise emphasized Shanley's intention and the structure
of the monologue. We aJso discussed voice and spee~h. Michael needs to work hard to
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project from the stage; his voice needs to fill the church (theatre). We discussed the
importance of having each word heard. Sometimes he drops the last word of a sentence.
That said, he's a hard worker. Today was a good rehearsal and he will very likely take all
of the notes seriously and work on them at home.
In Scene 111, we all explored the possibility of entering from the back of the
theatre, as if the gymnasium was in the audience. The actor would enter with a basketball,
eliminating the need for a sound effect. As Michael worked on the gymnasium
monologue, he was asked to try and see the reaction of the children before anticipating
his next line. I had him place the children in the audience, imagining where they would
be seated. Michael was tired today. Bu t he did mention that he interviewed a priest on his
own time to help him prepare for the role. It is encouraging that he took such initiative
towards developing his character. He was asked to do more homework during reading
week.

Saturday March 26, 20 I I
Production Meeting: Today I found out that the producer resigned and I will be
taking over many new responsibilities in the next four weeks, adding to my workload.
This is not surprising but it is disappointing. Today I met with the scenic artist, Sharon,
\vho is going to help paint the courtyard on stage. She has agreed to meet the following
two Saturdays so it can get done with several other volunteers I will round up. There has
still been no meeting with the sound designer. He is not quite ready to show any sound
effects. I contacted the president of the Mercury theatre, hoping to discuss the installation
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of the risers, the practicalities, and how much precious time it will take up on dress
rehearsal day, May 5. The producer, Laurel, was supposed to take care of this. She did
get set materials, however, including sheets of plywood and paint. I picked up some flats
from the local school's theatre so we could paint them on time for the show. I also
worked with the publicity contact in order to organize the press release and will do all
necessary publicity for this week in lieu of the producer. In April, I will be working with
.
.
the President of the Mercury to complete some of the production jobs.
Props mistress, Cicely, has completed a props list. I am still shopping around for
an appropriate desk for the set. It's been difficult to find in the small community, all of
the desks have been too big for the space. Even a trip to Victoria did not result in
anything suitable.

Sunday March 27, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene II: Rehearsals began with waking up the body and voice,
working with the wall with stretches and exercises that focused on the solar plexus,
diaphragm and "breath-emotion." The breath allowed different sound energy to flow, or
fly out of the diaphragm. The actors were told to make sure they supported their breath
with good posture: a pelvic tilt with exhale and the contraction of the abdomen muscles.
They worked all the vowels and the actors were encouraged to take the time to lie on the
floor and focus solely on breathing and relaxing.
I began working in the space with Maggie and Corrina. The first part of the
rehearsal aimed to explore the first unit and see what could be foun d in terms of
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composition and blocking. Maggie was hesitant to leave the desk but her extended action
of writing was too static. She finally agreed to try other things. The stage manager joined
the company today, making it so much easier to work off book. Actors were calling
"line" when they needed it and they had the support.
Corrina loses her focus every time she can't remember a line. Again, I reminded
them if the lines are being forgotten it's very often because the intention behind them
isn't clear. They reviewed the importance of focusing on the work even though it is a
challenge to work off book. The actors are learning to call "line" while staying present in
the scene. After a few hours, everyone started to make some good discoveries. The actors
were more at ease with their exploration once they had marked out a composition.
The desk takes up too much playing area on the stage but I had to try and
compose around it regardless. Because the garden area of the stage needed more room, a
lot of the action in the office scene tends to happen upstage. This alienates the audience
with distance.
Maggie was able to remain focused and her movements had greater ease. Corrina
is still not emotionally connected to Scene II. She discussed her character's needs and
obstacles with me and she was asked to experiment with breathing in a more shallow
fashion to help her find what is required in the moment. Overall it was a good rehearsal.

Tuesday March 29, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene IX and Scene IV: Rehearsals began with a wann up as usual,
with movement and speech exercises. The wann up helped the actors relax and connect
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with each other. They began rehearsal with Scene IX since it was a more difficult scene.
The garden is a rather confined space so they explored how they could tell the story with
minimal movement. I worked with the actors without giving them specific direction.
They read the script once in the space. Then I suggested some images that represented the
world of the play and shared some metaphors, like the fog enveloping Sister James and
Sister Aloysius obstructing their capacity to see clearly. These metaphors helped in
setting the pace of the scene.
Maggie found some beautiful emotions today while working on this scene, despite
the fact she expressed concern that she would not be able to bring the scene to its full
emotional climax at all times, but that she would try. I shared my appreciation for the
work Maggie was doing as this is a difficult scene to work on. We read the scene and
explored where their bodies wanted to take them. Then they did the scene again with
more focus on the other character. They needed to listen to each other as well as make
discoveries. There was not much motivated movement. I focused on trying to help
Maggie go further in this scene internally. We pinpointed the areas where the intentions
were not clear and ran the scene two times. We did not have the stage manager tonight as
she was not well. So, I took all the blocking notes and gave lines. The stage manager is
often absent due to a new job. This has been a real drag, especially considering I already
had to let one stage manager go. The solution is to find an assistant stage manager.
The actors worked on Scene IV. They only had time to work on it once. They
explored a few different movements from the previous rehearsal. They discussed methods
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of line memorization because it is giving Maggie trouble at times. She can be very
unfocused and pops out of character when she has to ask for a line. It's disruptive.

Thursday March 31, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene VII and Scene VI: They began rehearsals with a discussion
about the scene: what happened previous to the scene and what was emotionally at stake
for the characters then they read the scene. Corrina had a headache. When actors are not
well the warm up is skipped and the scene is read once at the table. They worked the
scene simply, using a ball and vocal exercises. This was a good replacement for the warm
up. They did not lie down on the floor today doing posture, diaphragm and breathing
awareness, but worked on their feet, focusing on listening.
Michael has a tendency to play alone and "over act" at times. He often anticipates
what he will do or how he will react. I am trying hard to break his patterns. Despite the
confining space of the garden, the actors found some nice moments. We then worked on
Scene VI: the monologue about gossip. Michael read it once and then worked it in the
space. They discussed some passages and the accent Michael has developed for the "Irish
Brogue" to help make it clear. I worked with him on some sentences and the pacing of
the monologue. They stopped as planned at the usual time. We only worked for forty
minutes but it was an effective rehearsal.
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Sunday April 03, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene V: For warm up today, the actors created a circle and
practiced the Sun Salutation in four steps as described in The Viewpoints. I asked them to
focus on breath and the harmony of everyone doing it together. This was a challenge for
one actor who lacks flexibility, but she did do six Sun Salutations in a row and tried her
best. I hope this feeling of ensemble will be nurtured with the cast by introducing
exercises that encourage harmony and teamwork before the play goes up. I led them in a
vocal warm up: the usual massage in pairs and vowel vocalizations. Corrina is not feeling
well once again so the warm up was gentle. She seems afraid of the work.
Scene V was explored with some difficulty. It is a busy scene and the actors seem
to be challenged by space and props. A second rehearsal for Scene V is necessary this
week. The latter part ofthis rehearsal was Father Flynn's "Gossip" monologue. Michael
worked for a good thirty minutes focusing on sections of the story that needed to be
sfowed down and emphasized. It was a good rehearsal today. Michael was enjoyable to
work with.

Tuesday April 05, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene V: Rehearsals are at the school to'day. The company is joined
with the new assistant stage manager, Kris. She was new to stage management so I laid
out a job description .and her expectations. The regular stage manager, Sharon, has
already told the company she will not be able to attend all rehearsals. If she were required
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to do so, she would have to quit because she is ovenvhelmed with a new job. Kristin is
wonderful, discrete, and is learning the ropes fast.
Rehearsals began with the Sun Salutation. Anne Bogart and Tina Landau suggest
twelve Sun Salutations in a row in unison: starting very slowly and getting progressively
faster with each cycle, giving the actors a sense of unity through collaborative effort. The
authors suggest the group inhale and exhale together once before going into the next Sun
Salutation (23).
Though the cast is not used to warming up, they have been willing and open to try
new ideas. They stood in a circle, each individual visible to everyone. They had a "soft
focus" or peripheral vision of each other. They began to move their palms in unison then
followed the direction in the Bogart and Landau 's Viewpoints (24). However, I asked
them to do four Sun Salutations instead of twelve. This exercise cultivates ensemble but
at the same time it gives the actors a sense of individual freedom inside a set form. This
finer point may not be understood by the cast, being new to Bogart, but I shared with
them the importance of teamwork and the value in continuing group warm ups.
The actors then worked on articulation through an exercise I learned during a
cow·se at Central Washington University. The actors were asked to bring in the
articulation worksheet weekly. Rehearsals began with Scene V: Father Flynn, Sister
Aloysius and Sister James. Motivations were reviewed and blocking was set in a manner
than J encouraged more connections. We worked on Scene Vall night and it was tedious.
Michael expressed his frustration over working without a door- so much of his actions
are around the door. I invited the other actors to share the moments they felt the blocking
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was not comfortal?le. Then we focused on the connections between Sister James and
Sister Aloysius, hoping to deepen them. For example, Maggie, playing Sister Aloysius
needs to practice eye contact on stage. She is learning to make contact with the other
actors on stage.

Thursday April 07, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene VIII: Rehearsals were at the school. We began the warm up of
the Sun Salutation. It is especially difficult foi; Rosemary to feel part of the ensemble: she
only comes in once a week from Victoria to work with us. My aim is to continue this
warm up weekly until the end of rehearsals, to build team spirit and give Rosemary a
sense of inclusion. We worked on blocking and intentions once again. I discussed the
buildup of the tension in the scene and the motivations of the characters. Awareness was
drawn to the second window: the imaginary window situated downstage. They worked
with the five points of the set: the door, the desk, the chair, the window and the imaginary
window. They also discussed the movement and the psychological follow up of the actor.
The actor has to commit to his follow up of the movement, which should match the
internal motivations of the script. The motivations are more important than hitting a
particular mark. They worked for two and half hours and then ended the rehearsal. The
actors were working nicely.
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Sunday April 10, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene VIII and Run Through: Rehearsals were at the Mercury
Theatre with all the actors present. The day began with a mini-production meeting in
order to do a run with props. Cecily arrived early and the props she brought in were
approved. I was occupied with this but at the same time I was encouraging the actors to
begin their vocal and physical warm up, trying to be at both places at the same time. It
was not easy for the actors to focus on their warm up while props were being discussed in
the same room.
Rosemary was present today and so I began with Scene VIII. We then ran the
entire play. The actors were encouraged to call for lines if they needed to. The run was
difficult. Maggie and Corrina were often calling lines and Maggie could not stay in
character while doing so. She had to call for lines about twelve times every three pages. It
was disruptive. I as\(ed her at the end of the rehearsal to focus on staying in character,
even if it meant paraphrasing the script for now. The day was rough.

Thursday April 14, 2011
Production Meeting: Today was interesting. I was brought up to speed about just
how minimal the lighting would be. The lighting technician was present and admitted she
had not done this kind of work for some time but that things would go well. We talked
over the installation of the risers. l had concerns about it, but was told not to worry: the
president would take charge of that. But there is still the fear of things not all being ready
on time for the technical rehearsal on April 30. Cicely brought in a statue of the Virgin
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Mary and added it to the set. The costumer had begun her design work but she had not
yet completed a single one. I asked to have costumes ready for the publicity shots around
the last week of April. The sound designer/technician admitted he could not find the
1960s Church music I was hoping for. We brainstonned collectively and offered him
suggestions. They discussed the building of the set now that the head carpenter has quil
Several of my friends stepped in to help with the installation. The "courtyard" is being
worked on every Saturday. I arranged for several volunteers to help with painting the
stones.
The theatre building itself is for sale and the lobby needs to be brightened up with
some display and decorations. I suggested putting up the cast and crew's headshots for
audience viewing. We also discussed the possibility of having a nice, handcrafted pulpit
from the College, loaned to the company but the president, Greg, was concerned that the
height of the pulpit would make it difficult to light, given our constraints. I agreed and
decided to find a simpler pulpit. Posters are printed and I and two friends will place them

in businesses around town and poster the streets of Duncan. The meeting was adjourned
after an hour and a half.

Sunday April 17, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene II and Scene VU: The cast worked at the school and the
process of renting from a school is often full of surprises. This time around, we did not
have a problem with the alann but the school was closed and things were moved,
therefore the actors had to find some furniture to rehearse in the hall. The last time we
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were in the school, Secwity Service paid a visit due to an alarm going off. We discussed
the set today as the builder was there for a short time. T hen an "Italian" was done as a
wann up. There was no physical warm up today. We felt pressured with the time.
Maggie seemed to have forgotten the movements and the blocking they had
already set for Scene II, so we discussed motivations. We put the scene back on its feet
after thirty minutes to an hour. I made a suggestion to Corrina about the use of breath as a
way to help her find the level of emotion she had difficulty accessing in the scene. They
focused on composition of the movements and working on the blocking previously
found. It did not seem to be the night to figure out how to cry on stage. It seems difficult
for Corrina to get there. Maggie often complains she cannot get to where the dramatic
actions should take her due to the fact that she loses her lines. By Sunday, they need to be
able to do an uninterrupted run. It will take some convincing.
In general, my actors worked well off-book and moved nicely in the space. They
discussed Scene VII for a long time. Michael tends to get all frustrated in Scene VII and
he takes the scene in a direction I do not want. The garden sets the tone of the play and
it's respectful to the author to keep it a place of sanctity and shared confidence, not break
out into a full-blown argument. Father Flynn should be friendly to Sister James in order
to gain her trust. But Michael prefers to raise his voice and shake Sister James. I wonder
if it would be a stronger choice for Flynn to gain her support by wooing her, or not.
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Thursday April 21, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene VIII: Builders came at the beginning of rehearsals today to
install two set pieces because the set carpenter was not available the week prior to the
opening of the show. Both I and the cast helped measure and place the window.
A one-hour "Italian" run of Scene VIII was attempted over the noise of
construction. Vocal and physical warm up were skipped today due to the disruptive
environment. Scene VIII was rehearsed with Mrs. Muller and Sister Aloysius. I
underlined the importance of having the script memorized by now and not relying on
calling for lines. Maggie agreed, but she struggled with memorization and focus. It is
hard to imagine how she is going to fully incarnate the character of Sister Aloysius the
way she interrupted the flow of rehearsals today. On the other hand, Rosemary shows the
ability to take direction. She arrived on time today without her high heels and that is
literally a positive step for her character! She seemed more open to exploring with her
body and her imagination. I discussed how her character must have felt, having her son
bullied, being black and not well accepted in the public school.
We discussed how important it was for Sister Aloysius to enter the scene in
character. Maggie is not always clear on her objective for the scene. I reviewed them with
her: what her goal for the meeting with Mrs. Muller was, to get help and support to
eliminate Father Flynn. While working on stage, Maggie's body needs to be more
flexible. She is not rising out of her chair naturally and with ease. I reminded her, even if
it was difficult to do in real life, on stage it needs to appear graceful. She has a tendency
to forget her notes based on the direction given in the previous rehearsal.
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Saturday April 23, 2011
Production Meeting and Rehearsal of Scene V and Scene VID: Today we had a
meeting with scenic painter, props mistress and set carpenter. They added one platfonn to
the stage: four feet by eight feet. The builder worked while I met with the painter and
Cicely. I viewed the stone and wood floor samples brought in by Sharon and felt that the
floor should be lighter than Sharon envisioned. We discussed color and the space
limitations in the courtyard and office. Sharon agreed to complete the two floors for the
production. We measured the exterior wall and discussed the flats yet to be built. She left
at the end of the day.
I later reviewed the props Cecily had brought in. She found a very simple
agreeable teapot on she also collected several books for Sister Aloysius. We discussed the
pulpit and I expressed the need to have a platfonn built to raise it.
Rehearsals began as soon as Rosemary anived from Victoria. She was late again,
by fifteen minutes. Rosemary waited until the beginning of rehearsals to caU and let me
know she would be delayed due to an accident on the road. It was decided that the vocal
and emotional wann up would be skipped since all the actors were not there off the top.
Instead, the script was read and the blocking discovered in the previous rehearsal was
discussed. We worked in the space with scripts in hand.
When Rosemary (Mrs. Muller) anived, she was not feeling well, so, a review of
the compositions and movements happened instead, without worrying too much about the
character,s intentions. Rosemary's illness shows. It is difficult to watch such "dead"
theatre but the actor Rosemary was committed enough to make the two hour drive in for
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rehearsals. We worked until late aftemoon on Scene VIII and then Rosemary was
dismissed an hour early.
This was the first time the Stage Manager (Sharon), was present for this scene and
she took blocking notes. It was a pleasure to have her. Scene Vis complex: there's a lot
of prop work and Corrina is not at ease yet with all the business she has to do at the desk.
Several laughs were shared today over spilt tea. Michael is also sick today so everyone
focu sed on the movements and the composition of the scene. Changes were made to
some of the moments that were not working from the previous rehearsal. Some of the
props were introduced and blocking was explored around a new desk that had drawers on
the right side instead of the left. We worked until six o'clock and then left the theatre
shortly after that. We all worked cooperatively to use the time productively considering
we had two sick actors. I was grateful. Today was a long day.

Tuesday April 26, 2011
Rehearsal of Scene II, Scene V, Scene IV and Scene IX: Rehearsals began with
the usual Sun Salutation exercise that helped give focus. This was a ten-minute warm up.
Actors were anxious to finish early because the location is far out of town.
The actors ran an " Italian" of each scene twice in the space to review their lines.
Maggie felt working on her character was giving her headaches and anxiety due to the
demands of the role. She admits that her experiences lies on Musical theatre and that she
never worked before on a dramatic character. She expressed her fears. I reiterated the
importance of not relying on stage management for lines at this point in rehearsals.
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Maggie argued it was still necessary at times, but eventually agreed on remaining focused
on the character. She listened to the other characters superbly. Corrina also shared her
emotional experience with the role. She felt she was taking the character's inner turmoil
home with her. They discussed how to leave the work behind, but unfortunately there was
not an exercise that came to mind, but maybe next rehearsal.
Both stage managers were present tonight. Unfortunately, Michael was missing.
He did not show up due to a misunderstanding about the schedule. After being on the
phone with him and realizing he was not prepared to come in, I let him go and decided to
work with him on Saturday instead. He is a committed actor. The confusion was largely
due to a lack of a reliable stage manager.
The end of the rehearsal process is approaching and the actors seem tired. They
both expressed the time commitment and the emotional commitment was more than they
expected. That said, performers often do feel this way a week before opening,
questioning what they are doing. Because the script is so rich, it is no wonder it's hard for
them to let go of the characters \vhen they go home at night. I assured them their feelings
were a normal part of the process but they were concerned about their emotional
involvement. All that said, Maggie reached a new level of work tonight and put much
more effort into incarnating her character.

Thursday April 28, 2011
Technical Rehearsal: A cue-to-cue and lighting hang was scheduled for today but
the wiring of the system in the theatre is not completed, as it was supposed to have been
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last week. The president got behind. Instead, the actors worked on blocking and lines
independently while I helped the president complete the wiring. Then we set up the
lights. I explained the areas needed on stage. Cue-to-cue has been postponed until
Saturday April 30' right before dress rehearsal. The president and I then continued to
fo cus and hang the lights.

Saturday April 30, 201 1
Production and Construction: I installed the set, thanks to the help of friends. All
of the flats were put into place. Other volunteers helped fix the door, the window, and
finished painting the floors. We continued to focus the lights today. At the end of the
afternoon, Micheal and I worked on his monologues. We reviewed the intentions and the
beats of the first sermon. I discussed the teacher's monologue with Micheal. I reminded
Micheal to imagine the children in the audience and not anticipate the next line of his
monologue. We worked together for more than one hour, it was another long day.

Monday May 02, 201 1
Technical Rehearsal: Cue-to-cue ran fairly well. Gregg made the main lighting
decisions but I shared my thoughts on what was required for each scene. The stage
manager was present and I worked with Kris, the assistant stage manager, to explain her
role during the perfonnances as she had not done this work before. She was a pleasure to
work with.
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Thursday May 05, 2011
Dress Rehearsal: The risers were installed before the dress rehearsal--excellent.
Georgie, the make-up artist, came to give a little workshop to the actors and applied the
make-up for dress rehearsal. We began dress rehearsal as soon as the risers were in place.

It went fairly well. The sound cues were all inadequate but the actors were working
nicely. I gave notes at the end of the rehearsal then they all went home. In the past, two of
the actors were never able to get through a run without calling for lines. Considering this,
it was a good dress rehearsal tonight. There was an invited audience. The main concern
now is the technical aspect of the show. The sound seems to not be working properly. I
am working with the Stage Manager to solve the problems related to sound before
opening night.

May 06-08 & 12-14, 201 1
Performances at Mercury Theatre, Duncan, British Columbia.
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Written Evaluation of Project Committee
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY THEATRE GRADUATE PROGRAM
STUDENT NAME: Michelle Tremblay
UNDER CONSIDERATION IS DIRECTION OF: Doubt: A Parable
EVALUATOR'S NAME: George Bellah

TITLE: Associate Professor

PLACE OF PERFORMANCE: Mercury Theatre, Duncan, British Columbia, Canada
DATE OF VIEWING: 5/ 14/ 11

Description of Performance Venue
A small, repurposed church with seating for less than 100. Though somewhat
limited, the lighting positions are adequate. The playing space is small, with no fly space
and very limited wing space [if any]. Overall, the space has a pleasant, rustic feel.

Description of Concept
The director imagined a minimally realistic production. The set would be a unit
divided between the three major locations [pulpit, office, garden]. The lighting would
help define the space through the use of gobos and color, while blackou.ts would be
minimal. A minimal environmental soundscape would also help locate each scene. The
production would focus on the textual, physical, and vocal work of the actor, primarily.
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Description of the Actual Production Direction and/or Realized Design of Sets, Props,
Costumes, Lighting, Sound
Set: The minimal unit set, collaboratively designed by the director and James
O'Leary, was adequately realized. The pulpit area was the most successful; warm,
inviting, and simple. Sister Aloysius' office was serviceable, but blocking patterns and
pictures could have been improved by shifting the desk stage left, opposite the door. The
garden felt incomplete; stony and barren. Perhaps some more greenery would have
helped. The fourth, minor location, of the gymnasium was successfully played in the
empty space downstage of the unit set.
Lights: The lighting, designed by Gregg Perry, served the play fairly well. Acting
areas were fairly evenly lit, with a few hot spots (due to the close proximity of the
lighting instruments]. The stained glass window gobo used in the pulpit area was
particularly nice. A few blackouts between scenes felt unnecessary.
Costumes: The costumes, designed by Helga Trinczek, were nicely realized and
appropriate to both character and historical period.
Makeup/Hair: Makeup and hair were appropriate and subtly realized.
Props: The minimal props were appropriately realized. It would have been nice to
point up the differences between Sister Aloysius and Father Flynn by making more of
Sister's fountain pen.
Sound/Music: Music was successfully used as a framing device for the play. I did not
notice any environmental sounds, except for the cawing of a crow in the garden.
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Technical: The production looked pretty good, in terms of how each design was
executed. The scenic painting did not feel as cleanly or sharply executed as it might have
been. The show was called and nm smoothly, with no noticeable miscues.

How Did the Production Direction Implement the Ideas Expressed in the Concept
Statement?
The direction of the production matched the original concept fairly well, with a few
exceptions. The soundscape did seem fully realized. The acting work of the ensemble did
not quite reach the needed depth and complexity of textual, physical, and vocal work
originally imagined by the director.

Appropriateness of Choice of Script for Abilities o.f Performers, Audience, Venue, and/or
Academic Setting?
The script was a fine, yet challenging choice for this director and the local
community theatre company. Judging by the attendance, I would say it was also a great
choice for the local audience. The play/production also suited the small, intimate venue
well. The performers were appropriately challenged by the material and experienced
moderate success in realizing the characters.

Address the Following if Applicable: Clear Delineation of Units of Action, Motivated
Blocking, Visually Interesting Composition, Visual Expression of Metaphor, Use of
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Picturization in Storytelling, Clear and Believable Characterization, Adequate Use of
Body and Voice, Unity of Production Elements, Creative Problem Solving.
Directing: The beat work was uneven. Although I think the director understood
the delineation of units and beats pretty well, communicating this knowledge to the actors
proved somewhat difficult. Some of the actors were so strongly invested in their
characters, they either ignored the direction they were given or they openly scorned it.
The beat-work felt incomplete overall. Blocking was fairly well-motivated, but much of it
was not as organic to scene and character as it might have been. At times, characters
moved without purpose and actors did not commit to making strong pictures. The director
also held back a bit from making compositions or pictures as powerful as they might have
been. Visually, the potential was there, but simply didn't get pushed far enough. Pacing
felt rushed. The director needed to linger on some moments longer and move others
along faster, but overall, I felt rushed through the play a bit. The director presented us
with a unified production overall. She also worked hard in rehearsals to find creative,
non-confrontational solutions to the challenges facing her. Sometimes she was not
entirely successful, mostly due to the interference of actor ego.
Acting: One of the issues surrounding believable characterization is related to
how the director sees each character. In this case, I felt that the director had made the
choice to morally side with one character [Sister Aloysius] as right and portray another
[Father Flynn] as wrong/guilty. This felt counter-intuitive for a play titled Doubt. I
wondered if the audience should be presented with the dilemma of deciding for
themselves who is wrong or right by crafting characters in such a way that the observer
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feels ambivalent and uncertain about their motives and actions. Some characters felt
passive and inappropriately submissive. I wondered why Mrs. Muller didn't fight harder
for her son when Sister Aloysius confronts her, for example. Maggie Sullivan, as sister
Aloysius, played mostly one angry note in her perfonna11ce and had trouble breaking out
of her established vocal pattern to explore the nuances of the character .

Within the Confines of this Particular Performance Venue, Was this Production
Satisfactory or Unsatisfactory?
This was a satisfactory production. The director, production team, and cast are to be
congratulated for rising to meet the daunting challenges presented by the complex and
subtle play. Well done!
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Final Self-Evaluation
Challenges Presented by the Perfonnance Venue
After the venue had been chosen for the production it was repossessed by the
school district, stripped of all theatrical and technical equipment and had a "for sale" sign
posted at the front of the building. All the lights, sound and other theatrical necessities
had to be reinstalled. This delayed technical rehearsals.
Analysis of the Director's Concept as it Evolved During Production
The minimalistic elements of the design and the confining space the

produ~tion

was held in, served the parable of Doubt well. The simplicity of each location of the setthe pulpit, the office, the garden and the gymnasium-gave focus to the actor delivering
the text. The main obstacle in the refinement of my director's concept was due in great
part to the challenges presented by the venue.

Analysis of the Realized Design of Set
Set: In the process of designing the set, consultation with James O'Leary offered
solutions to the venue's challenges, for example, the materials to be used, placement of
doors and effective use of the floor. Two design drafts were ready by late February and I
sent them to George, hoping to confinn and establish the most effective placement of the
desk and the delineation of the three areas. In response, the garden area was expanded.
Because the desk was in a different angle in each design, I misconstrued the advice given
and placed the desk at a less favorable angle for the effective play of the triangular
composition required during the office scenes. In the office scene, another challenge was
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to find a sn:iall period desk that would accommodate the space. In the originaJ design for
the garden, the statue of the Virgin was to be recessed into the stone wall (the flat). With
the loss of the head carpenter two weeks prior to opening night, the best solution was to
place the statue on a pillar. Because of the space restriction created by the pillar, the
original design was changed in order to accommodate the props in the garden space. The
orighaJ design for the elevated pulpit area, stage right and the gymnasium, the empty
space down stage, worked very effectively.
Lights: As noted above, due to the refurbishing of the theatre, it was impossible
for us to include the type oflighting that would typically be present and used in the
theatre for a production like Doubt. For this reason, parameters included in Section I of
the thesis did not reflect the equipment available in the Mercury Theatre. The Cowichan
Theatre donated the lights eventually used for the production to the Mercury Players and
the dimmers came from Shawnigan Lake School. The dimmers were two NSI NDS 12
dimmer packs, with twelve channels each, having 1200W per channel. Because the
donated lights came from a facility with higher-capacity dimmers, they were equipped
with 750W lamps, so the usage was limited to one fixture per channel. To light the show,
there were three Fresnels for top lighting with steel blue gels in the office scene. The door
and the desk areas were featured with interior light. The garden scene had both warm and
cool lighting, depending on the season and time of day. The pulpit was lit by two fixtures
from front and side, with the gobo of the window on the back wall. The board was a
shnple two scene pre-set 24 channels. In terms of the lighting effects, a cross fade to
brown was desired between scenes, however this ended up being interpreted as blackouts.
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Costumes: The designer dressed the actors in the appropriate time period. Being a
professional designer, the costumes were nicely realized.
Make-up and Hair: The make-up artist was a professional accustomed to working
in a large capacity theatre. Because of the intimacy of the Mercury Theatre, the make-up
artist needed to be reminded after opening night that greater subtlety in application was
required. Once the change was made, the make-up was far more effective.
Props: The prop manager efficiently located appropriate articles and furnished the
set thoroughly and accurately. It was a pleasure working with this very thorough
colleague.
Sound and Music: A local artist composed original pre-show organ music. The
original sound concept called for a choir, however the organ music alone was sufficient
and appropriately atmospheric, evoking the feeling of being in a sanctuary. The original
sound concept also called for environmental sound effects during the play but the sound
landscape was removed due to the limited sound system. The only effects possible were
that of the wind, the phone ringing and the crow.
Technical: The most problematic areas in the preparation for this play were the
lights as noted above, the sound- the equipment consisted of a ghetto blaster and a smalJ
stereo-and the set. The problem with U1e set was the loss of the head carpenter who was
replaced by a team of volunteers. I had to juggle my limited time between building and
painting the flats and rehearsing the play.
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Directing
All of the rehearsals began with a physical and vocal warm up and then they
moved on to exploration of text with the script in hand. Direction and notes were inspired
by the work of Hodge, Dean, Carra, and Bogart. The text analysis was completed within
the first three rehearsals. I focused on text and the overall vision for Doubt. I did not
spend enough time thoroughly examining aspects of decorum and polar attitudes, each
character's redeeming qualities as well as their shadow side.
I encountered a particular lack of commitment from Maggie, who played Sister
Aloysius. Unfortunately, only six actresses auditioned for the three female roles so
casting choices were limited. The actress in question was fairly resistant when it came to
the work explored in the warm ups done prior to each rehearsal and perfonnance and this
contributed to her lack of nuance, choppy rhythm and her physical disconnect with the
blocking. She did not put the time and detail into creating an organically integrated and
well thought out delivery. My greatest concern was creating a sense of cohesion and
unity within the ensemble. When dealing with any confrontation with this one individual,
I focused on solving any conflict quickly. Michael, who played Father Flynn, was most
open to critique and his skills grew throughout the production.
The interpretation of the character of Mrs. Muller was partly influenced by my
own personal experience with the Catholic Church. Mrs. Muller's character would have
been even more interesting if the boundaries bad been pushed and if the performer took
more risks, as I tried to encourage her to do. However, Rosemary chose to portray Mrs.
Muller as a rather passive character. To be fair to Rosemary, she had significantly less
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rehearsal time. The lengthy commute-one hour each way-meant she only came in
occasionally. When looking at George's notes from the performances of May 14 and
reviewing the video made of the performance May 8, it is obvious that the pacing va1ied
greatly from night to night. This was partly due to some of the actors having personal
acquaintances in the audience and allowing this to affect their performance.
During the first rehearsals, I allowed the actors to freely explore their characters
physically in the space. However, I learned to include exercises that focus on listening
and generating emotional reaction through motivation within text earlier on in the
rehearsal process. This should nurture a connected and active perfom1ance and help avoid
uneven beats.
Acting
When reflecting back on my vision for each character and receiving feedback
from more than a dozen audience members, it becomes clear that the characters needed to
be give.n more complexjty. I saw Sister Aloysius as a controlling, frustrated, taut
character while Father Flynn was charismatic, warm, modern and open. What was not
developed was the vulnerability of Sister Aloysius and the shadow side of Father Flynn.

If the characters had been better well-rounded, it would have played with the audience's
loyalties more effectively. Beliefs would have teeter-tottered as each scene unraveled,
leaving the audience with a stronger sense of doubt by the end of the play, as the author
intended.
Rosemary, as well as Maggie and Corrina (Sister James) primarily had a musical
theatre background. Corrina was the most experienced actress of the three, though this
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was the first time she had tread the boards in ten years, but she also committed the most
to exploration. Accordingly, her character was more connected and more fully realized
than Maggie and Rosemary's. Maggie and Rosemary did not realize their full potential
due to hesitancy to fully engage in the work. Michael's performance grew during the
rehearsal process because he worked hard on his character analysis, took direction well
and committed to the moment emotionally. On a positive note, all four actors commented
on the growth of their craft and in their trust of the dramatic process.
Final Reflections
In order for the performance of Doubt to play successfully in the Cowichan
Valley community, I often ended up becoming the manager, producer, designer,
supervisor, facilitator, teacher and "gopher." All of this effort was rewarded with
excellent audience attendance and warm feedback from my colleagues. The production
met with favorable critical response. Both major local newspapers- the Cowichan

News leader and the Cowichan Citizen- gave it good reviews. The co-president of the
board of directors for the Mercury Players commented on how refreshing it was to view a
challenging play of substance in Duncan, not just a piece of theatre that was solely
entertainment. Many of the volunteers involved in the production expressed their
enthusiasm to work w ith me in the future.
The greatest learning experience for me was the generous wise and pertinent
feedback I received from my evaluator. His thoughtful critique has given me insight into
how to further hone my craft.
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Preface

uncertainty. There is no last word. That's the silence under

the chatter of our time.
John Patrick Shanley

Brooklyn, Kew York
March 2005

Doubt
a parable

x

Production History

Douht, a parable received its world premiere a t Manhattan
Theatre Club (Lynne Meadow, Artistic Director; Barry Grove,
Executive Producer) on November 23, 2004. The production
then transferred to Broadway's ·walter Kerr Theatre (Carole
Shorenstein Hays; MTC Productions, Inc.; Roger Berlind;
Scott Rudin; producers) and opened there on March 31, 2005.
The production was directed by Doug Hughes; with scenic
design by John Lee Beatty, costume design by Catherine
Zuber, lighting design by Pat Collins and original music and
sound design by David Van Tieghem. The production stage
manager was Charles Means and the stage manager was
Elizabeth Moloney The cast was as follows:
FATHER FLYNN

SISTER ALOYSIUS

SISTRR JA!\IIES

M RS. MULLER

Brian F. O'Byrne
Cherry Jones
Heather Goldenhersh
Adriane Lenox

Characters

late thirties
s tSTbl\ A LOYS I l ·s Im.\ I' \'!EH, fifties/si:xties
"''S'J El\ .JA;l.1 t·:s, t•venties
l\ I HS. 1v11;u. 1·:1~, around thirty-eight
l"ATF!GJ\ Bi\ENDAN F LYN'"<,

Setting

St. Nicholas, a Catholic church
and school ill the Bronx, r\ew York, 1964

The bad sleep well.
- Title of Kurosawa film

In much wisdom is much grief:
and he that increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow.
-Ecclesiastes

I
Everything that is hard to attain
is easily assailed by the m ob.
- Ptolemy

A priest, '/Jad1.er Flyn.11.,i;;,h,""{; late. th"irties, in green and gold

uestmenis, gives a sermon. He is working class, from the

(f) lo conned-

Northeast

VVhat <lo you do when you're not sure? _T hat's th~e
topic o · my sermon today. ou look for God's direction
and can't find it. Last year when President Kenned
was assassinated, who among us did not experience the
most profound disorientation. Despair. "VVhat now?
Which way? What do I say to my kids? 'What do I tell
myself ?" It was a time of people sitting together, bound
together by a common feeling of hopelessness. But think
of that! Your bond with your fellow beings was your
despair. It was a public experience, shared by everyone
in our society. IL was awful, but we were in it together!
- ow muc worse is it then for the lone man, the lon e·_ ....,.._._._,,,,,,
woman, stricken by a private calamity? "No one~~O

F LY!llN:
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U..1.-JJ.""-'- - --

-

ex ~'Ce.SS sorrovJ .
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I'm sick. No one knows I've lost my last real friend. No
one knows I've done sowething wrong." Imagine the
isolation. You see the wo:rld as through a v.rindow. On
the one side of the glass: happy, untroubled people. On
the other side: you. Something has happened, you have
to carry it, and it's incommunicable. For those so afflicted,

.

only God knows their pain. Their secret. The se.cret o~f
their alienating sorrow. And when such a per son, a
0 r
they must, howls t~ e sky, t God: "Help met" VVha
_-..:...u....._........__ if no answer cornes Silence 1 want to tell you a stor}
t
A cargo ship sank nd all her crew was drowned. Only
this one sailor survived. He made a raft of some spars
and, being of a nautical discipline, turn ed his eyes to
the Heavens and read the star s. He set a course foT his
home, and, exhausted, fell asleep. Clouds rolled in and
blanketed the sky. For the next twenty nights, as he
floated on the vast ocean, he could no longer see the stars.
He thought he was on course but there was no way to
be certain. As the days rolled or , and he wasted away with ~
/
1
..,LJ,._n
'-'-'/-'f---'l-f'-1-' _ _ fevers, thirst and sta:rva:cion he began to have
-=------1
fo
Had he set h is course rig i...
as te sn going on Wav~r
towards his h ome? Or was he horribly lost and doomed
Qt
to a terrible death? No way to know. The message of t..he{F,) ~
constellations- had he imagined i~ because of his des- ~
perate circumstance) Or had he seen Truth o,nce, and
now had to hold on to it without further reassurance?
That was his dilemma on a voyage without apparen~
end/There are those of you in church today who knov
exactly the crisis of faith 1 describe. I want to say to you:
Doubt can be a bond as powerful and sust{r.11ng as cer- in j nd~
tainty.
VVheo you are lost, you are not alon . In the name
11+-':+-''-L.L.L......1-'--of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. A:men/i(B ?:-5
\ •=r.;

do~ibtS f._
1

un

; ~ 'rroa lte

(He exits)

II

. :i

The lights cros~fade to a corn.er <dfice in a Catholic school in
1.he Bronx. The pnncipal, Sister Aloysius Beauvier, sits at her
desk, writing in a ledger with afountain pen. She is in herftfties
or si:a/es. She rs watchjiil, reserved, unsentimental. She is if the
order ef the Sisters of Charity. She wears a black bonnet and
jloor-Length. black habit, rimless glasses. A knock at the door.
s1~TE11 ALOYSIUS:

Come in.

(Sister .Tames, also qf the Sisters of Charity, pokes her
head in. She is in her twenties. There~ a bit of sunshine
in her hem·t, though she's reserved as well)
s 1s1T.11 TA'-.lES:

Have you a moment, Sister Aloys1u;el] -fo

~ rsT 1~ 1\ ,,LoY~ 1 L;s: Come in, Sister James.

~g,J< 1n

~ 11elcoro~

(She ent.ers.)
VVho's watching your class?
s 1sTEr1 .JAMEs:.They're having Art.
s1sTEH. ALovs 1us: Art. Waste of time.
S JSTEit JA MES: It's only an hour a week.
s 1s-r1.m

Much can be accomplished in sixty minutes.,_<t::?M-~
Yes, Sister Aloysius. I wondered if I m.ig rt

A LoYs 1us:

sJsT F. 1t .IAM tcs :

re.co\le.cJ

know what you did about William London?~f,~
I sent him home. @
·,\::~rrn
SJSTl',lt Ji\.MT£S : Oh <lear. So he's still bleedingts:Lo
s tsTE tt A1, ovsn1s : Oh yes.
~
·
1
S T<;T E.R .JAMES: His nose just let loose·"'""'
a'-n...,........._;;:;::;<-.....u~.,..m~
g ~----.,..~

±r,

sisTE.R ALO\'Stus:

teJ

during The Pledge of Allegiance.~~====---¥~=~:;,f..;.~--~
Was it spontaneous?

s 1sTm1 ALOYSJU:s:

6

@

7
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- ----srsTF.I\ .\Lm·::; 11 ,s: Good. Has anyone hit bun@~
b~·rr/:
" ' ~ 11·:K L\Ml:'.~: No.
K-1 fi ne'. ate
:-.1sTEn \1J1Y..; 111..:: Cood{ l'hat girl Lltida~nte;~avcy~
-- - - -

VVhat else would it be?
AL OYSIUS: Self-induced.
JMdES: You mean, you think he migh 've intention-

SISTER JAMES:
SISTER

SISTER

-<

@-to

I

I

ally given himself a nosebleed?
\\J-~~-!..re.=:l4..J.:o~~~-seated her away from th<:' boys?
a55 /2t
SISTER ALOYSIUS : Exactly.
:-1sTFH rA;-,rn~: As for as space pernnts. It doesn't do much good
SISTER JAMES: No!/
s1sTE1\ .\1.. uvs11rs: Just get her through. llll:act.
-~f,,.L.,!,!_~4.U-4-l--j
s1STE:ll. ALOYSIUS: You are a very innocent person, Sister
James. William London is a fidgety boy and if you do
a)awe. Sister Alu 1:sius is S/(l,ring absently at Sister James.
not keep right on him, he will do anything to escape his
A silence frills.)
chair. He would set his foot on fire fo r half a day out of
school.
I '
1,
o,,:.;~.;=:::;.....;:::i...:..L..~.6.l.~--......--1 /frii:1 .~:
0-l>'IF.H l \~IE.~:So.Sllo11lcllgo:1
'
SISTER JA.!.VI ES : B Ut W h y~
...............__.......________
·~~~=:....-...:...-"ld.o:~U...C...S.'-'="--------,1
11rn ttcr?
....
SJSTER A.LOYSJUS: He has a restless mind.
s1~T1 .. 11 ,\ t nYs1t ,;-.: :\o. 1\'hy~'lssomethingthematter~@ coqsk.
SISTER JAMES : BUt that's good.
gy.
'l~TF. l\ I A \l 1'.S: [ don't thin k SO.
J?e-(]5$ljfe
SISTER. ALOYSlUS: No, it's not. His fathe:r's a po ·ceman n
-- -::-1s11rn ,\U>Y:;iu~: The1111ot.hi1 1g's the matter ther~~~ ~/smiSS
the last thing h e wants is a rowdy boy. "William London\.9:i,..,_-'-'1~-=-l
-~ a _____ _
- £ '........~'-""'........
:-i;.:·1 izn JA'.\ 11,s: Well. T hankyou, Sister.Ijust wante to c_ hh~is headed for trouble. Puberty has got hold of him H e
f-?'\ .J.
,/
011 Willia1n.s no.s<\
\~--r;Q Zll/t·
Ct)l<}
will be imagining all the wrong things, and I strongly
suspect he wi1l not graduate high school. But that's
(She .\lar l.1 fo ~o.)
beyond our jurisdiction. We simply have to get. him
tlu·ou.gh, ou~ the door, and then he's somebody else's
project/Ordinarily, I a5.5ign my most experienced sis@
J
:->h"l 1.,1\ \I c1\~11:;-.: fie had a_ln11lpoimpen~ :')~~~JderS.
ters to eighth grade but I'm working within con- her
ofareJ
-.1:- ri: 11 , ., \11:s: E. xr11 se me . Sister?
(:~- - . VL__t
st:raints/Are ~ou in control of your cla~ ~
'
Hs -;·r:.1, .\ 1.m ·:-- w;.:: \V11lrn111 London had a ballpomt pen. He
\\«Is fiddl ing widt il \1·h ite he waited for his mother.
SISTER JAMES : I think so. ~:..,...::::>=.-1....L..;;..::;:i..~=:1<t..l.~-l
SISTER ALOYSIUS: Usually more chilchen are sent.,...,""'-""-"
. . . He's n~t_ ''.~ing it for -~~signrnents, I hopef!f) {::;
SISTER JAMES : I tr y to t ake care of things mysel~~~'-"-~~.....,~~---1
S IS 1 1·. 11 JA \II·.:-.. i\o, of Colli S(. llOL
@__ - ·- ~

f

·

fD

CS5to

0

auf
1rf

£y

;/!:?{$

That can be an error. You are answerabl,1.....:.t:f,.,,,_-='--- ---;
to me, I to the monsignor, he to the bishop, and so on oaf//''f
up to the Holy Father. There's a cha.in of discipline.
I/
Make use of it.
SISTER JAMT:.S: Yes, Sister. /
S IST ER ALOYSIUS: How's f>onald Muller doing~
~~:;__c~"¥'~:L.+-~-1
SISTER JA.\!IES: Steady.

srsTf.R ALOYS1u s:

8

" 1:- r 1 11 _\ 1.rn-.: 11 ~: J'111

sorry 1 allowed even caru-idge pens
into the scltool. T he srndents really should only be
IParn ing scnpt wi t h trn e fountai n pens. Always t he
('asy way oH L ti 11•sc clays. VYhat docs that teach? Every
easy c hoice t0<h1v will have its consequence wrnorrow.
:\-lark

ll'l)'

;.1s·11.H , \i\ll·:,,,

<!f)tg

\\"( )l"(I S.

;Jt}Ofj I

late

@ib ~mt:/)

Ye;;, sis~er.

,,
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Ballpoints make them press dov.n. and
when they press down, they write like monkeys~ ll'l/!/e4 /
src;TRR JAMES: I don't allow them ballpoint pens.
r nPC<;l{tJJii
SlSTER ALOYSIUS : Good. Penmanship is dying all across the
country/ {ou have some time. Sit down. @fn r eyea,/
SISTER ALOYSIUS:

cff]J/;

(Si<t<r

/Joiflj.·

J,,,,,,, i,,,;,,,"' and,;,, down) ~

r

tx1yer

We might as well have a talk. I've been meaning to talk
to you. I observed your lesson on the Ke"v Deal at the '
beginning of the term. >.ot bad But I caution you. Do
not idealize Franklin Delano Roosevelt. He was a good
president, bm he did attempt to pack the Supreme Co1Jrt
I do not approve of making heroes of lay historical fig~ lij
ures. If you want to tali< about saints, do it in Religion~~.12/
stsTER. JAMES: Yes, Sister.
ft:,
/e
SISTF.R ALOYSIUS: Also. I question
enthusiasm for
History.
-1
:>ISTJ:I\ JAMES: But I love T-iistory!

@!\

Brenda Mc.'\ulty?
~tJic:>J
Third htghest.
~ ~@di
SlSTEl\ ALOYSIUS: You see I am making a point, Sister James.
[ know that St.ephen fouo, Noreen H oran and Brenda
McNulty are one. two and three in your class/ Schoolwide, there are forty-eight such students each grade
period I make it my business to know all forty eight of
their names. J <lo not say this to aggrandize myself but
to illustrate the importance of paying attention7You"='R~,,...,-.,--_,...._
must pay attention as well.
·
s l !:'Thl\ J ''1r.s: Yes. Sister ,\loys1u .
~"-:-..i.A"'---io::;&.llfl,,"""""~..W'--~~~~- J
-;1-.. 11• I\ \Ltl\Sll ~:] CdtlliOt b(' everywhere~-tD
f2eC5/ s t
:;1~TF. 11 .l\Mll.S: Am j falling short, Sister? :;: +:,
I
,.,,
v_,
~J"Oce5'?
-.1s 1 El\ .\LOYSIUS:
-.1<.1 El\ JA1\ir.s:

'£

'fZ(._ __

Noreen Horan?
Second highest marks

SISTER ALOYSIUS:
s1:>TER JA MES :

~l.i.:=;__,~~~.u.G.~~~~-

10

II

Doubt

SISTER JAMES:

Yes.

SJSTJ:H \LOYS TUS . Only to the ones that are up to no

Dut I wam my students to feel they

s rsTE/\ .J:\MEs:

Q2to

to me.

But perhaps you are wrong. _:_
you are not working hard cnoug~fo

SISTER ALOYSIUS:

s1sTER JAMES:

..1./ja..:..1.tJ:.Lii~fi'-1

a p~rt

(Sister James cries a little.)

•___

ps

Pfif?5(XJ.fte

~ ~

No tears.

<;;;)

/am

r; tQ
basfe
G~~·~L=..e~x.~~~&2--,-.,.,....--:---~

Yes.
Use it. Do you t · ·
crates was saL- .
-e
isfied? Good teachers are never content. We have somel?/a!?
three hundred and seventy-t wo students in this school.
-]
It is a society which requires constant educational, spiritual and human vigilance. I cannot afford an excessively
innocent instructor in my eighth grade class. It's selfindulgent. lnnocence is a form of laziness. Innocent teachers are easily duped. You must be can ny, Sister James.

SISTE R. JAMES:

SISTER AL0Ys1 us:

ce~naltie?

They're children. They can JiktOeaCh
other. It's more important they have a fierce moral
~
gm1rdian. You stand at the door, Sister. You are the gate::..i&J.
'""'L....L~---;'
keeper. If you are vigilant, they will not need to be~
:;; 1sTEH .IAME.s: I'm not s1;re what you want me to d@fo <j.U esitotz
SJSTEl\ ALOYSJUS : A11cl if things occur in your classJ·oom
which you sense require understanding, but you don't
!
u11derstand, come to me.
c..DnfrioL
::-1STEl\ .1M.i1;:s: Yes, Sisler/
/o o k y
s1~TE11 AU)bTUS : That's why I'm here. Thats why I'm the '
principal of this school. Do you stay when the specialty
/n ~ i'
instructors come in?

@

I thought you were
SISTER AI.O>:Srus: Satisfaction is a vice. Do you have a . an -

SISTER JAMES:

kerchief?

good~

cant~

srsTF.t\ .\LOYSJOS:

~--~d:IJ.~~£_.j"_aa..L.d._4~....__ __ _ __

Oh.

SISTER ALOYSIUS:

~

John Pmiok Shanlay

'attis/e:.

s1sTE11 .IAMl·:s:

'.oo.L.-'..=:;___.£.f~te::::;i;:;::....;.<J.:;___ _ __ __ __

Yes/

s lSTF.11 .\LOYSlllS:

ie:;

But you're here now while t~e . clas:Js

@i?

goillg on.

ro51nya.@

I was a li ttle concerned about William's nos@ta excµs&
~1sT1-:11. A t.nvs1~;:;: R.ighL. ~o you ha~e An in class~
s1::-TEI{ .IA l\ 1 1~~= She comes m. Mr s. Bell. Yes.GJ)±o
/ofecim
s1STF1~ .\. L<JYSWS: A.n<l you take them down to the basement

sis.Ten .1.\1\I LS:

9:J-cesi1an

Yes, Sister/
c;f2...L..!.o~~~~:__--.,,.,-.,..----1
SI STER ALOYSIUS: VVhen "VVilliam London gets a !LO 'ebleed ~'"""'=-----1--i
be skeptical. Don't let a little blood fuddle your ju(::i;l"~~";;.J.J.o.,i..s:.L...£~
ment. God gave you a brain and a heart. The heart is
warm, but your wits must be cold. Liars should be
frightened to lie to you. They should be uncomfortable
in your presence. I doubt they are.
/.
S1STER JAMES: I don't k now. I've never thought about it ....
J~!!.!......£..J..~&!!.>.iu'-L....i
SISTER ALOYSIUS: The children should think you see riigbt
through them.
~Z
SISTER JAMES: Wouldn't that be a little frightening?J..:~~~=~-----1
SISTER JAMES:

for Dance "vith Mrs. Shields.
On Thursdays.

srsTEH H ~ rns:

hvmc:tnizec
15

..

0

·

~ if.

ift/:o

12

@to '2:uey/;1 'on
/'

John Pat rick Shanley

Doubt

@b

ar:9141esc.e.

That's right.
vVe used to have a Sister teaching
Not
enough Sisters. "What else?
SISTER JAMES : Physical Educat ion
Religion
SISTER ALOYSTUS: And for that we have Father...,_;;--._...........;;..-""""'~--I
SISTER JAMES:

SISTER ALOYSlUS:

tlfut.

hours a week. And you stay for those? fr 1:.c; 1 ~ r.ec.:SISTE.R. JAMES: Mostly. Unless I have reports to fill out or. :J:
,C..>,.;::<...:::'-«.U.::::...:...:.<.L-j
SISTER ALOYSIUS: What do you think of Father Flynn?
19 0
SISTER JAMES: Oh, he's a brilliant man. VVhat a speaker;.
! ~-~-"'-'1--1.o.1-'::..::::=:A
SISTER ALOYSIUS: Yes. H.is sermon this past Sunday vims pootic./l
SISTER JAMES : He's actually very good, too, at teaching basketball. I was surprised. 1 wouldn't think a man of the
cloth the personality type for basketball, but he has a
way h e has, very natural with dribbling and shootin
'-'\.!o~~--:!..lod..:..J.--~
SISTER A.L OYSl us: VY"llat do you think that sermon was about?

~u;i_L..;i.::=.::;~J.io;:/

I suppose you'd have to ask 1m ~
. ......'""""..:;,.~~.=:;~::::::::...:.q~"--No. That would not be approp:r.oiate. He is
my superior. A.nd i f he were troubled, he should confess
it to a fellow priest, or the monsignor. vVe do not share

SISTER JAMES :

S IS TE l\. ALOYS I US:

intimate information wiLh priests/

<ffj}_""'"'::;,,_-""'-=~--'~'------4---

@-c;iji..___,F. . M.~CP._=G
.
......
5______
SISTER .rAMILS: I'm a little concerneWt:, Ji.Se~

/Jh ;f/o:

(A pause)

(Sister A loysius leans forward)

14

s1s·rn1 •\LOY!'.qjs:
s1s'l'F 11 f \J\IJ.'.S:

Abont what?

T11c1:ime. Art class

~

fl?,

.nm$£

w~ver in7few min-

utes. I should go np/
s1;:;·1-i- 11 :\ l ,uY~n ~'

I l nve you 11 ot1ced anythin
e~?"=='/9'.:'-""~~
tf-+-.~l,4Abouc what.? &zQ cb e~
/
s1s·1 El\ ;1.1.c1ys1 11s: l want you to be alen. ~?'6f2
~

5

5 1STG l\ .1,\M ES :

s rs TEJ\ .JAJ\H~S:

·,

I' ,Cf_?Z1£2
t:t:~Cta[&.
Id 011.t bi·
e ieve m 1ollowing you, Sister
.

s 1s-r 1::11 ALOYsJ vs : I'm sorry I'm not more forthright, but

must
be careful not to create somethmg by saying it. I can
only say I arn concerned, perhaps needlessly, about matters in SL. Nicholas ScliooL
S I STE I\ .I:\ \fES : Academir.illly?
s 1 ~Tr:.11 .\L0Ys1us: f wns11't inviting a guessii:ig ·ame I want
yotl to pay an.en lion to your class
~ re
@iii .n!!/C?O.!
::; 1s· rr. 11 .1,\ .:·.iE:->: vVell. o f course I'll pay attention to my class,
Sister. And I'_ll try not t o perform. And I'll try to be less
innocent. I'm sorry you're disappointed in me. P lease
know that I w·ill try my be)t. Honestly. @ k b/eose.,,
s 1sTF,I\ \t uv,n1s: Look ~l yo~You'd Lrade anythingfor a
warm look. J'm 1.e \ lmg you here and n ow, I want to see
t he starch in your character cu ltivated. If 7ou ar e lookrng for reassurance, you can be~ fooledjlf you forget@~
fn
___ ,
y0ursel f <.111~ stncly otliers, you w111 not be fooled:.:·...:I~t..::
's~az'l.{Aat::..:..tt.~
import.an1;()ne final matter and then you really must
gc>t back. Sister Veronica is going blind.
s1s·11·:11 t.\ !Vms: Ob how hornblel
cz<k.naµj /ec/oe
:-:1:-·1 F.ll ,\1.<>YSHJs: Tlus 1s not. generally known and I don't @
0
·f
·want it kuowH. 1.~ they fiud out in the rectory, she'll be iQ
{
gm1e. l cannot afford ro lose h er. .But n ow if you see h er ~;;;kfl'.l
making her \\'ay do,vn those stone stairs into the c;;ourt- 7
yard, for the low' of Heaven, lightly take her hand as if
1a fe llowsJ1ip <tJl(I see Lhat slie doesn't <lt!stroy herself (!/j;i/£

@lo shJ
<:;r>t:v

d/2rn iss ·

:\ll right, go/

15

Doubt

John Patrick Shanley

righ t, all right. You guys, what am I gonna do with you?
Get dressed, come on over to the rectory, have some
Kool-Aid and cookies, we'll have a bull session. (Blows

III
The lights crossfade to Father Flynn, whistle around his neck,
in a sweatshirt and pants, holding a basketball.

//is l()/ii'sr.le)

All right, settle down, boys. Now the thing abou
1..;!oo"-"'=--r--u-shooting from the foul line: It's psychological. The rest
of the game you're cooperating with your teammates,
you're competing against the other team. But at the
foul line, it's you against yourself. And the danger is:
You start to think. When you think, you stop breathing.
Your body locks up. So you have to remember to relax.
Take a breath, unlock your knees-this is something
for you to watch, Jimmy. You stand like a parking
meter. Come up with a routine of •vhat you do. Shift
your weigh t, move your hips ... You think that's funny,
Ralph? VVhat's funny is you never getting a foul shot.
Don't worry if you look silly. They won't think you're
sllly if you get the basket . Come up with a routine, conceo rate on the routine, arid you'll forget to get tensed
u p. low on anolher matter, I've noticed several of yo·1 h ~
-"--"-~....Y."-""="""'="'~~~
guys have dirty nails. I don't want to see that. I'm not
talking about the length of your nails, I'm talking
about cleanliness. See? L ook at my nails. They're long,
I like them a little long, but look at how clean they are.
That makes it okay. There was a kid I g1·ew up vv'i.th,
Timmy Mathisson, never had dean nails, and he'd stick
his fingers up his nose, in his mouth. - This is a true
st ory, learn to listen! He got spinal meningitis and died
a horrible deatlfSometirnes it's the little things tha ;.:i;
get yoi:/ lou try to talk to a girl with those filthy paws'-,;r..-"""'--...""'-'...r..;;'""!'-"' -- -

Goy

FLYNN:

IV
Crosfadc lo a bit r!fgarden , a bench, brick walls. Sister Aloysius,
infuLL !Ulhit and a black shawl, 1:s wrapping a pruned rosebush
ill 1m.rlap. Sister .fame' e111.crs.

____

~t>-TFI\ .r.\\IF,s:

Good aften lOl)ll, Sister.
....,
<;JS'J'EH :\ LOYS!Ll<::: Good afternoon, Sister ames. Mr. McGin
pruned Lhis bush, which was Lhe right thing to do, but f?eb4££
he neglected to protect it from the frost.
s1-.:rrrn .•A!\JEs: Ha\'e we had a frost? '=-=--"~""°---"-'-"?::..<..<....:.::::=.._ _ _ __

ch

Mr. Conroy, she's gonna take off like she's being chase~"j:-~~~Y.::::J":"r--::'--
by the Red Chinese!fl1..eacting genially to laughrer).~

'Ua,.i 3•'

1·

(Sister .fames wdicatas lhe rectory, whi.ch is out of view,
on tlte 01/ier sir.le qf the garden .)

JUSt

mat

(J).io c 0nf;r m
,,.,.,.,.," 'L""" "· W>th Fathe1. F!."n. ~.S
s1sTU\ ,,,;-.111s: Yes. He's giving them a t

s1~Tt-:11

.\u >Ysrns:

.~

/ 12___.k::afr_,.

On what subject? /ilJ-lo ~/"'~;/g:::> _ us.p/c)tJrt:> .
1

C? "

w

11

11
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Doubt

John P<ttnck Shanley

nghtly <l1~couragcd from crossing paths with priests
uw1t.1endcu. He is sevemy-mne, but nevertheless.

How to be a man.
\\'ell, if Sisters were permnted in the rectory, I would be interested to hear that talk I don't
know how to be a man. I would like to know what's
involved. Have you ever given the girls a tRlk on how to

SISTER JAMES:

SISTER ,\LOYSIUS:

No. I wouldn't be competen_'-'J.L.-.l41L--~:::..:.~~.w..:...:::...---;
~ETER ALOYSJt.:S: ·why nor'
srsTEI\ JAMES: I just don't think I would. I took my vows at
the beginning ... Before - .. A.t the beginninlJ)to
srsTEll ALoYsI us: The founder of our order, The Blessed
Mother Sernn, was married and had five children
before embarking on her vows.
srsTEf\ JA'.\.lES. I've often wondered bow she
much in one life.
c;1sTER ALOYSIUS: We perhaps is longer than you think and
STSTEl\ JAM1£S:

sLmble,

the dictates of Lhe soul more numerous./r w~ married,.\WoL~-..--,-,~-'
You were!
-+~':..w:..;~:.:.<>~ui.....w~--""'--"<.i.=~

SISTER fAMES:

a

(..'lisur Aloysius smiles for the first ttme.
You could at least hide your asLOnishmeu
l...!..l~~LLl...._L-.-j
STSTER JA!\.Il:s: I .. . didn.t know.
/3')to aeo oo,ize'
Li;:
'
~
SISTER ALO'<Srns. \'\'hen one takes on the hab"t, one mmt
close the door on secular thmgs. My husband died tn
/
the war against Adolph Hitler.
@
~u,n~
_
s1sTER JA:.rns: Really! Excuse m~, Sister.
~ ~;j,sheJrexe;
SISTER l\LOY:;1 us: But I'm like you. I'm not sure I would feel
competent to lectun: tittering girls on the subject of
wornan!lood/l don't come into this garden often. v
-Vhat{§,2{;
is it, forty feet across? The com·ellt here, the rectory 5oFfe.n
there. We might as well be separated b}' the Atlamic
Ocean. r used to potter around out here, but l\lonsignor
Benedict does h is reverie at quixotic times and we aTe

(.jl

1A

Y~s. ~~u~s ~Ufu~~,:±

cr>:ta

~
7
don·t bcl1c"e he im0\¥;who's President
of Llw Unit<'d Stal<'S. I mean hun no disrespect of course.
lr'~ inst 1haL hc·s otherworldly in the extrem :.Ir...,.,
o"d'·.......T"1---~
:--1'-' r1:.n '\:\11::;. hit that he\ innoLent, Sister r\loysi
::;1,.. i-t'.H ·\I .•>Ys 1t -; You lia\·e a slynf'SS at work, Sisrer
13<" r,1rc.fu I of i 1. How is vour class? How is Donald -..Ji..:.s:;;.~;s;..;;2z!~-

::.1-n,R J\;\JES: lo wnati

"'~" F.11

'11 uY::-11s:1

<:..:
·

-to

).l ullcr?
,..1:<TF,H

:--1-. 1i..H \f

accepted'.1
-..1-.Tr-11 '·' \ll.:<'
~1sTEH

·

~

1e is 1lsinecnth in class.cr>"t:o OJfesf, t)endot'ISf!!_;
ny..;11 s· l know fhat s sufhc1ent./ l s he bein@to at!Psf

,,,Mt:.!- :

@>±o Jled1'nerf

Tlf' 110111 no frwnds. @io

\L.O\Stt:.:..:

F ;rjf

ou...f

Thal wonld be a lot to expe~eronly

momh~~l;i.,, <inyonc hit h1m?@70 ~~,,,.
::-;1~·1 En .1,,"11:s: :o.t:SJ_{o di't:;./-w]it?.VPJ
t\"<'

-.1 ... 1 i:..n \In\::-• ,:

SISTER ALO'iSl us:

18

,,wv:-11•>

!:-1s-r1· n

'A?,,£._-f.1.1~d~'2':=!..!.ll:U~--T'.:"--I

be a woman?

monsiwb~2'.'.·=~-·t he@fo ~-pju,.
(tbe ga.ei,'U1;}J:\

'" ' "" , ; "'-''The

So1.ir.one w1Il.

And when it happens, send

1.hrm right down 10 rne. @fO prd,ef
\ '1f.8: f'm 110 SO Sure anyone will(J:2fo
:- 1..., ri:.11 \L.nY-;11.r:-;: Them is" statue of S1.. Patrick. on on~ side
of 1he church ai•ar and a s•atue of St. Anthon) on the 11iJ.~
01hcr. Tl11s parish serves Irish and Italian families/~.,.....·b
....e,.
___
0 ·fl
Somrnnc ·will lw Dn1 ald .\I u Ber.

re.C#

,,,_I Cl\

(Swcr/J !o)'siw, who has beenfussi.nt, u~ir.h mulc,li. is sud
tfe11lyni:{1d Siu mes./ @io ~/
t~afh

l!:I

Tnh11 Patrick Sl1anley

Doubt

He's taken an inter est. Since Donald went o "
the altar boys.\<Pause..) I thought I should tell you@..fo
ll/I) ~
SISTER ALOYSIUS: I told you to come to me, but I hoped you
1
never would.
,
.
(:3)./A
Cr! _ly I 2 V
SISTER JAMES: Maybe I shouldn't ha~e. (i;J(o W2<2-l2 av.er
SISTER AL OYSIUS: I knew once· you did, somethmg would be
set in motion\ So it's happened.
SISTEl\ JAMES : VVhat?! I'm not telling you thatl I'm not even
certai n what you mean.
f'o c..jrcumveof:
SISTER ALOYSIUS: Yes, you are.,.4R
SISTER JAMBS : I've been n:yin~ {icome more cold in my
thinking as you suggest ed . .. J feel as if J've lost mlfj'tp o.tb t'rf)
way a little, Sister Aloysius. r had the roost ~errible
dream last night. I want to be guided by you and
responsible to the children, but I want my peace of
mind. I m ust tell you I have been longing for t he return
SISTER JAMES:

d

£..±

•f

@ fo o.ffirm

Q)

-to

red/r-ecl

o / Ok fo ade
SISTER ALOYSIUS: You may not have it. Ills not your place to
be complacent. That's for the children. That's what we
of

my peace of mind.

@--(a

give them. .
' .
@
re12.nroono.=<;d1-------~
SISTER JAMES : I thmk Im startmg to u11derftand you a little.
But i t's so unsettling to look at things and people with
suspicion. I t feels as if I'm less close God.
SISTER ALOYS11.;s: vVhen you take a step to addtess wron~
doing, you are taking a step away from God, bm in His
service. Dealing with such matters is hard and thank-

to

d,rJ:.o J.!e,.arn

@±o e

less work.
41 {(_Qih,ten
I've become more reserved in class. I Feel separated from tht: children.
C3) to res j7f
SISTER ALOYSIUS: That's as it should be.
.t Q Cl 55e (f'
SISTER JA.MES:_ But I feel. VYrong.jAnd abom this other rnat·g),1...±o-=-=----'ter. I don'~ have any evidence. rm not at all certain that jus·ht.J
anythrng s happened.
Y'OOSon
SISTER ALOYSIUS: V\ie can't wait ~hat!§-}
J· .
~-lo _ 1sm1sS
SISTER .TAMES :

@

& .-to

20

s1sn·:11 f.\l\ Jl·:s: D 11 r

~1,.;·11·:11 \1.tlY,.; 11

what if i1.'s nothin(;j)±o

wroug. Bntl doubt I am.

'>lSTl·~I\ .I \'\,IJ,:s: Then
STS'l 1,1\ AL<>YS!lJS :

wl:at's to be
l don t know.

~ @./::o re-a..ffic~

done?~};:D

~ -- ;
1:s"J--l:.o

~::ae r
__

~

You'll know what to do.
bQ $~ -QVe\'"'
I don't know what to
There ~re parawhich protecLhim and hin<lt:r me~
5 fa ft;

SlSTli.R JA!\HcS:

¥o'.

;-;1s T F. 11 AL<>Y<>IL•s:

m eler s

re_J'e.d-

<;:Then it's noth ing. ] wouldn't mind beinO'

±o

'-1:-:Trrn .u~11::s : llul he can't be safe if it's established. I doubt

he could rcconn- from the shame.
A:)Jo Jqc 1' C,1
~
s1 sTV. ft ,,u ,\;; 11!:-.: \Vli <1t ltave rou seen?
@ f o d t'a i i
<;1:-.·1F, I\ I A\il•:s : f UOll\ know.
-/-Q
CJ ·d
SISTEll 11.l.!lYSI(;;.,; \•V hat have you seen?
@.fo
SISTI~!\ l .\~ll':s: He t~o k Donald to t he rector(,J:) ±o revea

<:t2.

"10.Tl'.I\ .-\LOYSIU:,:

V\hat fo r?.

<iJ{o
~to

ui:;@

I

'!:;S~1:f:..n

~~Q__ oef
!\.lone?
::susr::eif:
s1sT1\11 1A~1i::s: Yes.
e;_;+o e-><~§e.
SIC:'TE!\ .\LOY$fl.JS: VYlten?
@) fo Qec(??!ad
s1sTu1 IAl\JT;::.: A ,.,eek ago.
Gt)
C.O()fjr-f!'\
;.,1STl::H .\ l ,IWSICS: W hy clid11\ you tell m
e?@:to rr.,prJ@od
:-.JsTi·:ll .1:1M1:.s: I dic111'L think there was anything,;vrong with
it. It never came into my mind that he ... t hat there
could be anything wrong.
ex ~
s1sT1:,11 Al .oYsrus: Of all tbe children. Donald Muller. I suppose i Lmakes sense. <QJ+o or:..cirl/'fl Qj)
~£){'"~
s 1sT 1::11 J,\·\l li.S: How does it make sense\~) to ~ <.._rg,_~
1
8
11
s 1.~TT:f\ 1u1vs1us: He's isolat<:>d./ T he little sheep lagging
heh ind is the 1mc Lhe wolf goes for
J'~; ~~ 1,
11J)i
s 1sT t:11 .L\Mt:s: I don't. k1_1ow th aL anyr.hing's wronglti)P
2
~ 1 STF.n \L<>YS n is: Om hrst Negro student. I thongl:it there'
be fighting, a parent or two to deal with . . should've
foreseen r.bis possibilitY. E})±o di's?nmjMfe.-<fi>+o
~ 1,.;· 1·E 1t TA~IF.S: How con!d you imagine if> (J)fo :po!t'
::.h rEn J \i\ms:

A talk.

(!f,Jfo

"lsT1Cr1 11. t.0Ys11 1s:

+o

+.

'ffJ"-1;£

\r

21

ded<.<c.<:-:

•

Doubt

SISTER ALOYSIUS:

John Pairick Shanley

It is my job to outshine the fox in clev~·e
r:·

ness! That's my jobl
~~ v~LdsrsTEFI JAMES: But maybe it's nothingr
){OY,efn
SISTER ALOYSIUS: T h en why do you look- 4': : .~
{e"")""'·J(o.,,u""',-v_.e~s::::e:.!..
en
..:...::::th
.:!.:::
e'-------I

@

D evil?
SISTER JAMES: It's

~Q

c.oo fr12"'±

ju.st the 'vvay the boy acLcd when he came

back to class.
He said something? (,Zf).ft,
rro
SISTER JAMES: No. It was his expr ession. H'ei~oked frightened
'-~-;-......- -tand .. . he put his head on the desk in the most pecu- _;:<:i.u.;~i.;...i.."4liar way. (Struggles) And one other thing. I think there was @.Jt
alcohol on his breath \ There was alcohol on his breath.
;::e:°yea.J
SISTER ALOYSIUS:

(Sister Aloysius looks toward che rectorx.J@to

rf'Oi JI

re.co 1

E igh1 years ago aL t. Boniface we had a@fo
priest who had to be stopped .\But I had Monsignor
Scully then ... whom I could rely on . H ere. there's no @-b~o~
.
man I can go to, and men run eve1-yr.hing\ VYe are goi,ug env1
to have to stop him ourselves.
,
rn 1 oe.,

SISTER ALOYSIUS :

I

- -ej_,

"@1:0 d eh.r

_003

Can't you just .. . report your suspicions@ta $ale
SISTER. ALOYSIUS: To Monsignor Ben edict? The man's guile·
less! He would just ask Father Flynn! @ t:Q d isccedi-t
sisTER JAMES: Well, would that be suc_
h a bad idea?(:}) jQ re 1Je_ra._ie,
SlSTER ALOYSIUS: And he would believe whateve~ather
Flynn told him. He would think the matter settled@fo g s.;et-t
SISTER JAllms : But maybe that is all that needs to be d one. If~
it's true\ £ I had done something awful, and I was con- ~
fronted with it, I'd be so repentant.
fcici /,'to...~
SISTER AI.OYsrus: Sister James, my dear, you must try to @ '-±n...,,,,.____
imagine a very different kind of person than yourself. c h n
A man who would do this has already denied a great
I
deal. If I tell the monsignor and he is satisfied with
Father Flynn's rebuttal, the matter is suppressed.
SISTER JAMES:

w-tn

1

fv

S I STF.l~

Q)fu

'VVdl then tell the bishop.
exploreh ierarchy of the Ch urch does not permit my going to the bishop. No. Once I tell the mon·
si.guor, it's out of my hands, I'm helpless"{'m going to@i:P
have to come up with a pretext, get Father Flynn into 6 f a.1e.
my office. Try to force it. You'll have to be Lhen@±o 1?\g n
s1sTEr1 IA.l\JEs: Me? No! Why? Oh no, Sister! I couldn'@+o n?f>cfP
,; 1s'l'f,11 ,, LoYsJt;<; : I can't be closeted alone with a priest.
Another Sister must be in attendance and it has to be
you. The circle of confidence mustn't be made any
wiclerXfhi11k of' the boy if this gets out@ -\-o CQp>L_ince_.t.
s1sTEIUAfVI r.,s:] can't do iLt@-\o \:.\o cl<.
{n roo O· pu lo..~
s1;, 11rn _, uws1 us: \Vhy not! You're squeamish?
¥<'Yat e..
s1s-rE1\ .11\.:'-lGS: l'm not equipped! It's . . . I woul'ir'be embarrassed . J couldu'L possibly be pre~ent if the topic were
IA:Vl l!.S:

SJSTl-:1\ ALOYS 1 u ~:The

c@±o

& t a J>\eo.d

spoke11 of!

Please, Sister, do not i~ge yo~self in
witless adolescent scruples. I assure you I would prefer
a more seasoned confederate. But you are the one who

s1;;TF, r\ ·\LOYSHJS:

came to me. ~ =\,o fS>Q. <"·1 s,:?\1 \~
You
me to! @
=l:z?
L\stf S:jj
l.
s1:-.·1 t·.I\ AU>YSIL:-.: vVou]d you rather leave the boy to be@_.
Q..,._=expJoi t.ed:1And don't think this will be the only story. If fll-sS
you close yom eyes, you will be a party to all t h at comes

::: 1sT1·:T\ rAMC!":

J

'tifil

@-\-o pc?:Y- S uad.e__
,
You 're supposed to tell the rn.onsiguorl@±o re.\~912.,
s1sTE.1t ''-L UYSt LTS: That you saw a look in a boy's eye:> That
perhaps you smelled something on his breath? Monsi<mor Beuedict Lhinks the sun rises and sets on Father
after.

srsTE H .IA l\ I t·:s:

"'

,

Flynn. You~d be branded an hysteric and transferred~~sCOfrd ,±
S I STI·:\\ ,I Md r:.s: V\'e Cilll ask him. @.PJ
le.ad
:;JS'l'FI\ ,\U >YSfllS :

\:\'ho;>

G'2

tO SfeQ &7

@ -to te.-~Sr~i r rn
@=to o,~S: i.'CCTJ,

sbTr::n rA:--rns: The bor Donald Muller.
s1»Tt::l',

."'-oYSH"':

He'll deny it .

)
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Doubt

Jolin Patnck Shanley

Why? G;) -\a
CDI'D"f<'e.'N;:. f'\~
A.L0\:>10:::.: Shame.@>:1rn j1 >.00 e

srsTEI\ JAME:.:

SISTER

STSTF.R fA l\IEI':

You can't know that .

~......)

to

\1

'

ci1:u:::~

SISTER .\l.ovsrus· And if he does point the finger, how do yo1..._1c@"C!.,._j-_._,,o'"---.,-' •

'

The pri11ripal's q/j'U;e. A phone rill#!>. S~terA!.CJ:;sius enters with

..i.. ,I

think that wtll be T!:'ceived in this community? A black OJ>\O yxne.i
child\<:Yo answer) J am going to think this Ihrough.
Then l m going to invite father Flynn to my office on
an unrelated matter. You will be there.
® \-o Oifj0.('.\]€!<
s1nER JAMr~: But what good can I do?
@~ o'1fc?r
STSTER A LOYSil'!": .\.side from the unacceptability of a priest
and uun being alone, I need a vntness.
@~~µ:~cr;~--~
SISTER JAME~: To what?
~
_ _--I
SISTER A.LOYSlUS: He may tell the truth and lie afterwards.

a pol

ll n1f j_,·

~ '"TE1\ >..1.m::.n·~: Hello. St. >:1Lholas School? Oh yes, l\Ir~

\IcGinn. Thank you for callmg back\That was quite a~
"·intlstorm we had last nigh~No, I didn t know thereC-@
....rq.....__ _
'ms a G1·eat \'li11c\i11 lreland and you were there for it.
That's fascmatmg\\"1;>s. l wa~ wondering if you would
.to....__
be so kind as to remove a tr<::~ hmb that's fallen m the '<'PO\\cl
comtyarcl of the church. Sister Veronica tripped on it
r
Lil is morning and fe 11 on her face. 1 think sl 1e's a1l righ\t\}...jo
She doesn't look a11y worse. Mr. McGinn\rhank you,~hft
.\Jr. McGinn.

'fici\"en
@ ...

~~..__-=.,_.....__._

(Sister James looks toward che rectory)

ef lea. walki12g qwr.kly lo answer £he phone.

@ +Q_~eco="-'----i

SISTl!.R JAMF..~: The boys are coming out of the rectory. Thef

s\~1
SISTER ALOYSTGS: They luok smug. Like they have asecre~o Y'IPbu,'f.el'
SlSTCR 1'\.MES: There he is.
6)-tp ocknoh>\e~-,

@±o

look happy enough.

(Siu: hangs up the pltn11e r111d lnok~ at !terr.natch, a btt anxiou." .-1 lmnck

Comc

srsTF.R A.LlW:-ru:-: lf 1 could, Sister James,Ywould certainly
choose to li,·c m innocence. But innocence can onlv be
w is<lom ma world without evil. Simacions arise

art> confronted ",th wrongdoing and the need to act.
\<)$\$~
SISTER .JA;\tE.,;: 1 ha\·e LO take the boys up LO class.
f(\ l.-o '(YO \lg,s±
SIHER Al~O\Sfl'''- Go on, then. Take them. I will be t~ing
(FrD"""i"'6\0l'\ )

<.fjjro

a,• 1tho Ci u

dour oµe11.1. Fitt!ie.- Fh nn '·' ~tandmg there in his

+o

5! t 'C"

''2)'

n n' '= Goo<l morning, !:>1ster .\loysiusl Hov,· are vou tc>dayQ;)}3~
Gouci morumg. hither Fhnn. Yen• well.
Good of you rn rome hy.
(EYT-o W~\ U2(Fa1/1er Ff-l'lm taJ.:c.1 a
1.. 1.\ "'':

-.1,·1

F,11

~ll!fJ wro tltr C?ffecc.J{f):\- D

\eµJ

Are we ready tor the muutrng?
~)-\:'C
~
' 1 <>Ys1 l'": l'\"e're iust short Sister Jamesl'FatherFlynr(JS')-Tr)
_

d\

sleps back in1n rlw doorwc~Y)}Did you hear that wind lost
111g1 11.·

24

Ill.

... 1,n.H \1.11,,..· ·-.:

(The sound oj wmd. Sister Alo~vsius pulls her shawl
tightly a.bout h.ar and goes. After a momenc, Sister Jamp~

gnes as ll'cll)

V°"'¥-1-------

the door.)@...J
-buo.1.-_\..li/ii.:.e...<"'-'-'i

Unrk ca.uock. !le rlocsn ·t comr.~

@..Xn

@tD A\'f,\1)\ ss

to you.

(rt1~

and we

al

@\c

CQ~~

~e..

_

Jo hn 'Patrick Shanley

Doubt

I certainly did. Imagine what it must've been like in
the frontier days when a man alone in the woods sat by
a fire in his buckskins and listened to a sound like that.
I magine the loneliness! The immense darkness press,.
ing in! How frightening it must've been "'"
~+-'......_.....u>1"-Lu....:~~---1
SISTER ALOYSIUS: If one lacked faith in God's protection, I sup\<:: 1
pose it would be frightening.\
FLYNN; Did I h ear Sister Veronica had an accident{S)-\o en~
SISTER ALOYSIUS: Yes. Sister Veronica fell on a piece of wood _
ve'f
this morning and practically killed hersel@ko hi~ ( k

FLYNN:

ls she all nght?
ctn•.te1r.S· _;,~J...~a~~~~±
SISTER ALOYSIUS : Oh, she's fine. @·\o 'l'g,j\~.,.w--rea.<-----=F LYNN : Her sight isn't good, is it:>
©..\-o :')l\~
SISTER ALOYSIUS: Her sight i.s fine. Nuns fall. you kno•v@~ o...\?;e:r
FLYNN: No, I didn't know chat.
~o V'e..-yo..t-See .
STSTER ALOYSIUS: It's the habit. It catches us up more often
than not. VVhat with our being ir1 black and white, and~,,.~
~OF--:r-=-+
so prone to falling, we're more like dominos than anything else.

©to '9\.y:i\•)

FLYNN:

Cf)

(Tb.ey come in and sit down. liather Flynn takes Sister
A loysius\ i:h.ai1: He '.~ sirring al her desk. She r~acts, bu_t
· \\
~rr:yrnothing)
@-'to e..?tq.b\1s.P h""::> W O'i-\
I n.cmaily have a hor pot of tea. (Closes the d.oor but fur
uu:h) Allcl close tlus but not quite fol' form's sake.
Would rou h;we a cup of' tea, Father/
't>'1'e...~t'e.
rl.YNN: I would loYc a cnp of tea.
® ko o<(o ~-\
:--. 1:-. ·1 ~:11 ·\Im :-. 11 •:--. PPrlwps you could serve him, Sister ® \ ?
<lit

@y\o

~ 1 <;-rr. 11 I \~IF.S· l)f CO\lJSe.

SI' I 1'.I\ .\LO\ -;I l l '->:

:- 1,.,TJ',I\

®Q

sooues\-

Q.~S,\s-1

;\II(! yoursel f of course.

l

,,_

®~0 Ot~Q.('\\ze~

J:\ME~: \i'\'oulcl you hke Lea, Sister AJoysius@ =XP eoss:,
f'w! already had rny cup.
¥r.e, ooe.-

s1='·1 1..i1 AU1Ys111:-:

(Sister James appears at the door, breathless.)

@)1.o ~

VLY1'<1':

J.s there sug~r:>

"'"1 E11 ''

SISTER JAMES:

Am I past the time?

@-\o

)Je'f\~1

(Father Flynn takes a step into the <!ffice.
FLYNN:

Not at all. Sister Aloysius and I were just having a

nice chat.
.
~ TO-~-=Good mornmg, Father Flynn. Good rnornmg,
Sister. I'm sorry I was delayed. Mr. McGinn has closed
the courtyard to fix something so I had to go back
through the convent and out the side door nd then I ran
into Sister Veronica.
~)
'
&\
FLYNN: How is she?

srsTER JAMES :

26

_'f

1.1n-s11.:~: S11:..11u·!

~
es!

-~L;

~\

-to..~

t:R1.11nmages i. , her desk) It's

@"f.o

· ·u1 tile
• drawer £or L ent l ast senze_.
Ilerc somew I1cre. I put ic
year a11cl never rnmem bt?red to take it out. (5)to Pe §'O~S.J: rciia,
Fl.Y1"'.": Jt musLn't l 1ave been much to give up then.©\oc_,i:\·i~
~1,;;·1 1,11 11 1.ovs u .;s: No, I'm sure you're right~ere it is. I'll _
=.!.,("
} ---serve you, though for want of practice, rm ... (Clumsy) Q.C.\Q\Vite
@7 0 t'e.e_'\"'\Sp '!("C€.-,
(She'~ got tlze sugar bowl and is poised to serve him a Lu.mp
(I/sugar wfrh. !l ,\mall pair (If 1.ongs when she sees his nails.)

Zi

Doubt

FLYNN:

Three.

(fJ ~'O 6.,.e..~~

SISTER ALOYSIUS:

Three.® ~D

:;1s1F.I\ :\.LO\'S Tt.:f:' :

co'\\ c~ (_\o \<, k \
\ ~- · ......

(She '.s appalled but cries to hide it) ,.,;:::, J....

K-"\ \o \e-o.%-c-{'('\

Sweet tooth.
One, tw~ree. Sister, do you take sugar?

,

~ Q~¥\~

(Sister Aloysius looks at Sist.er .James.)

~-\\() \ t>.<\_\.)\'{ ~ '

~~o ~J9.C'i:

SlSTER JAMES

\

_,'I°'

(I'o Sister Aloysius): Never! (To Father Fl(Y1u"<..-""-Y:-~~"'-"'~,..._

Not that there's anything wrong with sugar (To Sister ~
· \+-~'-'u"--~_.,=
Aloysius again) Thank you(D\o

s\...ow 'Ce.'$~

(Sister Aloysius puts the sugar away in her desk.) rt)'ro

C01''rro\

\-Yell, thank you, Father, for making- the
time for us. We're at our wit 's end.
@.\n \ t>Q¢l\t'?1
FLYNN: I think it's an excellent idea to rethink the Christmas
~pageant. Last year 's effon was a little woebegone. f ·~~\~~
S I STER JA:vrus : No! I l oved it!'<8ecomes selj-consci.ous) Bu~.)",.....;.\0_~,5.~;;'.:...,+--
I love all Christmas pageants. l just love the Nativity.-S _
The birth of the Savior. And the hymns of course. "O · ~
Little Town of Bethlehem," "O Come, 0 Come· ..QX
\'n.

SISTER AL OYSlUS:

t=S\

E mmanuel" . . .
.
Thank you, Sister Jame~ister James will ~~~
be co-directing the pageant w ith M rs. Shields this yea>\
So what do you think, Father Flynn? I s there something
new we could do? ®5c @"'\O\U\e b..~e.,@\\> .Q.'<'%°'-~.Q.. ·
FLYNN: Well, we all love ·the Christmas bpn.tis, buL it might
1
be jolly to include a secular song.~, '\1;1 \\\\~\~~ ('<'e.\\'l\~
S l ST.F.l\ i\LOYSrt.:S: Secula1
~·\\'l c~se.,
FLYNN: Yes. " It's Beginning to Look aLOt Like Christmas."
SISTER ALOYSIUS:

1
•

Something like that.

~ -\~ ~\c:::i'\~

28

Fu n.

.G) 5c

5('\ ~e_...
\~\e;n

@~~

. ,

' e..;:,.o v::J?,,

Or " hosty the Snowrnau."
<d)\o
FJ..Y!"N: That's a good one. 'Ne could have one of the boys
+
clxess as a snowman and dance aroun<l~o s~~e,¢\
s 1sTEf\ ALOYs11;s: VVhich
3to
FL.\':"<N : \'Vc'd do tr\"outs.~ ~0 ex.?\o'('e,..
:-J:-.TUI ,\ Lu\S IL·~: "li'ros~e Sno·wman" espouses a paga@<:.
- -~
=----
hclief in magic. The snowman comes to life when an ~e..."o\iS
eucl1antecl hat 1s put on his head. If the music were
more somber, people would realize the images are disturbing and the song heretical.

:;; 1sT11R TAME.s:

~Q..__~'\,LCA\ ,,

SISTER ALOYSIUS:

VVl·u-tt would be the point of performing a

secular song?
l•' L\..\li'<:

FLYNN:

l

Johu Patrick Shanley

liO\@

\eo-6.

(Sisler James 11,nd Father Flynn exchange

a~oo~-~-,o

.

. \+.

\' 0 0 ):)So<\>>
oss1rn, "1.e
<..1~TER J AMES : l've nc,·er thought about "Frosty lhe Snowm an" l ike that.~ \o (>.~'("\.O~\e~se_..
<..tsTF.11 ·' uws11 s: 1t s!ttrn Id he hanned from the auwaves(\S)\o ~«'ii
1·1.Yi':N: So. Not "'li'rost.y Lhe Snowman."@.\:o C,O'('\~
(Father Flynn 1rn:tl!., somet.hing in a small notebook)

;o;1~n.1~

' " ff'\ \-o \e~"e."'~e:r ,\.o -c-~t>i~

I dcn1·l Lhinkso:\lt~gilmrngto LM!t ~®,
Loi Lik(' Christmas" wo1ilcl be fine I su.ppose. The par- Y'r \o "8~
<'111s woulcl likt' it\ vlay 1 ask wl:iat yo~ \\>J:Ote down@-\~
Wit.It L11a,L hallpoiu.1 pct>11 . I'\ ~C \:
~'~~
~u~es-\'
A.Lm::;11 :-:

Oli. :"\'.01 I1 ing. An idea for a ~<::rm.on.
0 ~\<;.tt--\ ~S
:-1-...TEI\ A 1.ovsn ~= Yo11 had one just now?~~o 0£~\I~
1"1.\- \J:O-: f gel Llle111 all Lhe cime. ey) ~O O tS<:..\oS,e..
s 1sT1.. 11 ·\U>Ys11 ;s: How fortu nate. ~ -\o d-.\~\"'\~~
F l.YN:": l forget them sol write them down . ©
SC 0 e:x.~\
s1s·11, g Al.OYSll;S: What is the idea? ~ \-o ~~ -se~~e. 'f'vt .\ ":-. :

l"LY:\N:

Intolerance® ~ ~\s.c\.o~e
29
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Doubt

John Patrick S hanl ey

(Sister .James tries to break a bit of tension.)

vLn<N: Because of the
" ' 'Ttrn ALOYS J llS:

Would you like a little more tea, Father?~ .\'=> e.p._~
Not yet\ think. a message of the Seco11d Ecumenical
Council was that. the Church needs to take on a more
~
familiar face. Reflect the local communitJ\We should ~\f\1l'lti'\);:c~
sing a song from the radio now and then. Take the kids

PLYNN:

:'; 1STF.11 :\l, O\ S I IJS.

out for ice cream.
~Q L~~'O\\~~
"
'1'
SISTER ALOYSIUS: Ice cream.
}'\;\,µ:...-. ~\a....'I
l101t 4,,i.t
FLYNN: Maybe take the boys on a camping trip~Ye should be
~
friendlier. The children and the parents should see ust:i...,~~~~..u.~~~ \
as members of their family rather than emissaries from
Rom~ think the pageant should be charming, Like a@
i.;
.
h
d
.
h
12\l..
\
.
' \.l..
~.u
~·~
community t eatre omg as ow. 'l.,.GP . f P.i<'\\Ct<
-

:-'®:So

1D

But we are not members of their"'tamily.
We're different.
~Q ~Sft
.FLYNN: VVhy? Because of our vows? y
SISTER ALOYSIUS:

@

VVhy?

obscure.

Corne, Father."tou're being disingenuous.?i)"to
FLYNN: I think he should he treated like every other boy®~oda.<'i~ 1
;:; 1s · 1 irn AL<)YSJUS : You yourself singled the boy out for s p e - /
cial attention. You held« private meeting v1rith him at

"!;~~=
@:\D S~

lho «ectmy\ rTumi"g to S,iwr Jame,J/A week
-;1s·r£.R H!\>rns:

Ye~}n QWN!k'

(Fie reahzes something's up.)®

-\-o

ffa{QS$

'$,\-

" u ' " Wl'AC a" we cal king abanl
Q ~
Donald :'V'Jullc.r?
to
·~
:,1s·1 r,r1 .\ 1.PYS 11 1s: The boy acted strangely when be retun 1e<\ _
"'"·1·1:,11 .1 \:\L1;s:

~ .\ p e5\~\;,\\sb-fu. WC...~

to class.

('re<

sk111~~~·~5~~\O('

{~i---~
........_...........~........--........_ -

SISTER JAMES :
FLYNN:

J

~ol~r

of his
Thats nght. _@1..,~..l.J._.1....__
-1._~ui..i._~
~---

\o

Precisely.
~.,J.....:..i-W...-.JiO:.S...i.._u.:=;~~,.......,.
~\\o"')
(Ti'ather P~ynn turns r.o Sister James.)(£)
:Seo" sv-...~~
FLYNN: I don't think we're so different. rTo Sister James) You~
~
know, I would
some more tea, Sister. Thank you.
Ni'<: He did? Cf)-\-o
\NoM.e ('
SISTER AL OYSIUS: A.nd they think. we're different. The working~~kg
-.;1 ~1 i:.n .I·\ ~ir,~: \Nhen he remrned from the rect~T) A little
class people of this pansh trust us to be different
\'~~SCs=D odd, yes.
s-\-v-~
~ ?co
de r '"
S I STER ALOYSIUS:

~ake

1

"'®'£0 ~~~

:sx@,

l

I think we're getting off the sub1ect. {).\o
Yes, you 're right, back to i~. The Christmas~'\Jo
pageaut\ v\Te must be careful how Donald Muller 1s'""6.ii1"-.~
used in the pageant.
\o O.\SCJ\l\ se,,
~
\
(SisterJamesshakesasshepoursthetea.) ~\o
'-O"'ceo..,,\

F LYNN :

SIST£R ALOYSit:S:

@

6) ~D ~~b,~

Easy there, Sister, you don't spill.
s1sTER JAMES : Oh, uh, yes. Father.
i~ ~()~
FLYNN: VVhat about Donald Muller?
o4=c.?f0£eJ
SISTER ALOYSIUS: We must be careful, in the pageant, that
we neither hide Donald Muller nor put him fon~
FLYNN:

@ -\-o

30

1

l

~a.~~

±

1 ~1.1

:r}to

~ I STJi.l\

\J,OY:.:LIJ:':

F l \'~·':

How

\a ves\i_.c,c;!a,

Can you tell us \Vhy? ~)-"\c
dicJ he ;i.ct strangely:> r)
:> U-~pf" ~+-~
s 1s TF,11 1 ,\~1Es : .1'111 110t sure how to expPam u:Re la1cthi~
head on tile desk . . .
r\t;:. 'fSO'f)S .W-.oj.e
v1., :--. 'J: You mean you had some impression? j:O}To e\\lc.iA,o,_~
:-:1 ;;·11-: n IAMF..'-': Yes.
:S- -To o..~~\"{'~....._.

Jt

:3') To

v1.YN N: Ami he'd come from the rectory so you'r e asking me_._

if l kno\\'. ~ny1.:11ng abou t it? ~:?Se.s;:o
l l 1at: s 1t. .:r'\ -\p
F 1.' N ' : Ilm rnm. Did .''o~"lant to d iscuss the pageant, is that
why I'm here, or is this what you wanted to discuss?
.:J..
_)
qs=~et
"b 1 ~.1\ A l.0Y-..1L· :.:: This. WW

;;;:;Oid

s 1q1C 1\ .t,\Ml'.S:

.,

a-w.__

51

fu.& foxwsUJ.

?u>a...\(t,

t:\io

Doubt

Ft.YN'\ ·

loltn Patrick Shanley

\\ell I feel a lit tle uncomfonable(f">-7;0

Why?

SISTER Al OYSJUS:

@!o

f)dQ

e nc...i-fe

+

Fl.Y~~. 'Vhy do vou th10k? omethUig about your tone
SISTER :\l.O\'C:JU<;:

than ton~.
PL¥:\r-;:

\uw..;11 -.: I am no1 arc11sing vou of anything, Father
F1ynn\r am askmg You 10 rell Ull' whnt happeued in the

'hTl~n

,

rectorr.

lu

211

~ a 1<' ~,, @ta
1

'Yell. If l had Judged my conversation with Donald ""

c')

th1~ con\t"r~at.on

i1 c;+

and his weU-~eing is my r:sponsibilit}: @ ....J..1..L-.,..U-£.;1.4.l)oa..L-His ,,-ell b~mg JS no~ at issue.
::.1s·1 1·:R '\I UY::>J us: I am not satisfied that t at • s tr ue.
upsP I. whp11 he returned to class. re ~
f;
.
e
FLYNN: Did he say something?
s r sTr.R JAMES:

No.

s1s·11 R Al ov-.11 ...

It

Wd.S

,\·hat about?

a pm·a1e matter

·~

m·qi; .. ; He's weh:c;·earsold. ''batoould "e pri\at<'@to ore,ss
I'll say 1t a~am "ister. I object to your tone@to !9>0 pr rove
Sl"-TF.J\ Al OYSIC,..· l I 1~ l:> .10l about mv tOne or \OU'" to'.'lt
p
Father Fh nn. It\ about amnng a~ the :ru~h.@ -fh
FLYXX· Of\' h ' )
(f_)ip iI!JCJdQr~

d

fhreafe.n

m ·...
. You know wha~ rm calkrng about. Dou
you?\You'JC' cortrolilng the e.x.--pre...'5ion on your fac-e
right nov. \re11°l yo u?
a
FL\'!'<:-.: · My face?\).ou said you wanted to talk about the
pag~n11t, S l>lt:!r. That's why I'm here\ Am l to unrln~f~toL.WC:i..1~jp...i...:.,~

SISTf'J\ \I

c

stand that yoti brought me into your office to r.onfront
me rn some way?Vt's outrageous. I'm not answc1·::ibl e to 'FJ1-_..fp..____
yo11. VVhat exactly are you accusing me of'.>
cba r8~

32

t

(Sisler /J !.n.ys111"~ '.~ nr..r:t, tnords \(Of' him.)

_'-l,__·-

!e..t

-

" l~Tl·J\ \),(~) S l l '.~; There was ,1lcoh ol on his breath. rrre tur~u@{o
,.,,\'}"" ~9 '""" ""1 r•• .,, i,,, "''°""~ wnlo you :tc; lb s1ruiQt~

~

10

·
(He comes bad. 1111rl <1'.\ dou·11. He rubs lus cy.?s.-@jc, e:;,u.bm;f

orote:c:+

Sl,.,T'flJ\ Al

FI,Y"I; :-::

1'.Jate.

d1smlss

@ta de~

ff}&;

(f)

\1

in lhe recLory?@to io~~.:: pc~ool
Tlappcned?\\ ounng happened. I had a r.alk with a hn'(f[b_~fi.f~- -

Sbl f..'R ·' 1.0\'SI us:. What. happened

pro±est

rD "''.I dOI."t wish to com11111t:
at all fur.to
thPr\\nrl if vou a re dissa'"' I< d with that, 1 suggest you@:t-9
speak iO ;\l o11s1~11or l3c11ec11
can only unagine thatdrf"eC.
\·our umortllnare hel1d\·1or this .nornmg is the result of_.®--....;.-:_.
',.=
0 _ _ __
o,·Nwork. Pe rh,tps vo11 need n lca\'C ol absence.\! may @ ~(TJ i ~
.suggest i~ l,t\"'t" a 11:ood morning\ (70 4JJ:.r./amcs) Sister~tl
,
•
~to ac..l<.nO!dJ~0
'" rE.!\ L\:O-\Es. ( rnod 111onn11g, l• ·nht 1.

PL'\ NN.

l'L\':-.N:

+
..L
±ernper @Jo rea uesr

Tadz:!r Fj

Muller to be of concern to you. Sister, T would ha.. e sat
r..ou down and talked to you about it. B ut.I did no'" 1udgc
it to be of concern to :·ou.
l
i~v
srs1 f R .u ms1L::.: Perhaps you are misrakldl in your ~mdnstanding of what concerns me. The boy is in mv school

FLYNN:

t~

®

f wou..d prefer a dlScussion of fact '"athe{Fl
Q c.< oc , !cfli2p

1· .Y" ' :

alUidB

\;cohol.
l th<>

,l~Tl:I\ J-\ \ i:,.;:
'

....11.H \t.01--11 ,:

~l''lPll 11 011

•-""-":Can-~yonl•"
' I ' fl.I\ \I O\ .... ll>·

1 L'""'':

f See

ht"

\Yc-11

s

°'ll,_,@..!:!>l.-......!.~~~~-

th~te <IO ..; \

t

Doubt

John Pamck Shanley

:-1:-n:R \LOYS!t's:

r1 YNX:

Intolerance.

That's rig}.t

(!])to £ori;;,e.e

@-b breo.)\

(He goes, tlu;11 stops at the door.J©b

t

'r~\e&

Sister\Next~

I'm not pleased with how you handled this,
Lime you are troubled by dark ideas, I suggest you speak'f'e&.Q \ \
to

the monsignor.

®tC> domina±e

'1-Te goes. A{tcr 11111<V11Nll Sister James weakly launche~
11110 OfJfLmL'iti/_)

SISTER JAMES:

~OU were tTvltlg to protect

e

approve-

S UQoorf

That's nght.
(t}to
rrSJSTER JAMF..S : I might've done the same thing! (1b Sister -~
Aloysius)~s there a way Donald could stay on the altarJ~,,1.../lo.¥.._ __
boys?
s1s·.n:R ALOYSI1"S: Xo.'tf th e b6y diank akar wine, he cannot
continue as au altar boy.
dis ciof1VieFL\"~°': Of course you're righ ~I'm just not the di~c1plimrnan you are, 1stei\ A.nd ho is the only ~egro in the (E5tJ d l±!}jz..e
sch ool. That did aITect rny Lhink.ing on Lhe ma11.e1\ 1tlf2to lys/i£y
will be commented on that he's no lo11ger serving at €) To
i\l.lass. I t's a public thing~ certain ign orant ele1nt:mt ~
·
, ;r
parish will be confirmed in their bE>liefs.
0 e.riv1 ~9
SISTER ALOYSlUS: Ile must be held to the same standard a
C(>
FLYNN:

r::f)-to or-o1ec-T
@:to

arp-ove

@f:o 0£4te;:

gss¥J t

me

JbP~j(

-"'"'"-""ell. Wl<'l a ,el;ef! He cleruced i• all
f.
!"l~Tl~lt ALOY:'l i l!": tOU bchevc> h1m?@fo QtJe:;f1'0 1/
SIST('.fl .f!l.MF.S : Of course@io convinc....
~
... ,~ 1 1·. 11 "LoYt: J us: hn't it more tliaL it's easier to~elieve him?~rr
..,,,rr.:11 1!1.M rec:: But we can corroborate his story wlth Mr.
<hTrn

boy~}to

n

-.1~·1

~IcGinn!

CD±o

·.K ALOYo- l''.

proover

lc~. Tli~sc types of people are clever. They're

not SO eas:h llltrlO'l~. @io
bee
-.1-.·1 Fn T.\:>.H>-: \\ell. l'm connnc·ed!
d /5rn1 '5S
,; 1s·r1-:11 A Lm',;11 •,;: You 're 11<>t. You 1ust want tlungs to be
re~o]ved SO VO\l l'n ll luwc simplicity back@ ¢ C.0Qtrof
SISTl•:I\ li\M l~S: r \\'<llll fl() furl her part of this. ~ r~~ec.t
SISTI•~!\ AU>YSl llS; J'll bnng him down. With:ti~~~,..t

Set

Uf

Q}tD

help.

@)it>

1

do.ffii'n~

flov•; C(lll )'Oil be SO SllTC he's lying?
OrJ
' I" 1 I·.n ,\LC.>Ys11 ·-.: 1£-xpcricnre. 'f)
r::::;.,.
:-1sTF.11 .1A~ttcs: Y1w 1us1 rlon·· like him~\You don't tke it that +o~
he uses a nallpowt pe11. \ou don't like it that he rakes q 55?r_
-.fl-> ll'.ll .IA \1F.:':

i t'

+

1bree lum ps of sngai 10 his 1ea. You don't like it that h~
likes "Frm:t.\ the Snowman." And you're letti\ g t.hat X
'
r:m1vmce you uJ ~o nil'dt ing Lerrible, just teniblel\ Well,
I like "Frost_v tltP. Snowman"! And it would be nire if

5+

Doubt

John[' 11r11 k Shanlev

this school wereu·t run hke a pnson! A'ld J think it's a
good thing that I love ro teach History and that J might
inspi:remystudcntstolovcit,too!AndifyouJl.ldgcthat
·
to mean I'm not fit to be a teacher, then so be it!
s rSTER ALOYSIUS: Stt down\ (Sister James does) Jn ancient
Sparta, ltnportant matters were decided by who shouted
loudest. .Fortunate~y, we a:re not in a~cient Sparta\pow.@lD
Do you honestly fmd the sru<lents m this school to be
treated lik.e inmates in a prisonz
tCJ f'nOl/i'f v

@

. +

Jeg,t1'on

.

ex pl@h

<l[)

'f: -fo

t'Rel.cnlint?: ·o, I don't\\.ctu~y, by an.cl large: & 1'2Qtll?~J,p~
they seem to be fairly h~\But !.he,· rc:i_all uniformly
to
lor .

To

vto.Je

terrified of you!
CJ)
Yes. That's how it "vorks\sit there.

(J Q

if 5

I

Q.X
1

~

I
f

(Sister Aloysius looks in a notebook, picks up the"p
Lh1t.,.0...;1l1i...e:_,'-:s..t:~4'~'-'I
:.
dials.)

brogue) "Ye:;''' Father O'f\ourke answered her. "Yes,
yon iguorant, ha<lly brought-up female! You havel.!7
borue fals<> Wlfll('SS aga1t1Sl your neighbor, you have aLJ::;U':Je
played fM' ancl loose with his reputation, and you ~
~l1011lcl he l!eartih' t1~harued!"\So rhe wornau said she
WRS sorry a 11d n.~kcrl forgive~' Not so fast!" says ~'-'-'~--.,...()..,.,'[,..,.~-o\-,-:rl:-,e-·.r:-:,I ~\iH1l you l(l go home, take a pillow up on F)rr; ·,

U

,•

(Lights fade.)

@fo preoace
I

@)fu

w"

,_111

&}To •trt2frrJresult

Father Flynn, in blue and u;hite vestments, is at the pulpit.

IJhitt,~,

\u•.1r roof,

@$ YefPrt

VI

~~a\:;jj 5 ~

A woman
go.,•ping witl' a fdend abom a
she hardly knew-T know none of you have ever done

+

it open with a knife, and return here t~UCA
a~)/ 1111'~··/so slu~ wclll home. took the pillow off her bed, a
~ k11 le lrom 1ltc> 1lra,,·pr WP.lit up the fire escape to the
roof, and stabtJl-'ti 1lw pillow. Then she went back to the
old priest a~ i11structect. j D1d you gut the pillow with
1.lle knife:'" he says. "Yes, Father." "And what was the
1 ,. ·'feathers," she said. " Featl1ets"? he repeated.
"Feathers everywhere, Father!'/ ' 1ow I want you to go
back and galher np cve1 y last feather that flew om on
the '-Vindt'/ ' \\' rll" shr says, "it can't be done_._I_d_o_n_'_to)'oE"-""'-~.........,...
know where Lhcv went. The wind took them all over."
"And ~11at:' said Fathe1 O'Rourke. "is f!.Oisip!'f in the
11ame of the f'a hc>r ::io11, 1nd the Holy Ghost. Amen.

@

Hello, this is Sister Aloysius BeaU\-ier, the prtncipal of
St . .Kicholas. Is this Yirs. Muller? I'm calling about your
son, Donald. 1 would like you and your husband to
come down here for a talk. 'Then would be convenient?

@to -£e4 C

g11ih\T1tl• 1;ex1 d;iy ~hi> wem to confession. She ~ot Lhe@_
Th~...-old parish priest, F<ith~r ~)'Rourke, ~nd she told h1rn the Q
whole tlung. "ls gc>ssiprng a sm? she asked tbc old ~~~~~_.......
rnm1. "v'Vas that 1he Hand of Go<l Almighty pointiHg a
fiuo-er at me·' Sliould T be asking \'O ur absoluLion?
Pa~tcr, tcl1 mr. haw' l done somethh;g \\Tong?'\ (I rish

Jo dotn1 no. e

SJSTER ALOYSIUS:

.

drnt night she had a <lream. A great hand
appt:ared over !1er and poin1cd down at her. She was
Jtumediatcly :-eit.ed with an overwhelming ~cnse of

1

S ISTER JAMES

1i~\and

- --

f)70 \'ormali 7-~

Doubt

VII
The lights crossfade to the garden. A crow caws. Sister James
sits on the bench, deep m thought. Father Flynn enters.

Un1f/

Good afternoon, Sister James. (fl_ ~ §fPp\SJSTEl\ JA'.\lllCS: Good afternoon, Father.
~~ll
FLY'Kr>: What is that bird complaining about? ·wbat kmd of
<j
bird is that? A sLarling? A grackle?
SISTER JAMF.S: A er~~?
q92we.r
FLY1'N: Of course it is.~'\re you praymg? I didn't mean to
interrupt.
\
SISTER. JAMES: I'm not praying, no.
FLYNN: You seem subdued.
SISTE11. JAMES: Oh. I can't sleep.
FLYNN: 'Why noL?
srSTti.'I\ JA '\lfF,S: Bad dreamsX,\ctua~y""""on""'
e ~a~+~-"-'--:-=-:-then I haven't slept right since.
'e":'l-'......_._.&..M.....1..1...:.
FLYNN: What about?
SISTE~ JAMES: I looked in a mirror and ere was c\ darkue~
where ~y face should be. It frightened roe.
FLn;:-;: I cant sl~ep on occasion.
~
SVrn
SISTE.R JAMRS: No? Do you see that 'ttgi1and pomfi ng a
ger at you?
'r
~
FLYNN: Yes. Sometimes.
FLYNN:

\e.d e
t)io brenK -the. ic..e

q U e>

(j)_to

(J

io

SISTll.;a:~~:~?

Was

your seirmon

4.) S6 '£2'\>J
i'n\ 5I,
Vfi::

'
t-;ec:
te~~
t an~cmc
To ~uex ~

in

What do you think?
SIST.CI\ JAM.t!.S: Did you make up
at story 50u1
e p1llowi ~)\'o
FLYNN; Yes. You make up little stories to illusu-_ate. In th:-adition of the parable.
't;
\\ustrrn~
SISTER JAMES: Aren't the things that actually happen in life
more worthy of interpretation~ a ma~tory?

FLYNN:

to \

\~ ~e
----0-

~-to ~\W,~p
38

•
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necessary to repair it for fear of doing further harm. It's
frustrating,~ can tell you tba~ er f~~i=e
SISTER JAMES: Is lt true?
J_ lb

'f3Qtib}

FLYNN:

f ~

What?

< herk.

· ..--1

+n;1; 0 ·'
FU:::-JN:No,1tsnottrue.
__(f_)
ad..r .Oh, I don't know what to believe'. m ·hi .c:;. .!-";\rf;:; €.
How can you take sides against me?
® t0 '). (r . l'' e
srs~E~ rAM~~: You know what I'm asking.

'f

..!,-Q

SISTER JAMES :

FLYNN:

1:r)

It doesn't matter.
.i.-0 51 • ;ro, ~ e.r
It does matter! I've done nothing. There's no substance to any of this. The most innocent actions can
appear sinister to the poisoned mind.v had to throw©~o o\iu.d~
that poor boy ~ff the altar. He's devastated\ The only
_
reason I haven·t gone to the monsignor is I don' t waut@iQ
to tear apart the school. Sister Aloysius would most cer- m~i"U re.
tainly lose her position as principal if I made her accu- \
sations known. Since they're baseless\ You might lose
(f}±o -furf'DJC))
your place as well. \
SISTER JAMES : Are you threatening me?
~ ID ce.b~
FLYNN: V\'hat do you take m e for? No.
I\\·
~.l.J-..>~~~v-.
SISTEFI. JAMES: I want to believe you.
FLYNN: Then do. It's as simple as that.
SISTER JAMES : It's not me that has to be convinced.
FLYNN: I don't have to prove anything to her.
s1sTEF1. JAMES: She's determined.
FLYNN: To what?
>e$..l-1'ov-.
SISTER JAMES· Protect the boy.
>-0~1-~
FLYNN: It's me that cares about that boy, not h er.\ Has she ev~r ~) ib \}~ \ ao~
reached out a hand to that child or any child in this •\
school? She's like a block of icekhildtenneed warmth,
..I.·('
kindness, understandingl~Vhit does she give them?
i Cl •
Rules. That black boy needs a helping hand or he's not
going to make it here! But if she has her way, he'll be
left to his own undoi.ng\vVhy do you think he was in the
srsTER JAMES:

FLYNN:

40

~isTF. R ' "Ml'.$: I don't have to suppose. She's told me. She dis\
courages ... warmth. She'ssuggested I be more . .'. for~aljft1 W\feQ..
F LYNN: There are people who go after your humamty, Sister
James, who tell you the light in your heart is a weakness. That yonr soft feelings betray you. I don't believe
that. It's an old tactic of cruel people to kill kindness in
the name of virtue. Don't believe ,it.\r:here's nothjug
\
wrong with love.(D-\o ~\\LJb\e..(fj\o re\JelQ_
S l ST tm .1:\l\·TES: 0 [ course not, but· ··
\JJCl.\Je~
F I XNN: Have you forgotten that was the message of the Savior
to us all. LoYe. Not suspicion, disapproval and judgment.
\ .
Love of people\ Have you found Sister Aloysius a posi·~Cili
~
"2\~oe><t'\a,;\l\
tivc inspiration? ~ \~e_"("XY
SLST l!. fl )AME.s: I don't want to misspeak, ut no. She's taken
away my joy of teaching. And I loved teaching more

3-±a

.

41
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Doubt

(She goes. He takes out his litt/.e black book and writes Ln
iL The crow caws. H e yells at il)

Oh, be quiet.

®ii.c~llnoW ledge )t. rlk±1lf with

(Then he opens a prayer book and walks away.)

iJ ,., ... I:

- -- -,

VIII

Crossfade to the principal's office. Sister Aloysius is siuin~f0
looking out the window, very still A knock at the door. She
doesn 'r reacl A second knock. loude\she pulls a small earplug@ tp
out of her ear and scurries co che door. She opens u.\Tlu:re
stands }\1rs. Muller, a black woman of about thirty-ei,glzt., in@'ft>
her Sunday best, dressed for church. She's on red al.en.
'

bury

£eac

q<;TER \l.OY!'ll'S;

l\1rs. '.\fuller?

42

Doubt

MRS . MULLEI\:

v'Vell, that seems fairi\But he's

Unlf3;

a~Jqoy, QC~?'.'\;:'
0

- -----

Sister. He fell down there, but he's a good boy pretty
much down the line\6uid he knows what an opportu nity he has here. I think the wh0 thiog was just a bit
much for him.
~~~--w::~~-----
S IS TE R ALOYSIUS: 'What do you mean, tne whole thing?
M R S . MULLER: He's the only colored her e. He's the first in

--\o

this sch ool. That'd be a lot for a boy.
@\-\Q
<:~\'rf'D
sISTEB AL OYSIUS: I s~pose it is. But he has t o d'&'the work~ ~
of course.
~f\) -\-(') OQl(f 2~ ·
-\-n \ \\Q
MRS. M U LLER: He is doing it tho~h rio-ht:>
~~
,... ..... ft·
.
'
0
.
lh2
',/)' "!\'f'""'
SLSTE.E\ AL~YSIUS: Yes. He's gettmg by. He's geLLing ~ro%h\~1 'f\>
rQ..
How is he home?
MRS. MULLER: His father beat the hell Out of him~- that
wine.
~
~
SISTER AL OYSIU,S: He s~ouldn't do that.
~o (.!)~~'\\
M R S. MU1.LJ'i.II. : to~ do~ t t~ll my husband what to d o. You ust
.
,
stan.d back\(le d1dn t want Donald to come he~la o.C\ss>~
S I ST ER ALOVsrus : VVhy not?
~
'
\' _o_:~·
• • IJ\ .MRS . MULL ER: Th ought he d have a lot of trouble -w-i
he
other boys. But that hasn't really happened as far as I can

0

\d\.,Te.

a~

~ :\a --~ _

-t

make out.
MRS.

for him.

.'(".()

~~-~cj
.~
<>\.!€....

Good.
M ULLER: That priest, Father F ly nn, been watching out

SISTER ALOYSIUS :

~

~

~~

Yes. Have you met FaLher Flynn?
~~
~~Q...
MU L L E R: Not exact1y, no. I seen him on the altar, l:iut
~
I haven't met him face to face. No. Just, you know, heard

S I STER .' \L OYSIUS:
MRS .

from Donald.
~
'What does he say?
MULLER: Yon know; Father Flynn, Father Flynn. He
up to him. T he m an gives him his time, which is what
the boy needs. He needs that.

SISTER .11.LOYSlUS:
MRS

~L- A°

~~~
look~

rr

~L

tQ

~J PS: ~1rs.

\.

J.-

l\foller, we may have a problern~1D d l\/ef\
:-.ms. ;-. w 1.u : 11: V\le ll, .I thought you must a had a reason for
asking me to come in. Principal's a big job. If you sto~'\o
yon r clay Lo talk to m e, mlJst be something~ just wau~i:..:..i..,~l-'e'""'I"-'XJ
-~--11-L-+-

s1 s TF.11 .·\ 1. 0\

~

'

.John P ..1Lrick S h anl ey

say though, it's just till June.

~~C r\\~n\;h..

® .\"o~li.Jf,;t<is¢ciil6Je
uu.i,:I\: 'V\natever t he problem is, Domul just has to
--- --

S J S1 E ll \ l.1>\:S l l;S; E.x c n se n1e?
l\l l\$. M

. _ . _make i.t

her~ til~June. Then h e's off i~1!-h s<;1h~i11t'i

:-.l,. T bll A LO\ S IL :-> .

R1~ht.

~JO "M~;:J

If Donald can graduate from here, he has a
be tter chance of getting into a good high school. And
tlrnt would mean an opportunity at college. I believe he
has the in telligence. And he warns it, too.C§-\o or\ yoc@.
s i s 11o,11 .-\ 1.<>YS I !.•S: I <lon't sec a11ything a t this time st.anding
ill Lbe way of his graduating with his class.Cfu..\-c ~t<;R,
' i n s . " " L u m : \ l'v'eU, that's all J care about. Anythin g else is
all right with me, ~\o co»¢.:>~g,_.

!\m s .

f\'IU LLEl\..

~ ISTER .\L O\Sl \1$ : 1 dou bt that.

®TO oe1e.:c

t--.,Se_

i\J I\ :-: '\ l l ' LI F. n : T r.Y me.

1\1.o\"s1n~: I'm r.onc -rned about t he relati011ship
bet ween Father Flynn and your son.@ \c, \~ i. \
\ 11 11.L1::n: Yon do11't say. Concerned. VVliat do you mean,

:; 1s -r1m

'\111 .....

®

cU-\-

~0
\ ~~
Tha L1t
not
-\ 0
l\rn.:;. i\I ui.u:ic U h-huh. Well, t h ere s somet.hmg wrong w1th
c\'eryhody, i:;11'1 tlrnt so? G ot to be forgivi~aCJJe\\ro\s..
·-o1sT1-. 1t A l .•)YSJ 11;.: : 1'm concen 1ed, to be fran k, thai· Father
\
F l.v1111 mil.\' haw~ made advances on your son. '-.!.;~M.J..~..&.J....l>-L~
1.;11.;. ~11;1.um: ivfay have made.
('() HCC rllC(p

:-. 1srF.1" ·\ 1.0Y&11 ·s:

~mty

~e righ~

e...\._,c:,C\~e

.,

John Pat11ck Shanley

Doubt

it.G:i)\o ~\te.O

I think there is something to
MRS. Ml!LLl:i.R: Well, I would prefer not to see it Lbat way if
you don't mind.
-\"o
5~"('\c\\00
SISTER ALOYSIUS: I can understand that this 1s hard to hear.
I think Father Flynn gave Donald that altar wine. \='\
:'.\1RS. MLLLER: '\Vhy would he do that?
SISTER. ALOYSIUS· Has Donald been acting strangely?
SISTER ALOYSIUS:

MRS. Mt;LLER:

::\o.

~

Nothing out of the ordinary?
\~)
MR<;. ML.LLli.R: H e's been himself.
0.<" ~e:<
SJSTER. ALOYSIUS: All right.
't>~
:VU:\S. :.itJLLEI\: Look, Sister, I don't want any trouble. and] eel
like you're on the march somehow.
~
~
SISTER A.LOYSlllS: I'm not sure you completely understan~3Q \'S\S\ n~~
MRS. MULLF.R: I think I under stand the k ind of thing you're
talking about. But I don't want to get into it.
SISTER ALovc;1us: \/\That's that?
~ ":ro ..e').\..l~ei
MRS. MULL.EE\: Not to be disagreejng with you, but if we're
talking about something floating around between this
priest and my son, that ain't my son's fault.
SISTE.l\ AL OYSIUS: I'm not suggesting it is.
~
~\
MRS. MULLER.: He's just a boy.
~
~~
SlSTE.R ALOYSIUS: I know.
_
~ G.t't-~f:\(""
MR.S Mt 1 LF.R.: Twelve years old. If somebody should e ak-\\

SJSl.ER ALOYSI\JS:

:S:D

(%~0 Oe~'i

~

:sD

ingblameforanythmg,1tshouldbetheman,notth~bo~ ~e_.
SISTEI\ .~LOYSlUS. I a,,,OTee with vou completely.
~
MRS. :vn.:LLl:'..R: You're agreeing~--lth

<.§)

me but I'm sitting m ~ \ \
princ1pal's office talking about my son. VVby isn't the
priest in the principal's office, if you know what I'm
sayingaudyou'Uexcusemybringm gjtup.
~ ~c ~'\(e~
SlSiER ALOYSTUS: You're here because I'm concerned about
Donald's welfare.
You think I'm not?
SISTER. ALOYSIUS: Of course you are.

MRS. M ULLER:

Let me ask you somethrng. You h<mestly
dunk that priest ga\e Donald that wine Lo drink?
.q;..1 Ll\ \UJYStt1 s.: Yes, I do.
\ti\:-.. :-.1t·1.1.r:-R: Then how come my son "'
· icked off the
~
altar boys if n was tht> man that. ga\·e it to him{~\o ~ro~'S
.:rsTE.ll ALOYsir::-.: Thebo) got caught, tl'.c man_d1dn't. ®-1~~
'\m:-.. , 11 ·u .£!\.How come the pnest d1dn t get kicked off th:~

i\lil:> . i\ll'LL.l;r;;

priesthood'!

C\o,lJ>\-

@.h.~~~'I

°'0

---

ALOY~Ji..;s: He·~ a grown man. educated. And he cg.cO.Se...
knows what's ;it st<J ke. Its ttot so easy to ~m~e

si-.:1 FR

like that down.
M 11 "· '-ll1f.t.E1\: So you

® =so -

~~

giH~ my :;on the whole blame. No prob·

!em my 5011 gett.ing blc:uned a1ul p1.wisht•d. That's easy.
:\.
You know wily 1hat is:>
e.. o~~~e.'v\.
:-:is f" l'.H .\l.l>Y;,1\JS: l'erhaps you s 1ould let me talk. I think
~
you're getting up:;el.
~ms. ,mLLEic That's becausf' thaL's the way it is. You're just
finding out about it, but that's the way 1t l.s and the way
it's been, Si~te:. You're '.1ot going a.g~i~1st no man in a
;\
rnhe and wrn, '-;1s1er. J )c.>:; got the posltlon.
@.s_
-. 1:-; 1..-.; .. ,.,1.m:-11 ,.,: .\lLd he·s got your son. ~~Q~~~ •
~~ ('fi~
111 ,... '" 1 1 U\: Lei hitn h<1'"C 'itn thcti.
-.r..;·ffii Al oyo;1L ..;: 'Yhat?
~~ ~~
, 111 :;. '-IL LLEf1: h·s ;ust ull .ltme
~O ..:_\~s~\~)'
,., 1... 11,,\ "oy....n·:-: Do you kno\V what vou re saymg1 ~U~"e.>
\IH". \!t·1.1.E.ll: Know more about 1t than vou. ~~O ~~*
, 1_ rn 11 At oY,..11 ..;: Tbelieve this man is t:rea mgo~ already
lmiucht ahont an imprope1 relat1onsh1p with your son.
\ta:-.. , 11 1.:.u1: J don't !mow
~ Q.~ '
., 1,rrn "m'tt s·] know {'1urighC@?i(o
, 111 ,,. \ r t; .urn: \,\llv vo11 m·ed 10 know somethmg like that

@:SO '§'O\\\~';i ~~<'«'')
~

,

~~~\'(~ ~\:> ~(}~~
~ ~-'-)
~~ ~M l

®

;;>":S>A :

for sure whrn you don't? Pleas~, Sist._er. ~ou got some
Jund a righteous cause going w1 Lh this pnest and now
yon want to drag my boy into it. My i:;on doesn't need

46
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additional difficulties. Let him take the good and leave
the rest when he leaves this place iu June. He knows
how to do that. I taught him how to do mat. ~
SISTER ALOYSIUS: VVhat kind of mother are you?
MRS.

~:;~L:~~:~i:x~~:g~~eb:~~~i~;e~'t know~onou~

you
\

~

£

:to

\ I l\S

d1

\P2

os: This will not do. ~..0..}-.\1.J-~~~~-.-i\lliLUm: lt's JUSL till June. Somer.i.mes t '.\gs a\en't

f)\\l; ±hr..eQJE:Q

son out of this school. Make no mistake.
Bm why would you do that? If 11~~ started
with him'
~-\C>J>:'-.....J~.m=r
.: '--___ ___
::.1s·11-.1\ -'' 1Jn·s11 is : Because I willsto~ whatever way
;-.. 111s. ~lt J LLl'- l\: You'd ~mrt my son to get your way'·...-l£~.lL.4~~~~-'
:- 1:<TEI\ \ LOYS 11 ;s : It won't end with ycn.r r son. There v.ri.11 e
others, if tl1ffff' aJ:en;t already.
Mt\s. l\ 11:1.L f.H: T hrow the priest out Lben.
s 1s1· i;:.11 ,\ 1.nYs 11. s: l'rn r.ry1ng to do just that.
\II\:-.. ;,1UL LEl\.: \iVel1 , what do you want from me.

ov1Hs Mt JLLl',n:

iech::-

~ (\e,~
@).?in-S\lW'.'~-

@JO ~orn:t

11hrave~(or aj

(/{ fl(ll lsC)

~~-\
®"' o&ro v\ed~

s: Nothing. As it turns out.. I was hoping you
micrl1t kHO\Y something that would help me, but it

:--1:-TF.11 " L0Ys 11

sce~ns you don't. @1Q 'oo,\\=

[

H--'-'-...i....c:..i.....J.-~~

48

"<~ause th.ey w.el'e gonna bU

black and wit1te.
~ -'p Q~
<.;[STl~I\ A LOY!'ill s: And sometimes tl~l<-e""....
r-u-u
"""'~n""·o""..,~:;..~-y-o_u_r__4=:
__

g;;t

ffi\\1Q J

y()~ ca11. Thiit's what 1 k.n~~\

tlrn: schoo1

s1::.·1 1'.:t\ ,\ LOY:'I

~?~ fu&ib{tw

rP?'i

'' lone i {'

him. He comes her~ , t he kids don't like him. One man
is good to hirn . This priesL Puts Ollt a hand to the boy.
Docs the man have his reasons? Yes. Everybody has their
reasons. You have your reasons. But do I ask the man
why he's good to my son? No. I don't care why. My son
needs somt: man to can~ about hirn and see him through
to where he wants to go. And thank God, this educated.._,_,_
\ .i.·-·......._ _
man with some kindness in hirn wants to do iust that.

Se

I know e n o u g h . ( 5
MRS. MULLER: You know the rules maybe, ~1at oii't
cover i.t.
SISTER ALOYSIUS: I know what I wo1~1~"=cc:'.e~p~t:i!-~~,u...;:i;s:..._..,-_ __
MRS. MULLER: You accept what you gotta accept ~~)~
' 0~1.~1 ~~X..:;:iJL
work with it. That's the truth I know. Sorry to be so
sharp, but you're in here in this room . . .
ril\i] ~
SISTER ALOYSIUS: This man is in my school.
MRS. MULLER: Well, he's gotta be somewhere and~ybe he's
doing some good too. You ever think of that'
SISTER ALOYSIUS: He's after the boys.
Q(.{ [ 1,:)£,
MRS. MULLER: Well, maybe some of them't5?yS want to
caught. :.v!aybe what you don't know maybe is my son
is . . . that way. T hat's why his father beat him up. Not
the wine. He beat Donald fo, being what he is.
SISTER ALOYsrn~: vV:hat are you ~elling me?
_f'A'~ ;gj'~>
:v.rns. MULLER: Im his mother. 1 rn talking about h1}TiatU!e
now, not anything he's done. But you can't hold a child
responsible for what God gave him to be.
~
SISTER ALOYSIUS: Listen to me with care, Mrs. Mulle1
it> re00 \ ve.
only interested in actions. It's hopeless to discuss a
child's possible inclination. I'm finding it difficult
enough to address a man's deeds. This isn't about what
the boy may be, but what the man is. It's about the man.
MRS. MULLER: But there's the boy's nature.
SISTER ALOYSlUS: Let's leave that out of it.
MRS. MULLER: Forget it then. You're the one forcing people
to. say these things out loud. Things are in the air and

SISTER ALOYSIUS:

1,0

1ti:U nL ll tf> pLtblicschool. So we were lucky enough to get
him in here for his last year. Good. His father don't like

~\

Jdf

leavP 1hem

i\'ly boy c'«rn c

Please leave my son out of thi~. My husband
woulcl kill that child oveT a thing hke

f\lllS. !\JUl.l,E\\:

tlu~
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SIS'fli.R ALOYSICS:

@.JF="-k
"'=---lli..i..i_._0_~_~_~\'~
-+:-,{-r----

I'll try.

(Mrs.1\lluller stands up.)

~Rs.

_
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:;t"-TEI\ ALOYsl1JS:

MULLER: I don't know, Sister. You may think you'r@\C_,o,;:;...._ _
doing good, but the world's a hard place. I don't know
.
that you and me are on the same side. I'll be standing ~'5'§\'\
with m y son and those who are good with my son. lt'd
be nice t o see you there\ '\Tice ta~kiug with you, Sister. \.
Good morning.
~4\''fcc,0.\\1P ·

From wllaC ~~e:Re~-~
Fl .YNN: Prngressive ;ducat'.on .a nllawecom:mgchurc~\~'7\'(' t<'i
"lsT•m ALnYs1us: loll can t distract me. Father F l nn. T lS
L
isn't about mY behavior it's about yours.
~
e:
l'L :-.. :\:ks about your unfounded suspicions.
~O
"'- nR At0\:'11-. Thar\ .ght T ha,·e suspicions.
1-1.\ ;:.. r-: You know what I haven· t understood through a this?

·\ecr

be.c.bre__

lea:uing the door open behind her. Sister Aloysius
is shaken. After a moment, Father Flynn apperirs al the
door. He's in a comrolledfury.)

I VJ1x do you

Ft., ~ N:

'?J

FLYNN• No, Simer.

Un~-

(fl

No thiTii pnty. You and me ru-e due

~

£'.

fm a·:. ~:

=.tl,.,.

Q<:AI

\~

.

j'0£'6\g_

(He comes in and slams the door behind him. They face

(f'>.\Q

each other.)

-\-"<}.'(g, CNe,<

You have to stop this campaign against me:
~ ~£~~
mnR ALOYSIUS• You om stop it at any time. ! - \ " O ~
F'LYN:"\: How?
SbTER ALOYSilJs: Confess and resign.
@-\-o
1-'LY:-JN: You are attempting to destroy my repmation! Hut the
result of all this is going to be your removal, not mine! ®
SISTER ALOYstus: VI/bat are you doing in this school? tj\"\.1~
\.t!_J~0

a

\o \

.
SC"f~J

ko o..-\\o...c..\<.

§
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o

\ectS.oY\

1· 1 '

-\o

~us\\£')[

That's complt-tclv untrne! D id you talk to Mr.

~lcGiun~

'1"-'"fl'I\ Al.fJYStV"':

;

~

let him tal-..e Ll1e 1iiarne.

May I come in?
srsTER ALOYSIUS: We would require a third party.
Fl YNN: VVhat was Donald's mother d oing here?

We ''"'e haHng a chaL
~\D ~
>L""Aboutwhat?
.
SJST. . ALOYSIUS• A th"d pntyu o-uly reqwre

~u~pPrt me~ ·what have I done? ~ \

sis rim ,1 1.m ,..., us: \ou gave Lhett bov wine to drink~d you

~ ~~~e.~s
\b l<7

"STERALOYsrns•

~~E'

pa>i•hbaok!

..:. 1t-:Tf-'R A L. O'\'S!li":

On1l4-rShe goes,
F'L.YNN:

~r-d

"'=Jam u·y11g to do good! ©-\-a
Or t•\·en more to the point, what are you
domg in the pnesrhood?
\'.\
-\o !S
-'<..
1'1-YN N: \"ou are single· handedly ho mg this sc oo an
iis
1 L'

\I
~-\nr"""--'$(-T"-\.).:..;;._:(_'<.._~_~---"--=..;{_

CIJ -\"

Q

~cl_

All vfcGinn know;:

e boy drank wine.

He doesn't hm\ he came to drink it. ~ ~O ~\\'
;.; '": Did his ruoth<"r h«'-' e somct.lnng to ~ to that~~~

·W-T1>11 \l.11\"STl's;

'\o.

~:So °::~' '~

there.

se

.

So thm 's J 1. Thea: ·Sfl{)( nng
~
-0.~ \ ~~.
:-. 1s ·11·;11 ,\l.m:-0:111:-.: J'm uo1 satisfied. ~~O
~~<;;;:>'ere..
11 1,\ \.N ; Wt~ll, if you're not sallsfied, a
eboy then '£2\CCQ§-.'lfu~
s 1:-'Tl·:n \f_o\':-11.1 ... : No. I1r-1d pmtect you. That's what he's been
doi11g.
~
l'LYJ\."N: Oh, and why wc,uld bf' do 1at? ~9 c...~\eM..P
•
s1s-ri.:11 \Lovs1 l ".. : Because )Oil have seduced him%""o~~-e,
1 '-""' :-. : 1ou'rc insdJtc>! \ott\ e got Jl m your head that I've corru pte<l 1.11s c 1.d ~.tf'T giv'in him wine, and nothmg
l say "-ill crn111gt that.
lf- ~
~""\e;
,, h 1'Ell ., 1.uY:-1 us. Thal°s nght.
\-o
\~tr\
11 u :-N: But corrccl me if J'rn wrong. his has nothing to do
w ith Lhe \\'Hte, nor r<'ally. You had a fundamental misI• I \ )\ :\:

'ii

Doubt
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trust of me before this incident! It was vou that wan1ed

was~'t it~?}l~ ;~;\~~

Sister James to be on the lookout,
That's true.
-- ~~Q - - - FLYNN: So you adroit it!
0
r
SISTER ALOYSIUS: Certainly.
R
FI-YNN: VVhy?
di
v
SISTER ALOYSIUS: I know people.
FLYNN: That's not good enough!
SISTER ALOYSIUS: It won't have to be.
FLYNN: How's that?
()
(l
r
(')
SISTER ALOYSXUS : You will tell me what you've done .
\~~l..!)]antl
F'LYN~: Oh I will?
~e
SISTER ALOYSIUS: Yes.
.fillio_QS.?ef"l
FLY><N: I'm not one of your truant boys, you ]!10\.Y.\Sister®fo
James is convinced I'm innocent.
iZ) a.~$.iii£n
SISTER ALOYSIUS: So you talked to Sister James? Well, of
course you talked to Sister James.
FLYN'N: Did you know that Donald's father beats him{f"fio (e-d
SISTER ALOYSIUS : Yes.
a.~\fIT'\ FLYNN: And might that not account for the odd behavior
Sister James noticed in the boy?
jus\iy~
SISTER ALOYSIUS: lt nught.
Q%\\Je'{
FLYNN : Then what is it? What? vVhat did you hear, what did
you see that convinced you so thoroughly?~e'l:\\Q.."'1
SIS"fER ALOYSIUS: VV:hat does it matter?
.
is'G)_\S,S_
FLYNN: I want to know.
5.
\i\"=>tst
. SISTER .\LOYSIUS: On the first day of the school year, r saw you~
touch William London's wrist. And I saw him ~1 away B..
-~e
FLYNN: That's all?
'..bl
oi~
SISTER ALOYSIUS: That was all.
(\\JJo ClS.:f:C\
FLYN':'{: But that's not hing.
°'©-10 ~\Jo...\0-.~e,

+-

SISTER ALOYSIUS:

d

..@_:!b

® to

oU2fe:St

®

@-±o_reo..\ize. _ .

irecJ

®ro

(tlo

®.:rn

:to

_-to

±a

.

(£,,_)_t"""'o-'--+'p-oce;"""""'""""-<;_ _ _ _ __

(He writes in his book.)
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±D

jrec

-;1s rn11 , 1.<W"-IUS: ·what are you writing now? @
I o(j..!J
l'LYr.:N: You leave me no choice. I'm writing down what y0~f
say. I tend to get too flustered to remember the details
of an upsetting couversation, and this may be important. When I talk to the monsignor and explain why
you have to be remqved as the principal of this school©,...ro~--....-
S LSTER ,\LOYsr us: This morning, before I spoke with Mrs.
Muller, I took the precaution of calling the last parish

Jnt1m\da..-\e:

to which you vvere assigned.
W hat did he say?
Sl:-.TGll ALOYSflJS: 'Who?
~·LY'-'>J:

l'I \"'\;'\.: The pasLm-1 .
S JS

1

~-~;~
R~
(E)
c\o..'("'-\~t----

±o

r1::fA:~(:\~:: ~:: I did not speal< to the pastor.~s'ik;,:e ~·o;on;e ~? ·

F L YNN:

Yon shoulcl've spoken to the pastor.
I spoke to a nun

f_t:

a ;nis_,_,b~--

'--'-""o'--__........._....,_....__
____ ___
rr.YNN : That's not the proper route (or you to have taken,
Sister! The Churcb is very clear. You're s~~sed to go.
through the pastor. ..
\[>.:to re?ntlXl~
swrEI\ AJ.O\:::. rus: V\Thy? Do you have an understanding, you
and he?fFdLher Flynn, you have a liist.o:r A O Su.5
~s.e
1· 1.\ l'\ •'.:: You !1ave uo right to go rummaging through my past!ato
e.\)~
:-.hTr.11. _, 1.oYSl L'S: This is your third parish in five. years~~
1·1.YN"-: Call the pastor and ask him why I left:))t was J?eTfcctlv innocent.
\£,H-o ta.-\-ioco...\\z.e.
~1..;-ri:. 11 A 1:0Ys1 1·~: T'rn not c:alling the pastor. @~o 'l'e.,~~e
l"L\'l'i': I am a good priest! And there is not hif;i\ in my record
to suggesL otherwise.
Ae~e.sx\,
s 1sTF.i\ .\ LOY"ll'S: Yon will go after anotl1er c\and another,
t111ril vou an> stopped.
t\ ~Q acc.~
\•' l. Y Ni": vVhat mm did you speak to?
'f -\-0_$
......o..:"""'"Y'_ _ __
:-.1.:.T1·:11 AUJ\s1us; Twon'tsay.
\-a '{'~tuse.
1·1.YN .-:: f'v~ not touch<>d a child.
\-o

S fST J,; f\ ,,_ t.m·s11·s:

\.!J.\o

®

'\.)

s:;.er±i-£7
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\011 lie. ~'e n well then. )f you "'"°n't leave
nw office, I \'. itl..\nd tmt<> 1 go, l will not stop.

,, ®-to oie~\ @)-\p \\m=oo.tn~.n\0<j
Slli: ~oes to the donr. Suddenly, a new wne cornes uu.o hLS

® -m cQ'f(y

1oue.)
1 n"'=

01):1

-\o ()_\) 'fe."ne~ \to ~~e.J

Wait!

"b rLH ALI n·;,1L'S. You will request a tra1 ·er fro1u this pansh.

You will 1ake ·~ lr.<ive of

1 L\ ;--;:-;:

:-1:-~ Ell
1<'1.\

<\b~enct- unti l 1t is granted.~.\Q de\/ j:g
f~r the lorn of (roc~""'l.' ]jfo 1~~\t/ ~od
0011 I
9 A:) 'f --

And do what
\1.l>Y:i1"!--:

"":Please~ Are we peop e:• Am lap rson flesh and blood
li ke you.' Or are we 1us1 Hk~s and c0nvict1ons. I can't say
everything. Do you understau<l? T here are things I can't
say. Sven if you can't imagine the expl<mation, Sister,
remember ihat tl tere are circumst.ances beyond your
b1owletlgc. Evr11 if) ou [eel c;ertaimy, it is an emotion
aucl 1wt a fnct. ln Lhc spirit of ch:ui ty, I appeal to you.
011 hel,;tlf "f Ill\ life's work Yon have to behave
rt'"P"il"l

-. ....r

hl~·- l

11 111

~.nneH "' rni...r hands@

L \l.l>Y'-11 .... J_ clo11 t

1 1.\

"~:

... ....

1h

waut you

@J'o

t 0 :mo\ore

Y€j.~1:

\

:\lv repula1w11 1~ at ~take. ~ -\O
-\\ .1 n 'II "-· Yim car presen:i..e..::,.
vo'""u...:r=..re_p_u..J...ita~t':"io:1>.na:.~~L.J-1¥......l.!l....!4>D.t..\Cl~

1 1' :--. ' ' H y011 say the~P
111

,.., .... r1.11

things. J won"t be able LO do my work
the C',Oll11J•tU~H'·. ~~ Q ~e..n.5l
\Lt)\;-. 1 .... )mlJ' work Ill th(' m~mu11ity should be

tJi~rntltlll!Wd.
l'I'

'r-.: iou'd lcaY1

~C)

11w

~

e

\\'itli nothing. \.l....)-~~!......S:.:1...U...l-:..io.O.U-

\un ... 11·-.: Tl1<1L s uol Ln.it·. It's onald Muller wpo
lins nothi1ig, <mcl you took f'ul l advantage of tha@
N :-: : I hnve 1101. do 1ll' a 1wth i 11(1 wrong. I care about that boy
vcrv mucl1.
0

,.. 1;.. 1 1·. 11

io (\({( 1se

r1 )

®-'W. tle.\eM

I

.T1th11 PaL11cJ.. Shanley

Dou bl

SISTER ALOYSIUS:

Because you smile at him and sympat.hne

with him, and talk to him as if you were the same!@1;
FLYNN: That child needed a friend!
F= iJ,
· '
STSTEI\ ALOYSIUS: You are a cheat. The war
feeling OU
experienced when that boy looked at you with trust was
not the sensation of virt.ne. Tt can be got by a drunhr<l
from his tot of rum. You're a disgrace to the collar. The

reffO<Jch

7''1..: fig/it.( crossfari.e to Sisler A lo_ystu.s walking into the gar·den.
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Revised Rehearsal Schedule of Doubt: A Parable

Sunday December 12, 2010

Auditions

Sunday January 12, 20 J 1

Auditions (call back)

Saturday February 12, 2011

Rehearsal, Amy Berg's Film

Sunday February 13, 2011

Rehearsal, First Reading

Tuesday February 15, 2011

Rehearsal, Character Development

Thursday February 17, 2011

Rehearsal, Scene II

Sunday February 20, 20 11

Rehearsal, Scene V

Monday February 21, 2011

Rehearsal, Scene TV, Scene VIII

Tuesday February 22, 2011

Rehearsal, Scene IV, Scene IX

Thursday February 24, 2011

Production Meeting

Sunday February 27, 2011

Rehearsal, Scene II

Tuesday March l , 2011

Rehearsal, Scene VITI

Thursday March 3, 2011

Rehearsal, Scene V, Scene VIII

Sunday March 6, 2011

Rehearsal, Scene JV

Tuesday March 8, 2011

Rehearsal, Scene V, Scene VII

Thursday March 10, 2011

Rehearsal Run Through

Sunday March 13, 201 1

Voice workshop

Monday March 14 to
Friday March 18, 20 l 1

Public School Closure, No Rehearsal

Tuesday March 22, 2011

Rehearsal, Scene VIII

Thursday March 24, 201 1

Rehearsal Scene I, Scene Ill

Sunday, March 26 2011

Production meeting

Sunday March 27, 2011

Rehearsal Scene II

Tuesday March 29, 201 1

Rehearsal Scene IV, Scene IX

Sunday March 31, 201 1

Rehearsal Scene VII, Scene VI

Sunday April 3, 2011

Rehearsal Scene V

Tuesday April 5, 2011

Rehearsal Scene V

Thursday April 7, 2011

Rehearsal Scene Vlll

Sunday April 10, 2011

Rehearsal Scene Vill, Run Through

Thursday April 14, 2011

Production Meeting

Sunday April 17, 2011

Rehearsal Scene II, Scene VII

Thursday April 21, 2011

Building Set, Rehearsal Scene VIII

Saturday April 23, 20 l 1

Production Meeting, Rehearsal
Scene V, Scene VIII

Tuesday April 26, 2011

Rehearsal Scene II, Scene V,
Scene IV, Scene IX

Thursday April 28, 2011

Technical Rehearsal

Saturday April 30, 2011

Set Building and Painting of Flats,
Focus of lights

Monday May 02, 2011

Technical Rehearsal (Cue-to-Cue)

Thursday May 5 2011

Dress Rehearsal, Make Up
Workshop andRisers Set Up

Friday May 6, 2011

Opening of the Show

Saturday May 7 and Sunday May 8, 2011

Shows

Thursday May 12, Friday May 13 and

Shows

Saturday May14, 2011
Sunday, May 15,2011

Striking the Set.

Review: No Doubt of the quality of this o·utstanding production
"*w. Rusland

mast.erfu.Uy executed crucifix crucible
stirred by Tremblay.
Jrony lay in grey doubt dripping from
tlJe play's black-and-white themes
thatJurkcdintbe sisteis' inky habitS,
Flynn's blackrobe and his White collar
- all made by Helga TrinC'zek.
AGtion wassetagainstan austere

News leader Piclorial

rcury Players'
darldy brilliant drama
oubt: A Parable
certainly held viewin rapt curiosity
and self-reflection during Friday's
premiere in the Mercury Theatre.
Director Michelle Tremblay's four
actors personified fue searing symbolism intended by playwright John Patrick Shanley's nakedly intense ~t
The perfectly nuan~ one-act work
was a ~ute walk down a tmmel
lit by messages about righ~ wrong,
purpose, belief, bigouy, guilt and truth.
Do11b1 s1960s action intensely focused on St Nicholas Catholic School
ptincipal Sister Aloysius (M:iWe
Sullivan) and her belief t~er Father
Flynn (Miehael Terides) sexually
assaulted 12-yr.ar-oldblack studerif

M
Donald Muller.

But where's the evidence ofthis
crime?
That's what confused young Sister
James (Conina Cornforth) who
bravely asks quest:ions on our beba1f
during Aloysius' allegations.

L

s~ comprising Flynn's pulpit,

Alo~' desk, and asmall courtyard
adeptfy lamped by Gregg Peny.
lnt() that dim world stepped wiseen
Doaald's troubled n:iodu, Mrs. Muller,
poi'!tayed in beige by Rosemary Jeffery.
While Mrs. Muller shed ligbl on Iler
son's home life under his bnilal dad
- and Donald's budding homosexuality- it was left to us to judge ifFlynn

sinned
Our decision mimxed society's critical quest foi: truth through the~.
oourt.s, cops, families, witnesses and

But is ita crusade for justice, or a
witchhmn?
Answe.is rnighl be found during
penetrating dialoguein lli:is emotional

powediouse.
Impassioned exchanges between

anal Aloysius and lhen:ire-guy priest:
bristled with ~on.
Wehling on every word, straining
for clues to defend f~ or suwart
Aloysius.
There was nowkre lo hide in this

govemments.
But Doubt is about 1he fact few
things are really ~ they seem
Doubr: AParable runs May 12tD14
at8 p.rn., in the Mercury Theatre, Brae

Road. Duncan.

Dramadc play rating: 10 confessions out ofJO.

Doubt weaves layers of truth, uncenainty

11-07-03 12: 12 PM

Doubt weaves layers of truth, uncertainty
Lexi Bainas, The Citizen
Published: Wednesday, May 18, 201 l
Lean and mean: that was the case against Father Flynn in the Mercury Players taut production of John
Patrick Shanley's play, Doubt: a Parable.
The play is riddled with doubts of all kinds but the watching crowd Sunday, May 8 knew for certain they
were seeing some gripping theatre.
Michael Terides was a human Father Flynn -- a priest who can accept Frosty the Snowman without turning
http://www2.canada.com/ cowichanvalleycitizen/story.html?id- bfcc8ae2- lal2 - 4 73 2- 8466- cd2 7a9b56e 11
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that into a theological discussion, someone who is comfortab1e with putting three lumps of sugar in his tea.

View Larger Image

Father Flynn (Michael Terides) tells his congregation that doubt is all around them during the tense
times in the U.S. following the assassination of John F. Kennedy.
Lex.i Balnas, Citizen
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He's also a caring friend trying to shield a young boy in trouble.
But, he admits right at the start that, living during the turbulent early 1960s in the U.S., he has doubts about
things.
Sister Aloysius, hi s nemesis, on the other hand, is all too sure of herself. Her doubt is that Flynn is telling
the truth but, with the talented Maggie Sullivan playing the acid-tongued nun , we quickly see that her
campaign against him, and men in general, is no recent thing .
She attempts to paint him into a corner but cl ouds every issue with so much personal animosity that the
audience begins to doubt her view of things.
Corrina Cornforth as the innocent young Sister James and Rosemary Jeffery as Mrs. Muller, the mother of
the young boy that Sister Aloysius uses as a lightning rod for her allegations about Flynn, round out a strong
cast.
Under the hand of director Michelle Tremblay, the plot slides, snakelike, around obstacles and into the
consciousness of the audience, drawing theatregoers in and causing them to re-examine their own
certainties.
·as a fine piece of work done with challenging subject matter by all concerned and left everyone
'""' ndering eagerly what the Mercury Players will tackle next.
http:/ /www2 .canada .com f cowichanva lleycitizen/ story.htm l?id= bfcc8ae2- l a l2 - 4 7 3 2- 8466- cd2 7a9b5Ge11
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Appendix D: Diagram of Tone
The diagram below represents the scenes as they appear in the play.
They form a downward arrow, pointing to the last scene in the play that of the garden, that of the revelation of
doubt.
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Corrina Cornforth

June 21, 2011
Central Washington University
400 E. University Way
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7460
Department of Theatre Arts
Attn: George Bellah, Thesis Chair
Michael Smith, Thesis Committee Member
Christina Barrigan, Thesis Committee Member
MICHELLE TREMBLAY. THESIS - DOUBT: A PARABLE

I would like to express my appreciation for being part of this powerful play and Michelle
Tremblay's thesis submission. I was cast as Sister James in the Doubt: A Parable
production.
I was initially concerned to take on such a powerful and demanding piece as my
reintroduction to live theatre after a 1O year break. Michelle Tremblay showed such a
passion and depth of understanding of the material, that I was quickly inspired to
attempt the role.
Michelle gave workshops that focused on the fundamentals of acting. We dedicated an
entire Sunday to breath, voice and projection techniques with a professional voice
coach brought in for .the benefit of the cast by Michelle. We took up yoga practices to
help ground and center our energies and connect with our characters before each
rehearsal and performance; also with the guidance of a professional yoga instructor.
Michelle demanded the continual analysis of the material to find the truisms of the play
and the layers of meaning, which I had not experienced from a director since my play
analysis courses in University.
Not only did Michelle serve as director, but was also left with the responsibilities of
Producing and Marketing our production. Michelle was responsible for coordinating the
props that could not be found , the distribution of all the posters, and continually taking
on the backstage roles that would be deserted last minute. Without Michelle Tremblay's
dedication to Doubt and constant resourcefulness the play never would have made it to
stage.

The true gift that Michelle gave us as actors was to patiently encourage us on the path
of our own character discoveries. She created a safe rehearsal space that demanded
we each respect the other' journey in finding our character. The result was powerful.
The emotions, and even vocabulary, of our characters found their way into our daily
lives. The character had become so ingrained in us, because it was so organic to each
one of us. This all would have been lost, had Michelle chosen to "tell" rather than
"guide."
"Good Directors do not perform. They cause the actors to perform."
I feel privileged to have worked with such a talented and gracious director, and only
hope that it will not be the last time.

Corrina Cornforth
"Sister James"

Please note:
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons.

Central Washington University
400 E. University Way
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7460
Department of Theatre Arts
Att: Mr. George Bellah. Thesis Chair
Mr. Micheal Smith Thesis Committee Members
Mrs. Christine Barrigan, Thesis Committee Member

I want to take this opportunity while I may to speak of Michelle Tremblay in support of her Masters thesis
In theatre.
It was once again a pleasure to work with Michelle in her generous and conscientious effort to direct, and
a for a time produce, a play that required a delicate and thoughtful approach to her audience and to her
actors. As an actor it is wonderful to work with a director who will encourage without overtaking an actors
process to discover their character. Yet still has the insight to see where an actor is missing some subtle,
or not so subtle, depths of the character they are playing and then to help them draw that out. Michelle
provided a rehearsal schedule that met our individual needs, yet was aptly aware of what was necessary
to bring out he best of each of her actors.
She demonstrated leadership in pulling all the components of this play together, from set design to
costumes, from art work to lighting and even front of house staffing. She insisted in providing a warm up
for her actors in voice and body connection, helping to create a cohesion between the players that was
then possible to transfer to the stage. She encouraged us all to create mental images that would help
solidify our individual characters' traits, and the relationships we held with each of the characters of the
play. I myself, and I believe all of my fellow actors, found this to be a truly valuable exercise.
"DOUBT' was not the first play in which I was directed by Michelle, but her dedication and professional
approach to the process in this play was truly evident and I look forward to the possibility of working with
her again.

Sincerely

Michael Terides
(Father Flynn)

Please note:
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons.
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MERCURY PLAYERS PRODUCTION

Directed by Michelle Tremblay

Cast
Father Flynn - Michael Terides
Sister Aloysius - Maggie Sullivan
Sister James - Corrina Cornforth
Mrs. Muller - Rosemary Jeffery

Acknowledgements:
We wish to acknowledge the following contributors for their
support and commitment to this production: Sunrise Waldorf
School, Shawnigan Lake School, Lila Music Studio, The Steel
Workers Union.
A special thank you to:
•

Saskia Sodermens for her design of the poster of Doubt-a
parable;

Scenic Design by Michelle Tremblay in consultation with
James O'Leary

•

Gus El Moussa for his photographs;

•

Dan Johnston for building the set;

Costume Design by Helga Trinczek
Music Composed by Robert Mari
Sound Design by Brendon Newall
Lighting Design by Gregg Perry
Stage Managed by Sharon Bell
Assisted by Kristin Lang

•

Peter Russland and the Newsleader, Andrew Leong, photographer, Newsleader, Lexi Bainas and the Citizen , The
Voice Magazine, Shaw T.V, CBC Radio, GallowGlass
Books, PORTALS at Island Saving;

•

Bob Knuth, Nicolas Buchtard , Lionel Laviolette;

•

George W. Bellah 3rd;

•

Bob Sullivan for his work in publicity;

•

Whippletree Furniture, Tom Provencal, Brigitte Miller, Colin
Lang, Jenni Ferris, James O'Larey, David Mclachlan , Cari
Burdett, Leslie Sanchez, Mijen Multimedia, Copycat
Printing.

•

Johanne Turcotte for her continuous support.

Setting: Doubt takes place in the Bronx, at a Catholic
Church and St. Nicholas School, in 1964.
John Patrick Shanley wrote the play in 2005 motivated by the political unrest in the United States during
that period. Uncertainty was seen as weakness, a feeling that
made him uncomfortable. This was his point of departure for
writing this play. - "Doubt requires more courage than conviction does, and more energy; because conviction is a resting place and doubt is infinite - it is a passionate exercise.
You may come out of my play uncertain. You may want to be
sure. Look down on that feeling. We've got to learn to live
with a full measure of uncertainty. There is no last word.
That's the silence under the chatter of our time. "
John Patrick Shanley (Doubt: A Parable)
There will be no intermission.

Front of House
L"urel Hibbert, Lionel Laviolette, Leslie Sanchez, Susan
Christensen, Robert lngarfield , and Dawn Terides

Cicely Mclachlan
Properties
Cicely is a fairly recent convert to back stage theatre. Her involvement began
several years ago with the South Island Musical Theatre's production of
'Fiddler on the Roof. Since then she has worked on 'Music Man' and
'Curtains', both with SIMTS. The attraction to the theatre originates with other
family members who have acted with various theatrical groups in the Cowichan
Valley. A natural organizer and would-be sleuth, Cicely enjoys the hunt for the
elusive prop, the challenge of creating something that can't be found and
the delight of having everything come together by the first dress rehearsal. Heartfelt gratitude is extended to her husband and family for their
continual patience and support (and for giving up the spare room for 'stuff).

Julie LeBlanc-O'Leary
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Lighting Director/ Operator
Julie enjoyed playing in school productions and doing improvisation in her native Quebec but ifs truly backstage that she found
her inspirations. After studying Architecture in Montreal, Montpellier and Lausanne. Julie worked as a Stage Electrician for the
Belgian production of The Phantom of the Opera. Enchanted by
this experience, she took on various jobs such as Light technician, Sound operator and Stage manager, while devoting her
free time to painting and drawing. Wrth two school age children,
Julie finds she has now more time to devote to all things creative.
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Sharon Coppick-Klewchuk
Set Painting
Is a local artist working in multi mediums. She is the prime
organizer for a local life drawing group as well as a member
of AMORA (artists mentoring other regional artists).

Robert Mari
Composer. Conductor. Pianist

Mr. Mari is currently engaged as Conductor/Musical Director of the Cowichan
Consort on Vancouver Island. Starting to play piano when he was 3 years old,
then first performing in public by 5, followed by his first symphonic conducting at
13, he has explored a variety of musical styles and mediums. As pianist or
composer Robert has produced 4 recordings and various film scores. Enjoyi.ng
life in Shawnigan Lake in his beautiful studio on Baldy Mountain looking over
the lake, valleys and ocean, Robert continues to compose, perform and play
tennis.

Michelle Tremblay
Director
Michelle chose to direct Doubt - a parable as completion
to her studies for a Master's degree in Theatre Production . She has worked as actor, director and drama
teacher since 1990 having then completed her degree in
Dramatic Arts from Montreal University. In the Cowichan
Valley she has worked with Shawnigan Players, recently
directing for them, The Jungle Book and Les Belles
Soeurs. In Victoria, she produced several plays with the
company she co-founded, Theatre Cabale, for which she
was the artistic director for five years. She received her
first Canada Council Grant to star in Brilliant Traces. She
worked with Kaleiodoscope Theatre in Victoria as a
drama consultant for students and teachers of elementary and secondary schools on Vancouver Island and the
lower Mainland for over three years. While working for
Theatre la Seizieme in Vancouver, she toured the
schools of British Columbia as an actor and appeared at
the National Art Centre in Ottawa. Wanting to give her
support to live theatre in the Cowichan Valley, she served
for two years on the Board of Mercury Players. She is
grateful to have worked with such a committed group of
actors in this production of Doubt - a parable. Michelle
thanks the Mercury Players for their support and especially Gregg Perry, President of the Mercury Players, who
continues to work above and beyond the call of duty to
support live theatre in the Cowichan Valley. Enjoy the

show/
Michael Terides
Father Flynn
2007 was the first year I was on stage here at the Mercury
theatre for"Twelve Angry Men", next was "The Jungle
Book" then "Our Town". My last two plays were "The Zoo
Story'' and "Curtains". This is my third play with Michelle
Tremblay as my director and I am happy to be working with
her once again.

Maggie Sullivan
Sister Aloysius
The allure of theatre first took hold of me twenty five years
ago.Musical theatre in Ontario was the start of a long love affair.
My introduction to the stage include works such as Brigadoon,
My Fair Lady,Kiss Me Kate, White Hose Inn, Drood, Pyjama
Game and ten years of Old Tyme Music Hall. After moving to
Lake Cowichan I tried my hand at comedy with Kaatza Lakeside
Players and loved it W ith the production of
I have
embarked on my greatest challenge, drama.

·oousr

Corrina Cornforth
Sister James
Corrina is pleased to be returning to the stage, and making
her Mercury Theatre debut Corrina previously hails from
Edmonton, AB where she had the privilege of performing in
4 Fringe Festival shows, numerous musicals, concert
choirs, Jubilations Dinner T heatre (West Edmonton Mall)
and lmprov Shows. Doubt's Sister James seemed the perfect role to get her back on stage as it spoke to her experiences in private schools and being brought up in the Roman Catholic faith. She has enjoyed the growth process
with her fellow actors and director, Michelle.
Rosemary Jeffery
Mrs. Muller
Is pleased to be back at the Mercury theatre to perform in this
thought provoking story. No stranger to the stage, Rosemary
has enjoyed entertaining local audiences in a variety of theatrical
and vocal productions in the Cowichan Valley and Victoria.
Previous roles at the Mercury theater include: Jackie Crayton
from Noel Coward's Hayfever; Sister Amnesia from Dan Goggin's
NunCrackers; Rosemary lives in Sidney BC with her husband Paul.
Sharon Bell
Stage Manager
Sharon has been stage manager or assistant stage manager
since 1994. Some productions include: The Children's Hour
(Shawnigan Players); The Foreigner (Bard At Brentwood); The
4th W ise Man (Victoria Puppet Zone); Tommy Douglas: The Arrows of Desire (Phantom Poets Touring Co., McPherson); As
You Like It (Bard At Brentwood); Uthe/Athe [fhere/Here] (Puente); I
Hate Hamlet (Langham Court); Private lives (Langham Court);
Aladdin: Pantomime (Chemainus); Diary of Anne Frank
(Chemainus); Pink Panther Strikes Again (Chemainus).
Kristin Lang
Assistant Stage Manager
· Supports the arts and is always open to new opportunities and
experiences as a way to grow and learn about herself and others.
Working as Assistant Stage Manager has opened up a new
door into the world of theatre. She currently works in Duncan
and Victoria as a Massage Practitioner.
James O'Leary
Started working in theatre at the age of 14 in his native Northampton.
Over the years, he worked all over Europe with leading companies.
including The Royal Shakespeare Company. Before moving to
Canada, James worked as Master Carpenter for the Swiss and
Belgian productions of The Phantom of the Opera. Rekindling an
old flame, he recently built the set of the Phantom once more, but
this time right here in the valley, for Brentwood College. He was
also part of the team that designed and built the scenery for their
production of Peter Pan.

Helga H. Trinczek
Costume Designer
Helga was born in Poland and grew up in Germany, where she
was one of the founders of the first Figure Theatre College.
Frtrnthereonshev.akedwith manyothertheatregroups from puppetry to science fiction. In 1987 she moved to Toronto and studied fine art, sculpture, painting and live drawing. Helga moved in
1992 to BC and since than has been creating costumes for many
groups and individuals.
Georgie Weeks Heyd
Make up artist
Georgie has worked as a commercial makeup artist for 25
years. W orking in Vancouver in fashion, stage, photography,
video, television, and as a makeup artist teacher. She
lives here in Duncan w ith her family.

Brandon Newell
Sound Designer
Is pleased to help since his latest involvement "Sylvia" went so
well!

Gregg Perry
Producer
Recently accepted the responsibility of President of the Mercury Players board, with whom he appeared in productions
of Twelve Angry Men and I'm Not Rappaport, as well as directing Sylvia. He has worked w ith the South Island Musical
Theatre Society with leads in Guys and Doffs and The Music
Man (1997) and director credits for Brigadoon and The Music Man (2009). He played Shylock in the
Bard@Brentwood's production of Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice, and has also performed at the Chemainus
Theatre, where he was its first producer.

laurel Hibbert
Producer
Laurel has appeared on stage locally in several plays including "Les Belles Soeurs", "A Majority Of Two" and "The Ballymore Reel". In addition to her theatre responsibilities as vice
president of The Mercury Players, Laurel is having success
these days as a visual artist.
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